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Section 1: This Year’s
Update

WELCOME TO FROSH TRIP 2014 OA’S 41ST TRIP!
You are about to embark on an adventure in which more than 18,700 other Princetonians have
participated over the past 40 years. As an Outdoor Action Leader, your job is to help the members
of the class of 2018 start their Princeton career feeling excited and comfortable. This is a big
responsibility: this is your freshmen’s first taste of Princeton, and what you do in the next week will
have a real influence on their next four years.
This manual will help you with that task. Good luck!
TREVOR CANDIDO ’16

THERESA MEYER ’15

GREG WILSON ‘16

SALLY WALTMAN

CAROLINE STONE ‘14

RICK CURTIS ‘79

Frosh Trip Coordinator

Office Assistant

Frosh Trip Coordinator

Program Coordinator

Frosh Trip Coordinator

Program Director
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HOW TO USE YOUR MANUAL
This “new and improved” manual is intended to be your guide from pre-trip through to post-trip
and as a reference for trips during the year. Our vision is to begin issuing manuals to leaders during
the training process and having them keep this tool and use it year after year. Because this manual
is intended to last for several years, and, of course, things change, the first section of the manual is
intended to be replaced each year. Our goal in having leaders keep the manual is to allow more time
with protocols and other contents so leaders are more familiar with it and it is used more often
during Frosh Trips.
It is your responsibility during pre-trip and before each trip thereafter to read the manual
through cover to cover. We will collect manuals after this year’s frosh trip and distribute them to
trainees in the fall. They will then be able to make notes and otherwise mark them.
As a leader, you are responsible for understanding the entire content of the manual. This
goes double for the protocols and guidelines section. You will not have to quote from it, but should
be familiar enough with it to know what is referenced and then to turn to that section or set of
pages to refer to as you teach, swim, evac., etc.
Please store this manual in a plastic bag to protect it from the elements. It is meant to last,
but needs your care to do so.

LEADER TO-DO LIST
Note: This is not a complete list of everything that you need to do during pre-trip. See this year’s pretrip schedule for the full slate of activities. You are required to attend them all. This list only
contains items that we do not have a specifically scheduled time for. The activities on this list are
things that you and your co-leader(s) are responsible for taking care of on your own.
Wednesday-Thursday:
1. Review this Leader Manual!
2. Check your own personal gear. Make sure that you have what you need.
3. Pick up a snack for your frosh. Bear in mind any allergies or dietary restrictions. Clearly
label your snack with your group number and the rendezvous at which you would like
support to bring it. Put your snack in the box for the correct support team on Saturday
4. Find a full value contract. Your FVC can be a flag, a t-shirt, a flying disc, a glow-up pirate
sword. Feel free, but not obligated, to be creative. It should be tough enough to survive a
week in the woods and light enough that it’s easy to carry.
Friday:
1. Pack your personal gear so that you’ll be ready when your frosh arrive. Make sure that you
can get it out to go over gear with your frosh.
2. Have a co-leader meeting regarding your plan for Saturday. Who will have the sign? Who
will speak to the frosh? Who will hand out gear? What will you do while waiting for
everyone to show up? Where will you go when you leave Dillon? What name game(s) will
you play? What other games will you play? etc. Saturday is crazytown (see below), so this
conversation is much easier to have ahead of time.
3. Get to bed early. You want to be at the top of your game when frosh arrive.

Saturday Morning/Afternoon:
1. Repackage your food, including perishables, before Frosh arrive.
2. Bring props. If you’re a specialty trip (climbing, paddling, biking, farming &c.) bring props
relevant to your activity. Otherwise, just use your imagination. Don’t get too crazy and
scare your frosh away.
3. Make a sign with your trip number. It should dazzle and amaze all onlookers, especially
your frosh. Be creative but clear.
4. Check the Dillon map to find where your group should be located. Set up there with packs,
bags, and T-shirts.
5. Review the “Meeting Your Frosh” section of this manual Page 6-8.
6. Play games. Get ready for your frosh to arrive.
7. Check in your frosh. Stay in your designated area. Do not gravitate to the center of the gym.
a. As frosh arrive, check them against your list by last name. If someone shows up but isn’t
on your list, send them straight back to check-in. If you are missing folks, contact checkin.
b. Ask about gear. Check that they think they have everything. They should have their
boots with them as well as a pack and sleeping bag if they have it. Check them for
sufficiency. If the gear they brought isn’t acceptable or they know they are missing
something else, make a written note of it.
c. If they are signed up to borrow a pack, give them one from the stack assigned to your
group. Ensure that the spine length is correct or adjust it so that it becomes correct.
d. If they are signed up to borrow a sleeping bag, give them one from the pile assigned to
your group.
e. Ask about sleeping pads. Give them one from the group’s stack if they need one.
f. Make sure that they have everything OA can lend them. Check that borrowed gear fits. If
anything is missing, broken, or doesn’t fit, send one co-leader with the frosh to replace it
immediately.
8. While waiting for all your frosh, make introductions. Pair up frosh to meet each other while
the leaders take care of things they need to. Once you have a critical mass of frosh, you can
play games, but be careful about your group’s comfort level, how crowded Dillon is, and
your ability to locate the frosh who are still arriving.
9. Once everyone is there, and you’ve handed out all the gear and t-shirts, leave Dillon. You
must check out, and collect your valuables box.
10. If you are missing frosh, leave them a message at the front desk. Let them know where you’ll
be that evening. Keep your cell phone on. If you are missing someone, you must sleep in a
leader’s room so that you are easy to find.
11. Pick Up Dinner outside of Dillon on your way out, and head someplace to eat and talk about
the trip.
12. Play a name game. Once you get to a location where you can converse comfortably, getting
your participants to learn each other’s names should be priority #1. See p.150. for
suggestions.
13. Permethrin boots. Have frosh line up their boots. Leaders should include their boots as
well. One leader can spray the boots while the other leader introduces games. BOOTS
HAVE BEEN STOLEN SATURDAY NIGHT. DON’T LEAVE BOOTS UNATTENDED.
14. Play other games. Go ahead and set a fun tone for your trip, but remember “sequencing.”
Starting off with “Ride that Pony” is almost certainly a bad idea. Instead, choose simple
games with clear rules that don’t push people too far outside their comfort zones. See
Section 12 for suggestions.
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15. Save your participants’ cell phone numbers in your phone. Make a text group so you can
easily communicate with all of them.
16. After dinner your participants are going to go back to their rooms to pick up their personal
gear. Give them a clear plan for what to do after that. They should go to their rooms, gather
their personal gear, and rendezvous at an easy-to-find place. Make it clear that this is the
last chance for them to go back to their room. Explain this in person and via text message in
case someone forgets.
Saturday Evening:
1. Rendezvous with your frosh.
2. Make food and gear piles. Review their med forms. Make a clear plan with your coleader(s) of who will be responsible for what tasks this evening and tomorrow.
3. Frontload the evening. What’s on the agenda?
4. Teach how to pack a pack.
5. Begin having individual conversations with each frosh. Talk to them about their med form,
allergies, and dietary needs, religious observances during the trip. Ask about any new
injuries or illnesses. Ask each participant if they have any questions, concerns, anxieties,
goals for the trip. Answer questions. Assuage fears. Let them know that you are there for
them if they ever need anything.
6. While one or two leaders conduct those conversations, the remaining leader(s) should
review everyone’s gear. In a group, go through each item on the personal gear list. Have
each person show you their gear so that you can personally inspect it and make sure that it
meets the needs for that item. Show your gear as examples. Tell them what not to bring and
why. Explain what to wear while hiking: layering, liner socks, etc. Command Center staff
will be available in front of Dillon Gym to help with last-minute equipment issues.
7. Help frosh finish packing their packs.
8. Teach frosh skills they need before getting to the trailhead:
a. How to put on a pack and adjust it
b. How to jump-shake your booty
c. Proper hydration and nutrition
d. The basic concept and importance of Leave No Trace
e. How to pour GORP hygienically
f. Troweling, a.k.a. how to poop in the woods
g. Female hygiene
h. Lightning protocol
i. Staying Found protocol
9. Make your Full Value Contract. Explain the purpose of the FVC and its function on the trip.
See p. 6-9. Note: if it’s getting late, you can make the judgment call about whether the FVC
would be more valuable if you do it after you get off the bus at the trailhead or in camp the
first night. Think about your bus departure time, length of the drive, and your first day of
hiking.
10. Pack your valuables box. Encourage your frosh to give you their phones, wallets, keys, and
watches, but remember challenge by choice. Anyone who wants to can bring a phone (as
their camera) we just want to encourage people not to call, text or email while on the trail.
Leaders should keep their phones with them on the trail as a backup.
11. It’s getting late, but remember to keep your energy level up. Let your frosh see that you are
excited to be going out on the trail and excited that each one of them is in your group.
12. Frontload the morning.

13. Get frosh ready for bed. Have them brush their teeth, get all their gear packed away, roll out
the tarp, and get into their sleeping bags. Note: avoid sleeping on lawns that have
sprinklers. Otherwise you’ll be rudely awakened before sunrise.
14. Deal with last-minute leader issues. Fill up your dromedary bags for the morning. Get any
pieces of gear you have discovered are missing. Make sure you know where everything is
so you can roll out easily in the morning. You’re going to be tired; do everything you can
think of now to make the morning easier.
15. Have a final co-leader pow-wow. How did the day go? Does anyone have any concerns?
What has your leader radar picked up about your participants? Convey information from
the leader(s) who had the individual conversations to the leader(s) who helped with gear
review and vice-versa. What is your plan for tomorrow? When will you get up? What will
you do in the morning? How will you sit on the bus? What will you do when you get to the
trailhead? Check the latest weather forecast for your area. Etc., etc.
16. Set an alarm, budgeting enough time for 10+ people to get up and carry their packs for the
first time. Leave your cell phone on.
17. Get some rest. You’ve got a big day tomorrow.
Sunday Morning:
1. Get up on time. Groups depart at different times depending on how far away the trip area
is. Know what time your group is leaving so you can arrive on time at the parking garage next
to New South.
2. Get your frosh awake, moving, packing their sleeping bags, and rolling up the tarp.
3. Make sure you have all the group gear you need, especially trip packet, phone, first aid kit,
GORP, and the tarp you slept on.
4. Make sure everyone has three full water bottles. There may not be water where you get
off the bus.
5. Check in at the West Garage (the parking garage just southwest of Baker Rink).
6. Turn in your valuables box.
7. Walk down the ramp. Get breakfast. And keep moving through the parking lot down to
wait by the buses. Look for a Sign that has your Bus Number on it. Park your group there
and eat.
8. Finalize gear. Command will be on hand for any last minute equipment needs. However, you
should have already dealt with most equipment issues.
9. Follow all instructions given by Command Center personnel.
10. Load your bus or van when instructed. Before you put your packs under the bus, make sure
you have the following items with you IN THE BUS:
a. Two full water bottles per person
b. One bag of GORP
c. Your trip packet and maps
d. Your trip phone
e. Your advanced first aid kit
f. Bus directions
11. Leave the parking area spotless so that we can continue to use it.
12. Help the bus driver find your drop-off point. The first group to get dropped off should have
directions. They are responsible for navigation until they get off the bus, at which point
responsibility passes to the group getting dropped off second, and so on. Utilize the printed
directions, your trip maps, your route plan’s description of the drop-off point, and your
personal phone if you brought it.
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Sunday Afternoon:
1. Teach hiking 101. Demonstrate stretches before hiking. Emphasize the importance of
getting lots of calories and staying hydrated on trail. Set a good example. Recheck your
participants’ packs for weight distribution and size adjustment. Consider doing a pass-thepack activity.
2. Teach blisters 101. What’s a hotspot? Explain what they are and why it’s important to catch
them early. Consider having a leader feel a “hotspot” after half an hour on the trail to
demonstrate good blister care. Use BodyGlide.
3. Know potential hazards for your area (bears, snakes, poison ivy, road/river crossings, etc.)
and tell your group how to deal with them.
Throughout the Trip:
Teach the rest of the backpacking curriculum (see p. 7-2).have a conversation regarding alcohol
and another one regarding Princeton resources See Section 10.

Last Night & Morning
1. Do a final trip debrief (see Section 9). Fill My Cup is highly recommended. Use your
bandanas and markers.
2. Explain how things will work when you return to campus. When you get back, your group
needs to turn in all gear. This process includes cleaning tarps, washing dishes, and sorting
out garbage.
3. Consider sorting all OA gear into 1-2 OA packs while waiting at the trailhead to make checkout back on campus faster.
4. Teach your group “Old Nassau” and sing it as you drive into Princeton - it’s OA tradition!
“Old Nassau” lyrics are included at the beginning of the song section in this Manual. See p.
142
Upon Return to Campus on Friday:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

All groups must go to the return site immediately upon return to campus.
Check in with Command at the Check-In Table to let them know your group has returned.
Follow all the steps in the deissue instructions.
Check your schedule for Saturday cleanup and next-week debriefs.
Get cleaned up and go out to dinner with your group.
Go to the OA Dance in Dillon on Friday evening, time TBA! You are required to bring your
group to the OA Dance. We expect you to stay with your frosh at the dance for an appreciable
length of time. It will reflect very poorly on you as a leader if you abandon your group as
soon as you get back to campus.

After Frosh Trip:
1. Frosh Trip Clean-Up: Your responsibilities as a Frosh Trip leader do not end
until all equipment has been cleaned and returned to the ER. There is no magic
crew that will do this job for you—you must show up and do it! Leaders are

assigned to shifts on Saturday to clean up and put away equipment; you will receive
the schedule when you check in upon return to campus on Friday. Attendance at
the Saturday Frosh Trip Clean-Up is REQUIRED.
2. Frosh Trip Debriefs: All Leaders are required to attend a one-hour final debrief as
part of Frosh Trip. You will receive the schedule when you check in upon return to
campus on Friday.

MENINGITIS PRECAUTIONS
Five cases of meningitis have been associated with the University since March. The five cases were
caused by the meningococcal bacteria known as type B, which has no effective vaccine but can be
treated with common antibiotics. State law requires all Princeton students living in dorms to have
received the meningitis vaccine, which protects against most strains of the bacteria, but not type B.

How to prevent the
spread of bacterial
meningitis:
 Do NOT share anything
that comes in contact
with the mouth
including:












Water bottles
Mouth guards
Face masks
Towels
Drinking glasses
Eating Utensils
Cosmetics
Toothbrushes
Smoking materials
Kisses
Food or drink from a
common source such
as a punch bowl

What is meningococcal meningitis?
Meningococcal meningitis, sometimes just called meningitis, is
caused by the type of bacteria called Neisseria meningitides.
This bacteria infects the lining of the brain and spinal cord.
There are a few different types or strains of Neisseria
meningitides. In the United States, types B, C and Y cause the
majority of disease.
Is meningitis serious?
Yes. Every year in the United States approximately 800 to 1,500
people are infected with meningococcal meningitis and 120 die
from the disease. Also, about one of every five survivors live
with permanent disabilities, such as seizures, amputations,
kidney disease, deafness, brain damage and psychological
problems.
What are the symptoms?
Symptoms of bacterial meningitis may include high fever,
headache and stiff neck. Other symptoms may include nausea,
vomiting, confusion and sensitivity to light. Later in the illness, a
rash that looks like purple blotches or spots on the arms, legs
and torso may appear.
Symptoms can develop over several hours, or may take a few
days. The incubation period can be one to two weeks.

How contagious is meningitis?
Meningococcal meningitis is spread through direct contact with
the oral secretions of someone carrying the bacteria, including
close personal contact, such as coughing, sharing drinks, kissing and being in close proximity for an
extended period. To limit the spread of illness, you should avoid sharing cups, cosmetics,
toothbrushes, smoking materials or anything that comes in contact with the mouth.
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Fortunately, the bacteria cannot live outside the body for very long. So, none of the bacteria that
cause meningitis are as contagious as the common cold or the flu. It is not spread by casual contact
(e.g., shaking hands, touching door knobs) or by simply breathing the air where a person with
meningitis has been.
Can someone be a “carrier” without experiencing symptoms?
Five to 10 percent of people may carry the bacteria in their nose or throat without getting sick. This
carrier state may last for days or months before spontaneously disappearing. Most cases of
meningitis are acquired through exposure to these asymptomatic carriers.
Isn’t there a vaccine for meningitis?
Yes, there is a vaccine for meningitis and New Jersey State law requires that all Princeton students
living in dorms have received the vaccine. However, while the vaccine protects against most strains
of the virus, it does not protect against type B, which is the type found in the cases at Princeton.
How can transmission of meningitis be
prevented?
Practice good universal precautions, including hand
and cough hygiene. Cough into a tissue or sleeve,
and wash hands frequently or use alcohol hand gel.
Refrain from sharing drinking glasses, smoking
materials, eating utensils or drinks from a common
source, such as a punch bowl, or anything else that
comes in contact with the mouth.

Bacterial meningitis is NOT
spread by:
 Shaking hands
 Breathing the air where a
person with meningitis has
been
 Touching doorknobs,
clothing, sports or fitness
equipment
 Food

Will frequent hand-washing lead to the creation
of antibiotic-resistant bacteria?
Washing your hands with soap and water for at
least 20 seconds is one of the most important steps
you can take to avoid getting sick or spreading
germs to others. If you are concerned about creating
antibiotic resistant bacteria, use regular soap rather
than antibacterial soap. There is no evidence that antibacterial soap is more beneficial than plain
soap. If soap and water are not available, use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer that contains at least
60 percent alcohol.
The hand-washing soap available in University facilities does not contain antibacterial additives
and the sanitizing hand gel is alcohol-based.
If alcohol sanitizes, is it safe to share an alcoholic beverage with my friend?
Sharing anything that comes in contact with the mouth (e.g., drinking cups, cans or bottles) can lead
to the spread of meningitis. Alcoholic beverages do not contain enough alcohol by volume to
prevent the spread of illness.
The consumption of alcohol may also lead to decreased judgment about sharing objects that come
into contact with the mouth.
What should I do if I develop symptoms or I think someone I am with develops symptoms?
Students experiencing high fever, headache, stiff neck and other symptoms of meningitis should be
examined as soon as possible at University Health Services in McCosh Health Center. Faculty and

staff should go to the ER or call their personal physician and notify Employee Health as soon as
possible.
Where can I get more information?
Visit the University's webpage regarding meningitis:
web.princeton.edu/sites/emergency/meningitis.html
This webpage contains links to the New Jersey Department of Health as well as the
U.S. Centers for Disease Control. If you have further questions, email response@princeton.edu.
Students experiencing high fever, headache, stiff neck and other
symptoms of meningitis should be examined as soon as possible at
University Health Services. When UHS is closed, students with these
symptoms should contact Public Safety and request transport to the
ER. Faculty and staff should go to the ER or call their personal
physician and notify Employee Health as soon as possible.
UHS can be reached at (609) 258-3141.

Food Packing List and Menu
Breakfast
The following breakfast items are to be spread out across 5 breakfasts on the trail. Pace your
group accordingly.








Granola
Cracklin’ Oat Bran
Instant Oatmeal
Brown Sugar
Raisins
Cinnamon
Hot Chocolate









Lemonade Mix
Honey
Dried Apples
Dried Apricots
Apples
Powdered Milk
Panera bagels (vegan and peanut/nut-free)

Lunch
The following lunch items are to be spread out across 5 lunches on trail. You probably also
want some food for the bus ride back, since most groups don’t get back to Princeton until well into
Friday evening. Pace your group accordingly.













Pitas
Tortillas
Cheddar Cheese
Salmon
Peanut Butter
Jelly
Honey
Olive Oil
Nutella
Crackers
Hummus
GORP













Fig Newtons
Dried Apples
Dried Apricots
Apples
Oranges
Salsa
Barbeque Sauce
Hot Sauce
Gatorade
Lemonade Mix
Granola Bars
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Dinner
Refer to the cooking section of the leader manual for recipes and exact contents of each meal.
Standard
Pita Pizza
Fajitas + refried
beans
Veggie Chili +
Quinoa
Annie’s Mac &
Cheese
Couscous

Peanut/Nut Free
Pita Pizza
Fajitas

Gluten Free
Pita Pizza + GF Pasta (x1)
Fajitas

Kosher
Pita Pizza
Fajitas + beans

Mango Curry (lentils
& rice)
Annie’s Mac & Cheese

Mango Curry (lentils &
rice)
Annie’s Rice Pasta Mac &
Cheese
Quinoa stir-fry

Veggie chili + Quinoa

Quinoa stir-fry

Wacky Mac
Couscous

Repacking & Preparing Food
All food repacking done by Outdoor Action has to be done under the strictest sanitary conditions.
Everyone repackaging food needs use strict hand washing before opening and repackaging any
food items. During the trip everyone doing food prep must wash their hands before handling
any food. See Hand Washing Protocol on p. 4-9.
It is especially important to pay attention to food prep when freshman on your trip have allergies.
Extreme caution should be used in food preparation if anaphylaxis is a potential outcome.
Special notes about food boxes:



Groups with 12 people: You should receive boxes A-C marked for large groups. Be sure to
adjust your water amounts, cooking times, etc. based on the extra food.
Specialty Menu groups: Make sure you check the separate check-list to ensure all the
specialty menu items are included in your boxes. Check with your frosh about their dietary
restrictions. Double-check labels for cooking instructions while repacking food.
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GROUP AND PERSONAL EQUIPMENT LIST
Personal Equipment List
As a leader, it is YOUR RESPONSIBILITY not only to be sure that you have each item below,
but also that each of your participants does as well.
_______ 1 sleeping bag with stuff sack: Any summer weight synthetic fill bag will do (fills like Polarguard
Delta, CloudLoft, PrimaLoft, Thermic CF (look on the materials label or sometimes it is embroidered into the
outside of the bag)). If the bag has a temperature rating, a 35 to 45° F it should be fine. The bag should have a
nylon shell both inside and outside. Down bags are acceptable, but extra care must be taken to keep them dry.
Do not bring bags with cotton shell, fill, or lining—if they get wet, you’ll never get them dry.
_______ 1 closed-cell foam sleeping pad (3/8 in. foam) or inflatable camping pad (like a Thermarest—not a
full-size inflatable mattress).
_______ 1 external or internal frame backpack with shoulder straps and padded hip belt. External frame
packs should have 2,000 - 3,000 cubic inches of volume and internal frame packs 4,000 - 5,000 cubic inches.
Make sure the pack fits well and that all straps and zippers are in working order. If you have an external
frame pack, bring sleeping bag straps, bungee cord, or rope to hold your sleeping bag onto the pack.

Feet:

_______ 1 pair of lightweight hiking boots: Boots should extend over the ankle for ankle support; have lug
soles for traction; and be either leather/nylon or all-leather. Boots should fit comfortably with two pairs of
socks: (1) a light synthetic liner sock and (2) a mid-weight wool sock. While wearing two layers of sock, you
should have a little extra room at the toe of the boot so that your big toe doesn’t jam against the front of the
boot when walking downhill. Make sure your boots are well broken in before you arrive; otherwise your
feet will pay the price! Start walking in them weeks beforehand. See The Backpacker’s Field Manual p. 34
for more information.
_______ 1 pair camp shoes: Your feet will be tired at the end of the day, and you’ll need comfortable shoes to
wear around camp. Also, more lightweight shoes minimize impact on the campsite in comparison to hiking
boots with lug soles. Camp shoes could be: sneakers/running shoes, Crocs, or strappy sandals that will stay
on your feet (not flip-flops).
_______ 2-3 pairs of light synthetic/polypropylene liner socks: Wearing liner socks underneath wool
socks helps to prevent chafing since the friction is between the two pairs of socks, not between the boots and
your feet.
_______ 2-3 pairs of medium weight wool hiking socks: Wool socks keep your feet warm even when wet
and give good cushioning. The higher the wool content of the socks the better (we recommend 85% wool,
15% nylon). Do not bring cotton socks.

Lower Body:

_______ Underwear as needed
_______ 1-2 pairs shorts, loose-fitting
_______ 1 pair long pants, loose-fitting: fleece, nylon, cotton/synthetic blend, or some other synthetic
material. Athletic warm-ups are great. No blue jeans or cotton sweatpants.
_______ 1 pair lightweight polypropylene long underwear bottoms (optional but highly recommended)
______ 1 pair waterproof rain pants or rain chaps, coated nylon (optional)
_______ 1 bathing suit (optional)

Upper Body:
_______ T-shirts: 1-2 synthetic OR 2-3 synthetic/cotton (50/50 blend)
_______ 1 long-sleeve shirt synthetic blend, polypropylene, athletic warm-up, skiing gear
_______ 1 synthetic fleece jacket or wool sweater. The mountains get chilly at night!
_______ 1 rain jacket or poncho: coated nylon or waterproof/breathable fabric like Gore-tex. Make sure it’s
still waterproof!

Head:
_______
_______

1 brimmed cap (wide-brimmed, baseball, etc.) for sun and rain protection
1 wool or synthetic fleece hat for warmth at night
Miscellaneous:.
_______ Any medications you will need to take during the trip (allergy medications, etc.)

_______ 1 individual bottle of hand sanitizer (2 oz.) - optional
_______ 2 one-liter water bottles, such as Nalgene.
_______ 1 small flashlight or headlamp with fresh, alkaline batteries (alkaline batteries last longer)
_______ Insect repellent. Repellents with high concentrations of DEET may be hazardous, so please do not
bring products with more than 35% DEET.
_______ 3 heavy plastic garbage bags: one for sleeping bag, one for inside your backpack, and one as a rain
cover.
_______ 5-6 gallon size Ziploc bags or 2-3 plastic grocery bags for packing
_______ 1 unbreakable cup with handle
_______ 1 unbreakable bowl (Tupperware works great)
_______ 1 spoon
_______ 1 toilet kit: Just the essentials: toothbrush and small tube of toothpaste, comb/brush, sunscreen, lip
balm. Do not bring “smellables” like shampoo, soap, shaving cream, deodorant, etc. Things that “smell
good” to us are an attraction for insects and animals.
_______ 2 bandannas or handkerchiefs. They are useful for many things.
_______ 1 pair sunglasses or clip-ons
_______ 2 pairs glasses or contact lenses (if needed): If you wear contact lenses and will have difficulty
cleaning them in the field, you should bring glasses instead.
_______ Women: bring any feminine sanitary products you expect you will need
_______ 1 pocket knife (optional)
_______ 1 camera (optional)
DO NOT BRING: Electronics: cell phones, iPods, CD players, etc. “Smellables”: (attracts bugs) deodorant,
makeup, nail polish, hair spray, etc.

Group Equipment List 2014
CAMP SET UP
_____ top tarp (clear)
_____ groundsheet
_____ 3 x 75’ rope (1 tarpline & 2 bear bag) (1/4” braided nylon)
_____ 6 x 10’ parachute cord
_____ 2 carabiners for bear bag
_____ 2 zinc rings for bear bag
_____ 2 bear bag reflectors
STOVES
_____ 2 working stoves (Test them!)
_____ 2 stove kits (2 lighters in small ziploc, fuel pump, heat reflector, wind screen, stove bag)
_____ funnel
_____ 3 full 30 oz. fuel bottles
KITCHEN KIT:
_____ mesh bag (red)
_____ big plastic spoon
_____ spatula
_____ group cooking knife w/ sheath
_____ 2 lexan knives (for group food)
_____ strainer for sumping
_____ plastic pot scraper
_____ green scotch-brite scrubbing pad
HAND WASHING KIT:
_____ mesh bag (small blue)
_____ bottle Campsuds
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_____ bottle Purell
_____ plastic hand washing brush
POT KIT:
_____ 5L pot
_____ 3L pot
_____ 2 strainer lids (1 for 5L & 1 for 3L)
_____ 9” frying pan
_____ cutting board
_____ 2 pot grippers
_____ Pot Container/Sink
GENERAL REPAIR KIT:
_____ heavy duty needle
_____ 30’ fishing line
_____ 5 safety pins
_____ 5 buttons
_____ 15’ duct tape on a golf pencil
_____ 3 clevis pins
_____ 3 split rings
_____ 15’ #20 wire
_____ 25’ braided nylon cord
_____ 2” Fastex Pack Buckle
_____ army can opener
_____ MSR wrench tool
_____ MSR jet cleaning tool
TROWEL KIT:
_____ mesh bag (black)
_____ bottle Purell
_____ metal trowel
_____ trowel whistle
_____ 2 rolls toilet paper in ziploc
_____ 10 maxi pads in Ziploc bag
_____ 10 tampons in Ziploc bag
WATER
_____ 3x 10L black MSR Dromedary Bag (No Droms: OA, OF, G6, G16, and only 1 for VB)
_____ platypus water filter
_____ 2 sets Aqua Mira
MISC.
_____ 1/person blue personal bags (+2 extra)
_____ 1/person black plastic trash bags (+2 extra) [used for dry-lining sleeping bags]
_____ 3 medium-sized white trash bags [used for trash and minimal food waste]
_____ yellow recycling bag
_____ 25 one-gallon ziplocks
_____ trekking pole
_____ disposable camera
_____ weather radio & battery
_____ journal and pens
_____ 1/person envelopes
_____ 1/person orange bandannas

OA First Aid List 2014
_____ basic first aid pouch
_____ Conterra first aid fanny pack
WOUNDS & BANDAGES
_____ 2 x 5x9” ABD combine dressing*
_____ 10 x 4x4” gauze pads*
_____ 10 x 2x2” gauze pads*
_____ 4 x 2x3” nonstick dressing*
_____ 2 x 2” gauze roll*
*packaged separately in heat-sealed plastic…if heat seal is opened, place contents in spare ziploc
_____ 1 irrigation syringe
_____ 3 Tyvek triangle bandage
_____ 3 instant cold pack
_____ 1 x 1” stretch medical tape
_____ 1 x 2” waterproof medical tape
_____ 1 x 3” self-adherent bandage
_____ 2 x 3” elastic ‘Ace’ bandage
_____ 1 SAM splint
_____ 1 Bandaids, assorted sizes
INFECTION CONTROL
_____ 24 nitrile exam gloves
_____ 2 CaviWipe Disinfect Toilette XL (replaces bleach, NON-topical)
_____ 20 Benzalkonium chloride wipes (topical for around wound, not in)
TOOLS
_____ 1 pair trauma shears
_____ 1 digital thermometer
_____ 6 safety pins
_____ 1 rescue blanket
_____ 1 tweezers
_____ 1 CPR mask
_____ 1 lighter
BLISTERS
_____ 50 sq in Moleskin
_____ 30 sq in Molefoam
_____ gel blister bandages
_____ 2 bodyglide
ENVIRONMENTAL
_____ 1 bug repellant
_____ 1 sunscreen
_____ 1 Gold-Bond foot powder
MEDICATIONS
Pain Bag
_____ 20 Acetaminophen (Cetafen)
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_____ 20 Ibuprofen (Proprinal)
_____ medication info cheat sheet
Stomach Bag
_____ 10 Pink Bismuth (Diotame/pepto-bismol)
_____ 10 Loperamide (Diamode – antidiarrheal)
_____ 20 Bisacodyl (laxative)
Allergies Bag
_____ 20 Pseudophedrine (SudoTab)
_____ 12 Cetirizine (anti-histamine)
TREATMENTS
Dietary Supplements
_____ 5 Sqwincher (electrolytes)
_____ 5 Benefiber or NutriSource Fiber
Topical Bag
_____ 10 Benzocaine wipes (stings/bites)
_____ 10 Hydrocortisone
_____ 20 Triple Antibiotic
_____ 5 Tincture of benzoin
_____ 2 Epipen (Anaphylaxis)
PACKAGING
_____1 x 3-gallon trauma biohazard bag
_____4 x 1-quart resealable biohazard bag
_____ 2 extra zip-locks for opened heat-seals

RETURN INSTRUCTIONS
In your trip packet you will find directions for your return to campus and equipment deissue. The
more you can get done in the field the night before, the easier and faster your deissue will be! Clean
each piece of group gear as much as possible.
At the stadium, you will have space to finish your cleaning. Once each piece of group equipment is
out of packs and cleaned, a support staff member will help you return each item and sign off on it.
You will not receive your group’s valuables until each item is returned or recorded as lost.
Plan on spending a few hours on Saturday in the equipment room helping put things away. Many
hands make light work!

Equipment Return Protocol





Outdoor Action Leaders are responsible for all group equipment signed out to their group
or individuals within their group. Leaders and/or participants may be charged for any
equipment that is not returned.
Leaders are required to report any damaged/defective equipment upon their return.
Equipment must be labeled indicating the problem and signed by the leader.
Leaders must report any group equipment that is lost. Leaders may be charged for any
equipment that is not returned.



Leaders are responsible for making sure their participants return any borrowed equipment.
Participants will be billed for any equipment that is not returned.
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SINGLE STREAM RECYCLING
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Section 2: Outdoor Action
History and Mission/Goals
HISTORY
The Outdoor Action Program (OA) was
begun as a pilot project in 1973 by
members of the Dean of Undergraduate
Students Office to address the issues of
isolation experienced by students and
to provide an opportunity for increased
interpersonal interaction and personal
growth. Starting in 1973, the pilot
program involved 8 entering freshmen
who participated in a group wilderness
activity. The program was an
immediate success as a bonding
experience for new Princetonians, an opportunity to meet upper-class students, and a chance to
explore the wilderness. Student leaders with wilderness camping skills were recruited and
backpacking equipment was purchased, so that the program could serve more students. The next
trip, in 1974, had 100 participants and 10 leaders. Because the program was still in the pilot stage,
there were no trained OA Leaders and an outside company provided the skilled instructors for the
trip, who were paired with a current upper-class student.
The original proposal for Outdoor Action, written in 1973 by Assistant Dean Steve Boehlke ’70, still
clearly articulates the goals of the Outdoor Action Program.
“This proposal is prompted by a continuing need for new and innovative
ways to facilitate interaction and increase communication among diverse
members of the University community. The context of an Outdoor Action
program encourages a person to open himself [herself] and share with
others in a setting, which is supportive of failure as well as success. Such a
setting may be found in a classroom, on the athletic field, or perhaps in a
dormitory room. But the kind of total involvement required of participants
in a challenging outdoor adventure, which demands group cooperation and
individual determination, is difficult to replicate in the academic setting of
the campus.
Purpose- to build relationships
 The University is a community. It is also many communities. The degree to which
individuals feel a part of a community might be measured by the extent to which
persons within it express and show concern for one another—sometimes at the
expense of personal comfort or pleasure. Another indication of community is the
extent to which people do things together rather than merely talk, lecture, discuss, or
study.





Students frequently identify a feeling of isolation on campus today. Individuals move
from dormitory room to classroom to library with little social interaction along the
way. Occasions are needed to challenge the “individualism” which students may or
may not consciously pursue but which nevertheless characterizes so many students
on campus today.
The Outdoor Action program will stimulate new relationships among members of the
University community in a context removed from the routine and ritual of campus
life. The program encourages self-discovery and personal growth as one interacts
with the [outdoors] and with other people.

Specific Objectives
 To encourage personal growth and greater self-confidence through activities which
make challenging demands upon the participants.
 To foster group interaction in a context which elicits trusts, requires compassion,
provides support for each individual, and encourages mutual respect.
 To teach new skills and provoke new interests which will enhance the participants’
appreciation of the outdoors.
 To increase awareness of the environment and to stimulate ecological concern
through encounter with the elements of nature.
 To provide an occasion for recreation in an outdoor setting which requires total
involvement of the person, in a manner consistent with the fundamental principles of
the University.[1]”
The first official Frosh Trip in the fall of 1974 for the incoming Class of ’78 was an immediate
success and that fall the Dean’s Office began developing a Leader Training Program to be able to
operate the program. Frosh Trip grew every year led now by all Princeton students. As this
expansion was occurring, students and administrators involved in the program felt that Outdoor
Action could provide other outdoor experiences during the year in addition to the Frosh Trip. As a
result, Outdoor Action began offering trips and programs throughout the academic year.
Throughout the 80’s and 90’s Outdoor Action provided a full set of outdoor trips on weekends and
during fall break, spring break, and intersession. In 1983 Outdoor Action built one of the first
college indoor climbing walls and developed an extensive climbing program which expanded even
further when the new climbing wall opened in the fall of 2007.
The Outdoor Action Leader Training program has been one of the signature accomplishments of the
program with 100 new student trip leaders trained each year. Our model, emulated by numerous
colleges, utilizes all of the components of experiential education to train new student leaders in
how to safely and effectively lead a group of their peers in the outdoors. What is unique about
Outdoor Action is that the Leader Training Program is available to all students on campus. Unlike
most other programs that select students first and then train them, Outdoor Action encourages all
students to go through Leader Training. Another powerful aspect of the Leader Training Program is
that most of it is provided by other students.

Outdoor Action Mission Statement
To provide educational and character development experiences which advance personal
responsibility, health and well-being, community, leadership development, civic

[1]

Proposal to form an Outdoor Action Program, memo to Dean of Students Adele Simmons, Steve Boehlke,
Assistant Dean April, 1973
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engagement, and stewardship for Princeton University and the natural world through
adventure-based experiential education.

GOALS
Helping Everyone Feel Welcome
Outdoor Action and Princeton are made up of many different kinds of people with different
cultures, colors, religious and political beliefs, and sexual orientations. A fundamental goal of
Outdoor Action is to respect each participant. This includes simple things like inclusive language
and not using racial, ethnic, or sexual jokes. If you find someone saying or doing disrespectful, use
this as an opportunity to educate the person and perhaps the group.
Outdoor Action helps to build community within a very small group, but it is also important to
discuss becoming a member of the larger Princeton community. Part of an Outdoor Action leader’s
job is to help frosh transition into life at Princeton; this is a part of the larger orientation process
that happens on campus, including Orientation Week, RCA’s meetings, etc.
Since Frosh Trip is one of a freshman’s first experiences at Princeton, it is important that it help set
the tone for the kind of positive interactions we want to encourage on campus. Leaders serve as
very strong role models for incoming students. By initiating discussions about life at Princeton and
the importance of community, Frosh Trip can have an even greater impact on a frosh’s next four
years than it would otherwise.

What Your Frosh Are Thinking
Because freshmen are new to Princeton, they may not be aware of issues they will face when they
become a part of the campus community (diversity, alcohol and the Street, Princeton stereotypes,
etc.). Someone else (i.e., YOU) may need to introduce these issues and to encourage thought and
discussion. Many freshmen experience great anxiety about coming to Princeton (“I don’t know how
I got in”). Expressing this can be helpful and can make them aware that many of their peers feel the
same way.
The following are topics & issues that should be included in discussions on your trip. They
will enhance your trip and help your Frosh enter into life at Princeton.

What Do We Want Frosh to Get Out of Frosh Trip?












General skills in decision making
Understanding of diversity of Princeton
Understanding medical, support, and social groups/resources on campus. See Section 10
How a FVC on a trip can lead to one with roommates, people in a dorm, on campus, etc.
To think critically about how people treat each other
What it takes to build and be part of a community
Many freshmen enter college with the same fears, hopes, etc.
Relate challenge by choice to alcohol and diversity at Princeton. See Section 10 for
resources
Have a better idea of the range of social options at Princeton
LNT as a set of values vs. a set of techniques
Understanding of LNT and how that relates to campus










Relate pluralistic ignorance (the idea that people often behave based on how they think
others are behaving even if their assessment of others’ behavior is inaccurate) to fitting in
academically, alcohol, etc.
Compromise: learn how to express your values and also accept others’
Discourage frosh from thinking there’s a mold they have to fit into. Frosh trip throws you
together with people who are different from you, people you might not otherwise have
chosen to hang out with—and you had fun with them.
Awareness of classism on campus
Info about the social scene and dating scene
Bonds are built over challenge: i.e., if roommates are willing to deal with the challenges of
living together, great things may be gained

Frosh Trip’s Positive Impact on Campus Life


Community: Outdoor Action leaders need to set a tone for a supportive community where
all members are treated with respect. Leaders should set ground rules for how they
want the group to interact. Some ideas:
o The group is an environment where people can share their experiences and also be
free to disagree as long as they respect each other.
o Leaders are not comfortable with jokes or language that is racist, sexist,
homophobic, or otherwise offensive.
o Princeton as a place full of many diverse people. There are a wealth of resources to
support this diversity (International Center, The Pace Center, Women’s Center, CJL,
LGBT Resource Center, SHARE, etc.).
o Princeton is full of new experiences, opportunities to stretch beyond what you
already know. This fits in well with the whole idea of Frosh Trip: the trip can be
used as a metaphor for stepping outside your comfort zone at Princeton.



Conflict: Leaders need to intervene when a frosh’s behaviors, language, etc. are
offensive to the group and model how to do this beyond Frosh Trip. This does not mean
cutting off all difficult conversations before they happen; a conversation can be
controversial while still being respectful. These kind of tough discussions often have the
most mind-opening results. The key is to monitor and facilitate such conversations to keep
them respectful. If conflict comes up in the group, leaders need to look at it as a “teachable
moment” on how to correctly handle conflict. As leader, you must actively deal with the issue;
in some situations, this will be one-on-one and in others it will be as a group. Failure to
acknowledge the problem sends a bad message to the group.



Diversity discussions: For the leaders to say “now it’s time for our diversity discussion”
would simply be too forced. Many of the important topics come up on their own during the
course of the trip as students talk about where they are from and what they expect from
Princeton. As a leader, you need to be on the lookout for these “teachable moments” and be
prepared to facilitate a good conversation about diversity. As facilitator, avoid planting
preconceptions in people’s minds about “how things are” for “those people” at Princeton.
Some “seed questions” can help get ball rolling about diversity:
o Early in the trip let each participant spend 2-3 minutes talking about their
background.
o What was your high school like?
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o
o
o
o

What do you think your roommates are going to be like?
Why did you want to come to Princeton?
What are you nervous about?
How are you dealing with relationships or friends that you are leaving?



Gender roles: Outdoor Action trips almost always have coed leadership. Since frosh look up
to their leaders, this gives you a huge opportunity to demonstrate a gender-stereotype-free
attitude in the way leaders relate to each other and the way responsibilities are divided up
among group members. Outdoor Action leaders should assign participants and themselves
tasks that prevent them from taking on stereotypical roles. For example, consider having
the female leader lead hiking the first day while the male leader brings up the rear. When
setting up camp, be careful not to accidentally divide into a male group to handle “strength
tasks” such as bear bagging while a female group stays back to cook the food. You can
further your impact in this area by leading discussions about gender roles on campus.



Class issues: A frosh’s initial anxiety about being a small fish in a big pond may cause some
new students to take on a “one-upmanship” approach to their education and life
experiences. Leaders need to diffuse this because it can intimidate other group members
and prevent them from speaking if their own experiences don’t seem as impressive. This is
especially likely when dealing with class issues. For example, a student from an upper-class
family, with lots of previous outdoor trip experience, talking about all the exotic places they
have gone and all their fancy high-tech gear might be intimidating for others. Instead of
silencing the one person, leaders need to encourage others to talk about their own unique
experiences.



Sexuality issues: Do not assume that everyone in your group is heterosexual; you have no
way of knowing. You can help LGBT members of your group feel more respected simply by
using inclusive language (e.g., discussing “relationships” as opposed to “boyfriends” or
“girlfriends”) and avoiding offensive language (e.g., “That’s so gay.”). You can further your
impact on your group’s understanding of sexuality issues by facilitating discussions about
relationships and sex on campus: embarking on new relationships at college, how college
relationships are different from high school relationships, the plans they have for their
sexuality at college, the correlation between alcohol and sexual harassment/unwanted sex,
the resources on campus like SHARE, etc. See p. 10-3 for_ sexuality resources and other
Princeton resources.



Alcohol: Alcohol is certainly a fact of life on campus, which we can’t ignore. Leaders should
be honest about the Street and the alcohol environment freshmen can expect at Princeton.
However, leaders should not glorify alcohol as the center of campus social activity. Be sure
to also discuss non-alcoholic options for social life at Princeton. During an alcohol
discussion, leaders should be clear about the hazards of alcohol: health issues, sexual
harassment, effect on schoolwork, effect on relationships, etc. Frosh should not come
away from this discussion with the idea that everyone at Princeton drinks and that
drinking is the only way to fit in socially—this is simply not true. See page 10-1 for
resources for your alcohol discussion.



Campus orientation: Leaders need to be supportive of RCA meetings, peer educator
meetings, and the other events during Orientation Week. Talk about Orientation Week as a

time to start off Princeton by gathering a lot of important information and exploring the
range of options available to students. In the past there have been comments from RCA’s
that a few Outdoor Action leaders, perhaps in an effort to be cool with their participants,
bad mouth parts of Orientation Week (“That meeting’s a waste of time,” “Don’t bother going
to that”). Leaders need to support the efforts of other “orienters;” don’t be responsible for
giving Outdoor Action a bad reputation on campus!
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Section 3: Risk
Management

HOW ACCIDENTS HAPPEN
Backcountry travel means recognizing that there are factors we cannot control, and that these
factors impose potential risk. Recognizing and proactively dealing with inherent risks is one of the
challenges that make wilderness travel such a rewarding experience.
Accidents fall into two basic types: preventable accidents, which are by far the most common, and
the rare unpredictable event. Risk management is not just avoiding accident situations; it means
taking a proactive stance to maintain a safe environment. It’s a philosophy that should be part of
everything you do in the backcountry, just like Leave No Trace camping.
In order to understand accidents we have to look at the factors that lead up to them. A hazard is
defined as a source of danger. There are three fundamental types of hazards in the outdoors,
environmental hazards, including things like terrain, location, and weather; equipment
hazards—having (or not having) the necessary equipment and food; and human hazards—factors
like your (or other people on the trip’s) physical condition, medical conditions, previous experience,
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and emotional state. When you combine these types of hazards, you get an accident potential, the
possibility that an accident may occur. That’s not to say that you are going to have an accident, just
that the potential to have one exists. The more hazard factors you have, the higher the accident
potential. In addition you have to look at the potential severity of an accident. A high accident
potential for blisters isn’t as worrisome as a high accident potential for a broken leg. The greater
the potential severity, the more essential it is to take the proper steps to prevent it.

Environmental Hazards
Different environments manifest different types of hazards. Many of these types of hazards are
inherent in going into the backcountry. The types of environmental hazards you may encounter
depend on:


Activity The hazards or potential negative consequences associated with backpacking, are

different from the hazards associated with whitewater kayaking or rock climbing. When you
examine the particular activity, consider the physical environment in which the activity will
take place. In some situations, the environment is static, relatively unchanging over time. In
other activities, the environment itself may change too quickly to predict. With a changing
environment, you may need to provide a greater margin of safety because of the
unpredictability of the environment.
 Season and Climate Weather, altitude, and the possibility of weather changes have a
significant impact on the accident potential.
 Remote Locations In remote locations, you need to exercise additional precautions since the
distance from help means that you may be very much on your own if something goes wrong.
You should factor this into your plans by reducing the difficulty level of your activities. This
helps you take into account the increase in accident potential and provides you with a
greater margin of safety.
.
Common Environmental Hazards
 Rocky trails
 Overexposure to sun
 Poison ivy
 Lightning
 Cold Temperatures
 Bees

Equipment hazards
Equipment hazards are caused by not having the correct equipment or food, by having some form
of breakdown of the equipment, or not knowing how to use the equipment properly.
Common Equipment Hazards




Improper clothing
Broken gear
Missing equipment

Human Factor Hazards
Human factor hazards are the most difficult to identify since they are often subjective matters like
knowledge, experience, judgment, emotional state. Here are some examples of common human
factor hazards that contribute to accident potential
General









Age
Trying to “prove” oneself
Trying to sick to a schedule regardless
Physical condition
Anxiety/Fear
Previous medical conditions
Limited outdoor skills
No awareness of hazards

Trip Leaders
 Poor teaching ability
 Poor judgment regarding safety
 Inability to manage group
Participants
 Not interested in being on the trip
 Not willing to follow instructions
 Poor communication skills
 Group lacks cooperative structure
 Inadequate skills to extricate self and others from hazards
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Balancing Hazards With Safety Practices
In order to keep the accident potential down, take proactive safety steps before and during your trip;
things like talking to rangers about current conditions, checking your equipment to make sure it’s
in good condition, etc. There are three general types of safety factors: Equipment Safety, People
Safety and Safety Protocols. Think of it as a balance scale. On one side of the scale are the Hazard
Factors on the other side of the scale are Safety Factors. The more ‘hazard weight’ on the one side,
the more you have to offset it with ‘safety weight’ on the other.
Equipment Safety
 One of the ways that you can reduce the potential for accidents is by everyone having
adequate equipment, food, and water for the conditions. Knowing how to properly use the
equipment is critical.
People Safety
 By recognizing the skills and abilities that individuals bring to the group and by
communicating and developing
a positive structure for group
interaction you can create
positive factors that will help
the group reduce their accident
potential.
Safety Protocols/Practices
 The point of protocols is to
develop patterns of behavior
that will help you stay safe. It’s
just like an airline pilot going
down a checklist before takeoff. You can’t have a rule or
protocol for every situation
you might encounter, so you
still need to rely on your
experience and judgment to
make the right decision.
Protocols are one more tool to
help balance out the hazard
factors.
Managing Accident Potential
How do you tell when the Accident
Potential is going up and what do you
do about it? One of the techniques for
keeping accident potential down is to ask yourself ‘what if’ questions. You are at a stream crossing
with fast moving water over your knees. Down below there is a downed tree (a strainer) in the
river. What if someone falls in? How fast is the water moving? How far is it to the strainer? What is
the chance that the person might get swept into the strainer? What would we do if the person got
caught? All of these questions are part of a worst case scenario that will help you decide if the risk is
acceptable or too high.
If we look at our Hazard and Safety scales we can add another piece to our design, a little piston for
Accident Potential. Increasing the ‘weight’ of the Hazard Factors pushes the Accident Potential

piston higher while increasing the ‘weight’ of Safety Factors pulls the Accident Potential down. So
we have a very dynamic system in which the ultimate Accident Potential Level is determined not
just by the hazards but also by the safety factors we have in place. In fact, you can have a situation
with very few hazards and still have a very high Risk Level because you have few Safety Factors in
place. You can reduce the Accident Potential to a reasonable level by eliminating Hazard
Factors and/or adding Safety Factors. Try both. If you still can’t get the Accident Potential
down to a level that you are comfortable with, it’s time to make a new plan.

Preventing Accidents
Understand the Hazards
In order to prepare for the possibility of accidents, you need to anticipate and brief everyone on
the potential hazards either before or at the very beginning of the trip. By communicating
information about potential hazards you make sure that everyone has taken the proper safety steps
to help reduce the accident potential.
Analyze Risk on the Trail and Eliminate Hazards to Increase Safety
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When you are out on the trail you need to be constantly vigilant for hazards by using situational
awareness and ‘Leader’s Radar’ (see below) to be aware of current conditions and hazard factors.
When risk starts to increase, take proactive steps to either reduce the hazard factors (some of
which may be beyond your control) and/or try to enhance the safety factors. Show people when
accident potential is rising and ask them what can be done to reduce it.
Example: Your group is hiking along and exposed ridge as a cold front moves through. The wind
picks up significantly along the edge of the cold front and the temperature drops from 60 degrees
Fahrenheit to 45 degrees then it suddenly starts to rain (environmental hazards). People are tired
from the long hike (human hazard) and are starting to get wet (equipment hazard). You see an
increasing accident potential for hypothermia from the cold and wet conditions. You can’t do
anything to reduce the new weather hazards, but you can increase the safety factors by having
people add warm layers, making sure people are well-fed, keeping them active and having everyone
get on their rain gear. If, after attending to all of those things, you still have a significant accident
potential, then it is time to take more decisive action, like setting up camp and getting everyone
under shelter, putting people in sleeping bags for warmth, and so on. Keep monitoring the storm for
other dangers like high winds or lightning and decide if you need to move off the ridge for added
safety.
Situational Awareness – ‘Leader Radar’
Part of managing safety in the outdoors (or anywhere) is being constantly aware of the current
conditions and changes in those conditions. Some of the things you want to be constantly ‘scanning’
for:









Current weather and pending weather
Time of day (how many hours of daylight)
How much farther to your planned destination
Terrain and elevation (what’s ahead of you and what’s behind you)
How many people are in your group and where everyone is
How far away you are from help
Your resources – equipment, food, people, phone etc.
How are you and everyone else in your group doing? (warmth, energy level, attitude, etc.)

Analyzing Accidents
What happens if you do have an accident or close call on the trail? After it’s over go back and
examine what happened and why, so that you can be better prepared to avoid such an accident in
the future. Analyzing a near miss is also important, because there are far more near misses than
real accidents. Help Outdoor Action as a program do this by diligently filling out all paperwork
including the Incident Report Form and Close Call Report.

Section 4: General Outdoor
Action Protocols

WHAT ARE PROTOCOLS?
Whenever we talk about protocols, it’s important to recognize that there is a continuum between a
protocol and a guideline.
Look at how the levels of rules work on Outdoor Action:


Protocol: a definitive rule for how to operate. It should be adhered to uniformly and
consistently. Leaders should always follow protocols unless doing so would put someone at
greater risk.
o Protocol example: Before crossing a road, leaders should evaluate the crossing for
potential hazards and should determine a safe method for crossing.
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Guideline: a recommendation for how to operate. Guidelines are less mandatory than
protocols. Leaders should follow guidelines whenever possible, but there is more flexibility
in this area.
o Guideline example: Food should be hung in bear bags at night. If there are no trees
in the area (and no bear boxes), you can cache your food far away from the group.

Why Do We Need Protocols?
The fundamental reason for having any Protocol/Guideline (PG) is to provide a structure for safe
practice. PG’s are created based on established best practices in the outdoor education field or from
our own experience on Outdoor Action Trips. PG’s help keep participants and leaders safe, help
ensure that we are providing the best care to people in emergencies, help prevent accidents, and
help minimize liability for Outdoor Action and Princeton University.
Paul Petzoldt, founder of NOLS, said, “Rules are for fools.” This has sometimes been misinterpreted
to mean that there should be no rules and instead simply rely on the leader’s judgment. However,
someone once asked Petzoldt what he meant, and Petzoldt replied that there was no way to write a
rulebook that would cover every situation an outdoor leader might encounter. So you couldn’t
simply use rules as a replacement for instructor judgment. Rules are useful, and leaders need to
utilize their own judgment to determine whether to implement the rule or whether the situation
requires something else. So there must be a balance that incorporates program rules and leader
judgment.
Protocols are a way to incorporate other people’s experience into your decisions. Protocols
provide the structure to say, “This is how we do things and we won’t accept any lesser
standard.”

So What’s the Bad News?
Well, the “bad news” about protocols is, if you make ‘em, you’ve got to keep ‘em. If you have a
protocol, a leader doesn’t follow it, and something goes wrong, the leader, Outdoor Action, and
Princeton University could be held liable. Let’s take the protocol that people must always wear a life
jacket while canoeing. If you violated this protocol and a participant fell out of the canoe and
drowned, you could be held responsible for the death. Having a protocol says “we believe that this
is the best way to operate.” Ignoring that protocol may leave you vulnerable for a charge of
negligence.
Reminder that all Rules, Rights, and Regulations of the University apply in addition to our
specific Outdoor Action Protocols.

As a leader, you are required to be familiar with all of the Outdoor Action
Protocols/Guidelines and be able to implement them.
Please review all protocols carefully before going on your Outdoor Action Trip EACH YEAR.

PROTOCOLS LIST
The protocols below are in bold. Guidelines and contextual information are in the regular font.

Alcohol and Drug Protocols
(see also Tobacco Protocols)
Outdoor Action is a Substance-free program. The safety of each participant and leader is our top
priority. The safety of both the individual and the entire group can be compromised by the use of
drugs or alcohol. Their use is incompatible with the risk management standards of the Outdoor
Action Program.
Outdoor Action has a zero-tolerance alcohol and drug policy. The use of alcohol or other
drugs is prohibited at all times on all Outdoor Action Activities and by all Outdoor Action
leaders, participants, and staff during the performance of their duties. While on a trip Outdoor
Action leaders and staff are often on duty 24 hours a day and must be prepared at a moment’s
notice to deal with an emergency situation.
All leaders and participants are required to sign a waiver that states that they understand
that Outdoor Action is a substance-free program and that violation of this policy will result
in immediate removal from the trip. Outdoor Action leaders must confirm with participants
that they understand this policy prior to trip departure.
Outdoor Action leaders or participants who possess or use alcohol or drugs on a trip will be subject
to immediate dismissal from the trip. In the event that a participant or leader is found to simply
possess (not necessarily be using) alcohol or drugs on a trip the leaders are required to:







Confront the person about it immediately, preferably away from the rest of the group.
Inform the person that s/he must either dispose of the substance right there in front of the
leaders or be immediately evacuated from the trip after consultation with Outdoor Action
administrative staff.
If the individual with the drugs or alcohol is another leader, the incident must be reported
at the earliest possible moment to Outdoor Action Director regardless of whether the
substance was disposed of or not.
Leaders should not take possession of another person’s alcohol or drugs.

Outdoor action leaders may not serve alcohol to freshmen during the first semester.

Animal Encounter Guidelines (bear, snake, other)
Bear Encounter Guidelines
These guidelines are specifically for black bears (the only type you might encounter on an
Frosh Trip). Be on the alert for bears and steer clear of them. Avoid getting between a
mother and her cubs. Be aware of prime bear foraging areas such as berry patches. Always
hang your food properly and away from your camp. Most bear encounters are defensive in
nature (i.e., the bear feels threatened and responds defensively).
Avoid an Encounter
Be aware of your surroundings:
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Use the Bear Awareness Triangle as a tool to identify the variables that influence situational
awareness and the need to continually reassess changing conditions.
Group size and human presence are deterrents to black bear encounters.
Bear calls—yelling, “hey bear,” etc. are not typically done except if a bear is known to be
present or possibly if someone is alone such as when troweling.

Strive to keep food unavailable to bears.







Careful storage of food is important for both humans and bears. Bears accustomed to
human food can be dangerous as they have lost their fear of people. Where required or
practical, use bear hangs, electric fences, or bear canisters.
Keep food and odorous items away from tent/sleeping areas. Strive to establish the kitchen
site first. Create the routine of unpacking all “smellables” at the kitchen site first and THEN
traveling to/establishing tent sites appropriately distanced from the kitchen.
Store all food, garbage, and odorous toiletries such as toothpaste, sunscreen, and mosquito
repellent in the kitchen area to minimize the risk of attracting bears to the sleeping area.
Local regulations and advice from local wildlife managers supersede and may differ from
our usual practices.

Bear Precautions







Avoid contact with bears.
Make noise when traveling in bear country to alert a bear that you are coming.
Keep human food away from bears and other animals. This is part of good LNT practice.
Keep a clean camp, and make sure cooking utensils are properly cleaned and packed away.
Hang all excess or spilled food and garbage.
Set up your cooking area downwind of your sleeping area so as not to attract a hungry bear
through your camp.



In general, bears become a problem when they feel threatened (e.g., when they are
cornered) or when they are traveling with their young. If you notice a cub traveling alone or
with its mother, be especially cautious. Withdraw immediately.

Use appropriate camp layout:






Separate kitchen from sleeping area by 300 feet (this is somewhat terrain and situation
dependent).
O does not prohibit sleeping outside in black bear country, but we recommend sleeping in
tents/tarps especially if there is recent sign of bear activity. If sleeping “out,” it is
recommended to sleep in pairs. If sleeping solo, make sure others know where you are and
stay within shouting distance.
Respond to an Encounter
A black bear’s natural response to confrontation is to flee, so black bear attacks are
extremely rare. However a bear’s behavior is unpredictable and a bear that is habituated to

What to Do If Approached by a Bear
Your goal is to convince the bear that you are not a threat.






Remain calm.
Stand your ground: Don’t run away or move toward the bear.
Round up your group: If others are near you, everyone should group together and stand
shoulder to shoulder. If you are alone, wave your arms.
Act human: Make loud noise either by yelling at the bear, banging pots together, blowing a
whistle, etc.
Yield: Don’t threaten the bear; stand your ground until the bear leaves. If you see a bear
from a long distance—100 yards, give it a wide berth or wait until it moves on.

What to Do If Charged by a Bear



In most cases charges are actually a bluff and the bear will break off the charge before
reaching you.
Stand your ground. Do not run.

What to Do If Attacked by a Black Bear
Black bear attacks are extremely rare. Almost all black bear attacks have been predatory in nature.
They may do this during periods of scarce natural food or for other reasons unknown to us. A
predatory bear will follow its intended prey for an extended period before attacking.
If a black bear does attack:


Defend yourself aggressively, punch, kick, and use sticks or rocks to fight back. Black bears
rarely defend their cubs or food from humans, so it is best to assume that a black bear
attack is a predatory attack.

Refer to p. 180 of The Backpacker’s Field Manual for more bear information.
Snake Guidelines
The most common poisonous snake you are likely to encounter is the rattlesnake. In most
situations, they will be as scared of you as you are of them. Back slowly way and make a wide circle
around the snake. Do not throw rocks or sticks at a snake; you may only scare it into attacking.
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Refer to Page 13-14 for first aid for snake bites. For more information on snakes see p. 353 of The
Backpacker’s Field Manual.
Other Animal Encounter Guidelines
In general you want to avoid close contact with animals. There is always the possibility of an
animal reacting violently and some animals carry rabies. Other animals you are likely to run into
include such animals as raccoons and porcupines. Raccoons are a major source of rabies, so be
aware of animals that appear docile. Flashlights and loud noises are most likely to scare them away.
Porcupines, if they feel threatened, will attack with their tail, which is covered in quills. If the quills
come in contact with you, they will stick in you, and that will hurt. Therefore, give porcupines a
wide berth. Porcupines and other mammals often chew on leather boots covered with salt. If there
are signs of porcupines in the area, keep boots out of the tarp and hung up on a branch.

Bear Bagging Protocol
Outdoor Action groups are expected to bear bag all food, pans, and “smellables” such as
toothpaste every night if at all possible.
See Page 7-36 for bear bagging methods

Cell and Satellite Phone Protocol, Guidelines, and Call-In Procedure
All Outdoor Action multi-day trips are to carry satellite or cellular phones to use in the event
of an emergency or situation that requires immediate outside assistance or notification of
Princeton University or local authorities.






Any situation in which the phone is used requires that the Outdoor Action Program
Director be immediately informed of the situation in question. Example: If you need to
call 911 for a medical emergency or the ranger because of a fire danger you must also call
the Program Director.
Leaders must turn on their phones each day at meal times from 8:00-10:00 AM, 12:00
– 2:00 PM, and from 6:00 – 8:00 PM. This allows the Command Center to reach a group if
necessary.
Phones are not to be used for personal calls. Unless directed otherwise by Command,
phones should only be used to call 911 or the Command Center.

Call-In Procedure
REMEMBER: IF YOU HAVE A CODE RED MEDICAL EMERGENCY, CALL 911 FIRST! THEN CALL THE
OUTDOOR ACTION COMMAND CENTER!
If you do find it necessary to call in to the Command Center, you must report using the following
order:
1. Trip Number (Ex. “BF26”)
2. Code Color
 RED: serious, life threatening condition (anaphylaxis, increasing ICP, etc.)
 ORANGE: serious, non-life threatening medical situation (broken leg, systemic
infection, etc.)
 YELLOW: non-serious medical situation (sprained ankle, bad blisters, etc.)
 GREEN: non-medical situation (broken stove, water shortage, etc.)

3. Your exact location: “We’re at [Campsite Name] near [Road Name], on the South side of
[Geographical Feature]” instead of “We’re at our campsite for tonight”
4. In a medical situation, the name of the patient
5. A brief description of the situation
6. If you have any doubt as to which code your incident falls under, go with the more
severe one. We’d rather do too much than too little.

Camping Protocol
Leaders are responsible for complying with all park and ranger regulations. Any violations
resulting in fines will be the financial responsibility of the leader, not the Outdoor Action
Program.

Confidentiality Protocol
Confidentiality and privacy shall be respected by all program staff. All leaders need to understand
that they may be privy to sensitive information about other students including medical information. All
medical information and discussions during the course of the trip is strictly confidential and
confidentiality must be maintained even after the trip to protect the rights of the people involved.

DEET Protocol and Guidelines
In all but the most unusual conditions, high concentrations of DEET should not be used.
Products with 10% to 35% DEET will provide adequate protection under most circumstances. As
with all repellants, DEET-based products should be applied only according to the directions on the
product label.
DON’Ts for DEET Application
Don’t apply to eyes, lips, or mouth.
Don’t apply over cuts, wounds, or irritated skin.
Don’t over-apply to the skin or saturate clothing.
Don’t apply to skin beneath clothing or to skin that is not exposed to the air.
Don’t apply more often than recommended on the product label.
DEET and sunscreen can be used at the same time. DEET does not need to be applied as
often as sunscreen so using a combined product is not recommended.







For more information on DEET, see p. 357 of The Backpacker’s Field Manual.

Diving Protocol
(see also Swimming Protocols)
Diving of any sort is NEVER ALLOWED on Outdoor Action. There is no diving allowed even in
publically designated swimming areas. The swimming locations in the wilderness are not like
swimming pools. Water visibility is usually limited and there may be underwater obstructions and
hazards you can’t see.

Driving Protocol
Whenever riding in a Support Van or other Outdoor Action vehicle, all passengers are
required to wear seat belts at all times.
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Phone Use in a Vehicle
Staff, faculty and students operating a vehicle while on University business should observe the
following University guidelines:

Drivers should never use a phone while driving.

Know your cell number or have it handy if you have to place an emergency call.

Be aware of the cell phone laws for the areas through which you are driving. As with
other traffic violations, you will be personally responsible for any citations received due to cell
phone use when on University business.

Equipment Return Protocol
Outdoor Action Leaders are responsible for all group equipment signed out to their group or
individuals within their group. Leaders and or participants may be charged for any equipment
that is not returned.

Evacuation Protocols
All evacs and pickups must be coordinated through the Outdoor Action Director.
Any student who has been evacuated for any reason must be cleared through the
Outdoor Action Director before returning to the trip.

Any student who has been evacuated for a medical reason must be cleared through
University Health Services before returning to the trip.

Any person who is evacuated for a medical reason may elect not to get medical
treatment, which is his/her right. However, the student will not be allowed back on to the
trip without medical clearance from University Health Services or the Outdoor Action
Director.



See Section 5 for more information on evacuation and emergencies.

Group-Related Protocols
Before the trips, co-leaders should discuss trip logistics including route, participants, and
gear as well as personal styles strengths and weaknesses in relation to Outdoor Action.
If you will pass through “civilization” during your trip, discuss at the beginning of your trip what level
of interaction people should have with civilization.
Competition between groups, “raiding” another group’s camp, and pranks should never happen on
an Outdoor Action trip. Take steps to encourage positive interaction if there will be interaction between
Outdoor Action groups or between Outdoor Action and non-Outdoor-Action groups.
If you are camped near a frosh group from another school, keep a low profile. They may not be as
mature as you are. If their group causes problems, have a polite and professional talk with their
leaders about how their actions are interfering with your group’s development and request that
they simply stay away.
Not following the directions of Outdoor Action staff/leaders and/or failure to follow sound LNT
principles is grounds for removal from a trip.
Participants are required to abide by the Princeton University guidelines of respect for others. We
don’t ask that you agree with everyone else, but that you respect each person’s right to have their
own feelings and opinions. See Page 6-9 for more information on the University’s RRR.

Romantic relationships between leaders and participants or between leaders and leaders should not
start on the trip. During the beginning of a relationship, you need to focus on the other person; this
focus effectively inhibits your ability to pay attention to the needs of others in the group, which is
your primary responsibility. Wait until you get back to campus. Leaders who are involved in a
relationship should think carefully about their ability to lead together. In some cases leaders who
are in a relationship can lead together very effectively, but in other cases it is detrimental to the
group (and possibly to the relationship).

Hand Washing Protocol
All groups are expected to utilize a strict hand-washing protocol. Everyone should disinfect
their hands after going to the bathroom with soap and water or with an alcohol-based
product like Purell. A method of disinfection should be kept with the trowel kit and used
whenever anyone has to go to the bathroom. Everyone must disinfect their hands with water
and biodegradable soap before handling or eating food.
One of the most common ways gastrointestinal illnesses are spread in the backcountry is through
fecal-oral transmission. Fecal borne pathogens get into your system through one of several routes:





Direct contact with feces—even using toilet paper leaves germs on your hands
Indirect contact with hands that have contacted feces (e.g., shaking hands with someone
who has just gone to the bathroom)
Contact with insects that have contacted feces
Contact with drinking water contaminated with feces

Lightning Protocol
Leaders should evaluate weather and terrain conditions and plan ahead to keep group in as safe a
place as possible during a thunder/lightning storm.
When there are 30 seconds between lightning flash and the thunder (flash to crash) you
must immediately start preparing the group to take the proper lightning precautions (see
below) so that you have initiated your lightning positions before the time the thunder is
within 20-25 seconds of the lightning (4-5 miles) from your position
(see Page 4-9 of this handbook for lightning information and Page 7-12 for weather prediction. For
additional information on weather and weather prediction. Also see p. 193 of The Backpacker’s
Field Manual.

LNT Protocol
Leaders should teach their participants the basic LNT principles.
Leaders and group members should follow all of the LNT principles except under the extreme
circumstances when doing so would constitute a threat to individual or group safety.
Leaders are responsible for complying with all park and ranger regulations. Any violations
will be the financial responsibility of the leader, not the Outdoor Action Program.
 Plan ahead and prepare.
 Camp and travel on durable surfaces.
 Dispose of waste properly.
 Leave what you find.
 Minimize campfire impacts.
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 Respect wildlife.
 Be considerate of other visitors.

See Page 7-6 of this handbook and p. 104 of The Backpacker’s Field Manual for more information on
LNT.

Medical Protocols
See Section 13 and your HEART curriculum.

Respect Protocol
Treat all individuals with respect, care, and concern for their physical, emotional, and
psychological well-being.









Separate behaviors from an individual’s core identity and sense of self. In other words,
though a person’s actions may be unwise or poorly thought out, it does not mean that s/he
is “stupid,” “thoughtless,” or “inadequate”
Encourage students to expand their comfort zones, but follow the philosophy of “challenge
by choice.” This means that participation levels are chosen by each person, and refusal
to participate in activities bears no punitive or external consequences.
Inform participants of the hazards, dangers, and risks inherent in the proposed activities.
Challenge by choice only works when participants are appropriately informed.
Participants will have professional, safety conscious, and responsible staff
Participants will have equipment and safety systems that are well-maintained.
Participants will have the knowledge that no one will be discriminated against or refused
professional services on the basis of ethnicity, gender, sexual preference, national origin,
religion, beliefs, values, disability, or socioeconomic status.

River Crossing Protocol
Leaders must examine the river carefully to determine what potential hazards exist in
crossing. Base the decision whether to cross on a careful examination of the river, possible
crossing sites, and the strengths and abilities of the people in the group. If leaders deem the
river uncrossable based on examination of the river and group abilities, call Command to
arrange another route. Don’t let a desire to continue on a particular route push you to make a
crossing that is too hazardous. Decide whether to cross, where to cross, and how to cross.
Here are questions you should ask about any river crossing:
How deep is the water?
How fast is it moving?
What is the water temperature?
Are there hazards downstream?
Will all members of this group be able to safely negotiate this crossing?
Are there any non-swimmers in the group?








Choosing a Site to Cross
Hike up and down along the river to find the safest place to cross. Pick a shallow stretch of water
free from obstructions (boulders, partially submerged logs, etc.) and with gradual banks to facilitate
easy entry and exit. Try to avoid crossing at a bend in the river because the water is usually deeper
and faster on the outside of the bend and the outside bank may be steep and difficult to climb.

Outside bends are also often undercut by the current and are a prime location for strainers. The
stretch of water below the crossing point should be long, shallow, and free of obstacles.

Red Flags for River Crossings
If you see any of these conditions, then the crossing is potentially dangerous and you should
look for another spot or don’t cross at all:









The river is moving very quickly. If you throw a stick into the fastest part of the river and
cannot keep up with while it as it floats downstream, do not cross at this location.
The river is in flood (often muddy brown).
You can’t determine the water depth.
The river level is higher than the knees of the shortest participant and moving swiftly.
You can hear the sound of rocks rolling in the river.
The river has floating logs and obstructions that could hit hikers.
The water is extremely cold.
There is a significant hazard downstream (i.e., strainer, waterfall, rapids).

Evaluate the numbered areas in the diagram:
1. Bad- riffles indicate faster water. Above a fast water
chute, loosing footing could mean getting flushed down the
chute.
2. Bad- above an outside bend. The deepest fastest
water is on the outside. There is also potential that the bank
is undercut which is an entrapment hazard.
3. Bad- shallows make part of the crossing easier but
there is still deep water in the bend and a steep bank.
4. Good- below the bend water is slowing down.
5. Good- this crossing takes advantage of the slow
water in the eddy behind the bolder.
6. Bad- above a steep ledge with rapids.
7. Bad- Above an outside bend with a strainer- an
entrapment hazard.
8. Good- River is wider and also probably shallower
with slower water.
9. Bad- Rapids.

Important Crossing Considerations
Know the route ahead of time and identify possible hazardous crossings.





Are there alternate routes or bridges? Just because the trail meets the water at a certain
point DOES NOT mean that this is necessarily the safest point to cross.
How will weather impact your crossings? Is there a better time of day to cross?
Keep your boots on (or change into sneakers or sandals, if available). They protect your
feet and provide ankle support.
Keep your pack on, but undo the hip belt and sternum strap so that you can jettison the
pack quickly if necessary.
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Always face upstream while crossing. If you face downstream, the force of the water
could cause your legs to buckle underneath you.
In any deep-river crossing, position spotters below the crossing point as a safety
backup. Remember the principles of basic lifesaving—reach for the person, throw a line or
floating object, and go in after her only as a last resort.
Move only one foot at a time while making sure that the other foot is firmly placed, and
shuffle along rather than taking big steps. Keep moving slowly. Don’t cross your legs. Feel
the bottom before you commit your weight to the foot. Use a hiking stick or trekking pole as
a “third leg,” especially on the upstream side. If you feel your foot begin to get caught, fall
over into the water to pull the foot out to avoid entrapment. Trying to stand may “set” the
foot into the entrapment and place you at greater risk.
If you lose your footing and are swept away, shrug out of your shoulder straps and jettison
your pack. Float downstream on your back, feet first with toes on the surface. This position
prevents foot entrapment. Use your legs as shock absorbers to fend off river obstacles.
Actively swim to the shoreline. Don’t let yourself be swept against logs, as you might be
pinned against them. If you can’t avoid being swept onto a river obstacle, try to climb up
onto it so that your head remains above water.
Be extremely careful when walking on logs or boulder hopping. These places are likely to be
slippery, and falls resulting in injuries are common. Evaluate the consequences of a fall
verses wet boots from a regular crossing.
Avoid baggy pants, which offer greater resistance to the water and increase chances of
being pulled over.
In braided rivers (rivers with multiple channels), look beyond the first crossing and make
sure that you have a reasonable idea of how to continue. Sometimes one crossing leads you
to one that is impassable and you have to return and try another option.

For more information on river crossing, see p. 174 of The Backpacker’s Field Manual.

Road Crossing Protocol
In order to safeguard all members of the group, leaders should be cautious and use good
judgment when choosing when and where to cross roads.


Know your route ahead of time: Know when and where you must cross a road. As you
plan the day’s route, keep these road crossings in mind. When will they occur: early
morning, mid-day, late afternoon? Having to cross a road in the dark increases the accident
potential. Have an idea what type of road you are crossing. Will it be empty at certain times
of the day and extremely busy at rush hour? Check the guidebooks to the area for specific
information and include a plan of how/when to cross the road ahead of time.



Assess the crossing: Identify factors that can increase the risk level of road crossings.
Assess the situation for a good place to cross. Where is the point you hope to arrive at on the
other side of the road in comparison with your point of departure? Is it straight across the
road, diagonal, or do you have to walk down the roadway for a distance? What type of
vehicles travel on this road (trucks and busses have a much longer stopping distance than
cars)? How fast is traffic moving? Is the road wet/icy? How long will it take vehicles to come
to a complete stop at their speed of travel with the current road conditions? What is the
visibility at the crossing point? Will drivers have more than enough time to stop? Take into
account your ability to see or hear oncoming traffic and a driver’s ability to see you. You
should have good visibility down the road in either direction. If you have good visibility for

traffic, have the group members cross the road as they would any roadway, looking
carefully in both directions and proceeding across when it is safe to do so.


Compensate for Reduced Visibility: If visibility is reduced and it is possible that a
vehicle would not have enough time to stop (see above), post a watcher at a location
along the road to extend your visibility. Watchers are there to signal to the other group
members when it is safe to cross the road. Watchers should be off the road on the
shoulder. All trip members should understand the crossing signals from the watcher and
not cross until they receive that signal. One arm straight over head means safe to cross from
this direction. ONLY signal in the affirmative meaning that it is OK to cross. No signal means
it is not year clear to cross. In any crossing situation the group members should look
carefully in both directions and move across the road quickly. At least one of the leaders
should be on hand at the crossing site for the duration of the crossing.



Cross one person at a time: This is the most controlled way to cross a busy road.



Crossing roads at night: It is best to avoid crossing roads at night. It may be safer to camp
(even illegally) and get up early than to cross a busy road at night. Leaders must use their
best judgment on what is the safest course of action. Should you do a night crossing, each
group member should have a flashlight out and turned on. If you need to use watchers, they
should be posted with flashlights. Three on-off flashes of the light in quick succession from
the watchers means it is safe to cross from this direction.



Walking along roads: You should walk on the side of the road with the widest
shoulder. Walk in a single file line. It may be better to walk on the side of the road facing
traffic so you can see oncoming traffic and more quickly move away. One leader should be
in front and one in the rear to manage the group. Be especially careful at curves where
drivers may not be able to see you. Walking along road at night should be avoided
whenever possible.



Unloading buses: Buses should be unloaded from the curbside. Pull items through the
luggage bays whenever possible to avoid unloading on the street side.



Crossing near buses: If you are dropped off by bus along a road, make sure that you have
good visibility in either direction before crossing in front of or behind the bus. Either wait
for the bus to pull out before you cross, or use the road crossing procedure for reduced
visibility outlined above.



Crossing with canoes: Portaging a canoe across the road means understanding that you
are transporting a bulky object and will be moving more slowly. When you have to cross a
road with canoes it is important to follow the procedures above. In addition, the canoes
should be emptied of all gear so that they can be carried quickly. Post watchers (in
both directions if necessary) to signal cars to slow down and/or to indicate when it is safe
to cross using the methods outlined above. Two to four people should carry the canoe at
waist level, on the bow and on the stern. Do not carry the canoe over your head, it is too
difficult to quickly jettison the canoe and move out of the way of unexpected traffic.

For more information on road crossing, see p. 179 of The Backpacker’s Field Manual.
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Solo Time Protocols
The idea behind a solo experience is to give the individual time to be on their own in a wilderness
environment for personal reflection and exploration. “Exploration” must be kept in context since
you should not allow inexperienced people to just wander around in the outdoors. Any plans for
solo time must be carefully evaluated in terms of the following:








Location
Terrain
Weather
Experience of the group
Age and maturity of the group
Any medical or physical problems
Willingness of group members

Hiking Solos
Under appropriate trail and weather conditions and if participants have the necessary experience,
leaders may choose to let the group spread out along the trail to do a hiking solo. By separating
people by 5-10 minutes and keeping a uniform pace, each person can spend some time alone. The
following protocols should always be implemented.









Any solos should be implemented towards the end of the trip after participants have
been properly trained in basic backcountry skills.
Do not do a hiking solo if anyone in your group is having any type of medical problem
and/or has a significant (anaphylaxis inducing) allergy.
Do not do a hiking solo if there is anyone in the group who is overly tired, depressed,
having difficulty hiking, etc.
One leader should be at the head of the group with map and compass, and another
leader should at the end of the group with the larger first aid kit. This way, participants
are “sandwiched” in between leaders and can only become lost if they go off the trail.
Each person should know who is immediately ahead of them and who is immediately
behind them.
Only do walking solos on trails that are well-marked and relatively easy hiking with
no detours along the way or other places where someone could take a wrong turn.
Solo hiking should only be done for a specified amount of time, say 15-20 minutes, so
that the person in front knows when to stop to regroup. You can also solo hike for a
specified distance, stopping at a certain landmark.

Solo Time at Camp
Under appropriate campsite and weather conditions and if participants have the necessary
experience, leaders may choose to let the members of the group walk a short distance from camp to
spend some time alone.




Do not do a hiking solo if anyone in your group is having any type of medical problem
and/or has a significant (anaphylaxis inducing) allergy.
Do not do solo time in camp if there is anyone in the group who is overly tired,
depressed, having difficulty hiking, etc.
The campsite must be suitable for solo time. If there is dense brush where it is easy to
get disoriented, steep drop-offs, or other conditions that could create hazards, do not do
solo time in camp.






Each person must specify the direction they are going in and should not walk out of earshot
from camp. Leaders can blow a whistle as people walk away from camp. They should stop
while still clearly able to hear the whistle.
Leaders should set a time for return so that all participants are back well before dusk (not
even dark). As a reminder, blow the whistle to call everyone in.
All leaders must do their “solo” in camp while others are out in case of an emergency.

Stove Use Protocol





Know how to operate a stove properly before you light it.
Wear boots or regular shoes while operating a stove. Do not go barefoot or wear flipflops or other open-toed shoes or sandals while working with or around a lit stove. This is
to prevent potential burns to the feet (from flare-ups or boiling water spilling).
Never use a stove inside a tent. Carbon monoxide (odorless, colorless gas) is released as a
by-product of combustion. In an enclosed space it can build up leading to asphyxiation.

See p. 7-26 for more information on stove safety and use.

Swimming Protocols
(see also Diving Protocol)
All swimming situations must be carefully monitored by Outdoor Action Leaders to assure
safety of participants and leaders.
Swimming is an enjoyable and refreshing activity which much be managed carefully in a
backcountry setting because of the great deal of potential risk involved. Swimming should only be
considered during daylight hours with warm temperatures. Ideal swimming areas will have no
current, a gradual slope with a smooth bottom, clear water, no obstacles, and easy entry and exit
points.









Footwear must always be worn when in or near water. The potential for lacerations is
high due to the amount of broken glass, fishhooks etc. in these areas.
A leader must be on shore acting as a layman lifeguard whenever someone is in the
water.
Leaders must scout the potential swimming area (even if publically designated) to
evaluate its safety. See scouting guidelines below.
Participants should not be in water that is greater than chest deep on the participant
unless wearing a Coastguard certified PFD. Full swimming strokes as well as submerging
the whole body are possible in water of this depth and the ability to put one’s feet down and
keep the head well above water significantly mitigates risk both for the “swimmer” and the
leader supervising the waterfront.
Anyone who does not follow the above protocol will not be permitted to swim.
If behavior in the water gets out of hand, everyone must come out.
In the event of an emergency, an Ensolite pad strapped with sleeping bag straps or
duct tape can be used as a rescue tube. This should be ready and on site before
swimming begins.

Scouting Swimming Areas
Leaders should first visually inspect the area. In an appropriate area, you should be able to see the
bottom. After visually inspecting for hazards such as rocks, logs, sudden drop offs, sharp
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metal/glass, etc. they should physically check the area being sure that there is another leader on
shore while they are in the water. Before having participants enter the water, leaders should
visually mark the width of the swim area on the shore. Stuffsacks or other gear are useful for this.
Leaders should explain the boundaries, safety considerations, and expectation that students do not
go deeper than their chest height.

Conditions Where Swimming Is Not Allowed








No swimming in water over chest height unless wearing a Coast Guard approved PFD
No night swimming, dipping, wading or otherwise entering the water.
No solo swimming, dipping, wading or otherwise entering the water.
No swimming, dipping, or wading in water colder than 60 F.
No swimming in rapids except as a result of accidental flipping from a watercraft or
as part of river rescue training.
No skinny-dipping at any time. No exceptions.
No excessive rough housing- chicken fights, dunking, etc.

Tick Check Protocol
Tick checks are required at least once a day.
The possibility of ticks carrying Lyme Disease, Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever, or other diseases
exists in all of the areas we visit. Tick checks are required at least once a day. These should be
thorough and involve checking the entire body especially the scalp area, groin, arm pits, and areas
where clothing creates constrictions. Checking certain parts of your body like your back requires a
“Tick Check Buddy.”

Proper tick removal, step 1

Proper tick removal, step 2
(Images courtesy CDC Division
of Viral and Rickettsial Diseases)

Because ticks must usually be attached for at least a day
before they can transmit the bacteria that cause Lyme
disease, early removal can reduce the risk of infection.
Remove attached ticks with tweezers according to the
following guidelines:
 Use fine-tipped tweezers (located in your med kit).
 Grasp the tick as close to the skin surface as possible and
pull upward with steady, even pressure. Do not twist or
jerk the tick; this may cause the mouthparts to break off
and remain in the skin.
 Do not squeeze, crush, or puncture the body of the tick.
 After removing the tick, thoroughly disinfect the bite site
with an alcohol prep pad and cover with a Band-aid.
Disinfect your hands with Purell.
 Save the tick in a Ziplock back. This will allow for testing
in case you become ill. This may help your doctor make
an accurate diagnosis.
For more information on ticks, see p. 360 of The Backpacker’s
Field Manual.

Tobacco Protocols
The use of tobacco products is not encouraged. However, it is allowed if you have a daily
need for nicotine. The impact of second hand smoke on the health of other members of the group
has been well-documented. These protocols are both to protect the health of other individuals on
the trip and to minimize the impact to the group that might occur from group members going off for
extended periods of time to smoke.









Students who need to smoke cigarettes should be mindful of the impact smoke may have on
others. They should remove them self from the immediate area of the group for the short
time needed to smoke.
Smoking is not permitted in vehicles at any time.
Smoking should not be done around nylon: nylon tarps, climbing ropes, etc.
Students must practice Leave No Trace practices whenever using tobacco products. All
cigarette butts must be completely extinguished and must be packed out.
Smoking may be prohibited in cases where fire danger is extreme.
Students who use chewing tobacco must expectorate into a container and pack the
container out.
People should be discreet about their smoking.

Walk Out Protocol
Walk outs are reserved for Leader Training Trips only. They are only used in carefully
controlled circumstances on LTTs where the Leader Trainers have determined that the group has
developed sufficient skills to supervise themselves after 6 days of training. Walk outs are never
appropriate for Frosh Trip.

Waste Management Protocols
Leaders should follow LNT practices as well as the directions for disposal of all types of
waste given in the deissue instructions

Human Waste Protocols
Urinate at least 200 feet (61 meters)—about 70 steps for an adult—away from the trail and any
water sources.
Whenever possible, use an outhouse for human feces. When not possible, dig a cathole at
least 200 feet away from streams, rivers, lakes, and marshy areas. Catholes should be
approximately 6” wide by 6”deep.
See Page 7-38 for more information on urination and defecation in the backcountry and p. 113 in
The Backpacker’s Field Manual.

Leftover Food Waste Guidelines
Leftover food can result in bacterial contamination. To avoid infection from leftover food, follow
these guidelines:




Eat all the food you prepare. If for some reason there are leftovers, pack them out in the
trash.
Don’t save leftovers from meals for re-heating and consumption later.
Scrub and wash your pots, bowls, cups, and utensils EVERY NIGHT.
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Water Purification Protocol
Leaders should assume that all backcountry water sources require purification unless the
water source is specifically posted as purified or is from a water fountain or sink.
See Page 7-17 for Outdoor Action methods and guidelines for water purification and p. 95 of The
Backpacker’s Field Manual.

Weather Radio Protocol
Weather radios help leaders Plan Ahead and Prepare. Each group is provided with a weather radio
to listen for local forecasts. Since reception is not available in all areas you should turn on the
radio and attempt to get a forecast at least twice a day. Check all channels on your multichannel radio. Be aware that late day thunderstorms are common at this time of year and may bring
severe lightning. Plan your travel accordingly.
For directions on how to use the weather radio, see Page 7-12.

Section 5: Emergency
Procedures

Thinking about Emergencies
Most trips are 2-24 hours from having professional medical help arrive at an accident site. The
group will be dependent upon the trip leaders to take full charge of any emergency situation.
During this time, the trip leaders must care for the physiological and psychological needs of both
the patient and the group. A trip leader who puts themselves in danger physically or emotionally
for the “good of the patient” is a liability to the patient and to the group.
Leaders must stay calm and inspire confidence in the group and in each other that the situation is
being handled in the best way. Talk through every step confidently and out loud. This way, trip
leaders can fill in each other’s omissions and nothing will be rushed into. Depending on the nature
of the emergency, it may be productive to ask the group for suggestions; they may have good ideas.
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However, there are also times when opening up the discussion too much only bogs down the issue
and prevents people from taking the necessary immediate actions.
Since each situation is unique, leaders must remain flexible in their response. The key to properly
responding to an emergency is to remain calm, assess things carefully before acting, and continue to
reassess your strategy throughout. There are two basic things to be done: 1) care for the patient and
2) care for the rest of the group. The more severe the situation, the more both populations will need
your care and support. A basic approach to handling emergency situations is outlined below:
1. Assess the situation: Determine the nature of the emergency and what type of response is
required (first aid, search for a lost person, etc.).
2. Develop a response plan: Based on the nature of the emergency, develop an appropriate
response plan (first aid treatment, initiate search, etc.).
3. Reassess situation and re-plan: Continue to reassess the situation throughout and alter
the response plan if necessary.
4. Assume leadership of the group and delegate responsibility: Group members should
assist in patient care if needed, locate position on map, prepare a camp with shelter and
food, etc.
5. Patient care: A leader must take care of the patient(s) and the group while the emergency
plan is being implemented.
o The leader with the highest level of medical training should say with the patient(s)
at all times.
o Give the other group members something to do to get their minds off the situation
and make them feel useful, such as:
 Set up a temporary camp.
 Prepare food and hot drinks.
6. Make sure the other group members are OK; they may be suffering from shock or
emotional difficulties. Maintain group morale as much as possible.

Do a Full Assessment of the Situation BEFORE Calling Command
In a medical situation you should have completed your Primary Assessment (First Triangle) and
Secondary Assessment (Second Triangle) before Calling Command Center. Knowing what the issue
and severity is before you ask for help is essential and will save valuable time.
Remember, there is always the possibility that your call will not go through so you need to be
prepared to use your training and judgment to manage the situation until you can reach additional
help.

Evacuation Protocols and Guidelines
In order to maintain control over who is going where, the following protocols must be followed:





All evacs must be coordinated through the Outdoor Action Director.
Any student who has been evacuated for any reason must be cleared through the
Outdoor Action Director before returning to the trip.
Any student who has been evacuated for a medical reason must be cleared through
University Health Services before returning to the trip.
Any person who is evacuated for a medical reason may elect not to get medical
treatment, which is the patient’s right. However, the student will not be allowed back on

to the trip without medical clearance from University Health Services or the Outdoor Action
Director.

When to Evacuate
Evacuation is used as a general term for transporting someone from a trip. There are a number of
circumstances in which a person might no longer be able or wish to continue with the trip. These
can be medical, physical, behavioral and/or psychological. Generally, if the person can continue on
the trip comfortably and safely, they do not need to be evacuated. In some cases, however, the
person must be evacuated despite their apparent comfort. See Page 5-10 for a list of mandatory
evacuations.
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Possible Reasons for Evacuation





Medical or psychological problem
Failure to abide by Outdoor Action protocols and guidelines
Person’s behavior presents a danger to him/herself or other members of the group
Desire by individual to leave the trip for personal reasons

If someone needs to be evacuated due to injury or illness, the primary concern is for the
safety and health of the patient and the group. When assessing the need for an evacuation,
think about the patient’s condition, how rapidly medical attention is needed, and how long it
will take to get that help.
For example: it may take 2 hours for the patient to walk out on their own, whereas
to send two people out for help (2 hours), get a rescue squad to the trailhead (1
hour), hike back in (2 hours - unless driving in is possible), and hike back out (2
hours+) could mean over 7 hours before the patient is evacuated. The injury may
need treatment sooner than that. You should also consider your resources. Do you
have the necessary equipment, peoplepower, and experience to safely evacuate the
person given the current trail and weather conditions? If you do evacuate the
person, take the time to plan out the best route keeping in mind patient condition,
distance, terrain, etc. Depending on the situation, you might choose the shortest
route, the quickest route, or a longer route that poses less threat to the patient’s
condition.

Evacuation Methods
Determine the severity or potential severity of the injury or illness and determine whether
the person needs either advanced medical treatment or is merely unable to continue with
the trip. This decision needs to be made in a timely fashion. If a person is unable to continue on the
trip, he or she will have to be evacuated. There are two types of evacuations that can occur on
Outdoor Action trips:
Unassisted Evacuations with the patient moving under his/her own power. The
person’s medical condition would not be compromised by walking out. Examples: stomach
ailment, mild allergic reaction, minor laceration.

Assisted Evacuations where the person might be able to “hobble out” without a
pack and with assistance from others (eg. a person on either side). If the distance is not too
great, the person may be able to hike out if carrying little or no weight and possibly with
assistance. This is to be attempted only as long as it does not aggravate the individual’s
condition. The person may not be carried. The person must be constantly monitored.
Litter Evacuations where the patient must be carried out. The injury/illness would be
aggravated by walking out or the person chooses not to walk out (or does not want to
leave). In this case, a litter evacuation by skilled rescue personnel (rangers, first aid squad,
etc.) is required. Send for help. Do not attempt a litter evacuation or carrying a person. Wait
for outside professionals to arrive.




Choosing to Evacuate
If you have determined that it is appropriate to evacuate your patient, you need to determine
whether or not you have the skills, the time, and the resources to perform the evacuation safely. Ask
yourself these questions.







How much daylight do you have?
What is the weather? Is it changing? For the worse?
Can you continue to provide the necessary first aid treatment and monitoring during the
evacuation?
What if your patient’s condition deteriorates? Would it be more difficult to treat him/her
once you start hiking out?
What additional resources or help will you need?

Unassisted or Assisted Evacuation
If the patient can walk out under his/her own power, or with minimal assistance (such as leaning
on another person or by not carrying gear), you may proceed with a self-evacuation.
Prepare an Evacuation Plan addressing the following questions:
 When will the patient be evacuated (consider time of day, seriousness of patient’s
condition, and external factors such as weather and trail conditions)?
 Who will accompany the patient—will the entire group go?
 If the group splits, how should equipment and food be divided up to ensure safety?
EpiPens are particularly important to divide.
 What will the evacuation team do when they reach the trailhead?
 How will the patient be transported to a medical care facility?
 What patient care needs should be addressed during the evacuation?
 What group needs should be addressed during the evacuation?
 If the group splits, where and when will the evacuation team meet the group after the
evacuation? If the rendezvous does not take place as planned, what is your back-up plan?
 If possible, get feedback on the evacuation plan from Command Center.
Execute the evacuation plan. Send the patient out with a complete plan (fill out two copies of the
Emergency Information Form – one for leader w/ patient and one for leader w/ group) and medical
information including an Outdoor Action SOAP note. Be prepared to modify the evacuation plan
due to changing conditions or instructions from the Program Director.
After completion of the evacuation, continue with the trip. If the evacuee might return to the trip,
determine with the Program Director specific criteria for return and establish several rendezvous
locations and times.
Complete all the required accident report forms and submit them during deissue.
Litter Evacuation
1. Once you have determined that the patient cannot walk out under his/her own power, you
must request professional assistance. Outdoor Action does not perform litter
evacuations without professional assistance.
2. Prepare a plan to request assistance. Typically this will involve using the satellite phone. If
the phone does not work, prepare to send a team out to find a phone. Your plan should
address the following questions:
 When will the team leave (consider the time of day, severity of the patient’s
condition, and external factors such as weather and trail conditions)?
 Who will go: who will remain with the patient? One leader should accompany the
team while the other should remain with the group and the patient.
 What patient care needs should be addressed while waiting for help?
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What group needs should be addressed while waiting for help?
What should the team take to ensure their safety? They should be completely selfsufficient. Remember to divide your EpiPens.
 What will the team do upon reaching the trailhead? Who will they contact? What
will they do if there are difficulties in contacting rescuers?
 When is the team expected back (if at all)? What if they are late?
3. Send the group out with a complete plan (fill out two copies of the Emergency Information
Form – one for leader w/ patient and one for leader w/ group) and medical information
including an Outdoor Action SOAP note. Execute the plan to request assistance. The team
should not depart until the plan is complete. Contact the authorities and the Outdoor Action
Program Director.
4. Assist rescue personal in evacuating the victim as directed.



Emergency Transportation
Support Teams are not ambulances and in the event of a true emergency, call 911 for the local
rescue squad to take charge. There are cases of minor injuries (sprained ankle, flu, etc.) where
Support Teams will pick up an injured or ill person and transport him or her to an emergency room
for evaluation and treatment.




In the event of a serious emergency, transportation from the trailhead to a medical facility
should be performed by professional rescue personnel or law enforcement officers.
Minor medical problems (sprained ankles, blisters, etc.) can be transported by Support
Staff.
All vehicles used during evacuations must be Outdoor Action owned or rented unless
provided by professional law enforcement or medical personnel. Instructors may have
to hitchhike to call for assistance evacuation, but avoid hitchhiking with an evacuee unless
absolutely necessary.

Logistical Planning
On any transport we need to set up a Basic Plan and several Contingency Plans. This will be
done by the Command Center Staff along with the Program Director
Here is a sample scenario:
Situation: Alfonso cut his finger with a knife. It looks like it needs stitches. Command arranges for
Support Team 2 to meet the group at 1:30 PM at the trailhead junction with Rt. 17. Team 2 calls in
to the Command Center to say that they have arrived. Fredericka, one of the leaders, accompanies
Alfonso to the Emergency Room. It is a 45 minute drive to the hospital. They depart at 1:45 PM.
Before departing from the group, in consultation with the Command Center the following
Rendezvous Plans are set up.
Rendezvous Plan: The group and the other two leaders will continue hiking to a campsite that is ½
mile from a road (Rt. 32). They should be there by 4:00 PM. They plan to hike back to the road
junction at 6:00 PM to meet Support. They will wait for 45 minutes and then go back to camp.
 Backup Plan 1: The group will hike up to the road junction the next day at 9:30 AM to meet
Support. They will wait for 45 minutes and then continue to their next campsite which is 7
miles down the trail.





Backup Plan 2: During the day the group will cross Rt. 15 at 1:00 PM. This is a nonscheduled Rendezvous. In the event that Support was not able to meet the group in the
morning, they can try and meet the group at Rt. 15. The group will get there close to 1:00pm
and wait for 45 minutes.
Backup Plan 3: The group will hike to their campsite by 5:00 PM. There is a road 1 mile
from the campsite. They will plan to meet Support at that road on 5:45 PM if all previous
plans were unsuccessful.

This sort of plan is flexible enough to work well under a variety of different scenarios:






Scenario A: Alfonso arrives at the Emergency Room at 2:40 PM. He has to wait for an hour
to be seen. He gets two stitches and the doctor says that it is OK for him to go back to the
group. He has to get a prescription for an antibiotic filled. He is ready to go back to the
group at 5:00 PM. He and Fredericka arrive back at Rt. 32 at 5:50 PM where they meet the
group and return to camp.
Scenario B: Alfonso arrives at the Emergency Room at 2:40 PM. He has to wait for three
hours to be seen. He gets two stitches and the doctor says it is OK for him to go back to the
group. He has to get a prescription for an antibiotic filled. He isn’t ready to go back to the
group until 6:45 PM. It will be dark at that point so the decision is for Alfonso and
Fredericka to stay with Support that night. The next morning Support takes Alfonso and
Fredericka back to Rt. 32 meeting the group at 9:00 AM.
Scenario C: (The same as the start of Scenario B). However, at 7:00 AM Support gets a call
that Jody on C25 had sprained an ankle. The Command Center decides to send Support 2 out
to get Jody first so that her group can start a long 10-mile hike. This means that Alfonso and
Fredericka have to wait for one of the later rendezvous’. After taking care of Jody, Support 2
is able to meet the group at Rt. 15 at 1:30 PM.

Things can get complicated quickly so we set up a number of backup plans before leaving the group
and work to get people back together as soon as possible.
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MANDATORY EVACUATIONS
Required
Evacuations

When

How

Anaphylaxis or
Epinephrine
administered
Dislocations

Always – Entire group hikes out.

See Flow
Chart

Always

See Flow
Chart

Burns

Any 3rd degree, 2nd degree to sensitive areas (hands, face,
neck, feet, genitalia), Inhalation injuries, 2nd Burns greater
than 5% of body surface
large initial blood loss, high potential for infection (bite
wounds, very dirty wounds, full or partial thickness burns,
etc.), possible need for stitches (gaping cut > 1/3 in.),
laceration to face, hands, or over a joint, injury to any blood
vessel, ligament, or tendon, or if there is a systemic reaction
(streaking)
Always except splinters

See Flow
Chart

Any Red Flags: Pain > 12 hours, fever, signs of shock, vomiting
with unknown cause, severe diarrhea, blood in stool or vomit,
possible pregnancy, pain on palpation or rebound, rigid or
distended abdomen, masses or palpable pulse in the
abdomen, pain following trauma, signs of bruising on
abdomen
Automatic evac unless they vomit exactly once for a cause that
is both immediately identifiable and would be remediated by
that one vomit ex. Cholula shots.
For any vomiting (even when on campus) contact Command
Always

See Flow
Chart

Always

See Flow
Chart

Spinal Injury

Always for any spinal mechanism of injury

See Flow
Chart

Concussion/TBI or
any change in level
of consciousness

If there is any loss of consciousness or change in mental
status..
Call command for any significant blow to the head even if
asymptomatic.
Always

See Flow
Chart

Always

EMS

Always

See Flow

High Risk Wounds

Impaled Objects
Red Flag Abdominal
Pain

Vomit, Severe
Diarrhea, or Severe
Fluid Depletion
CPR, rescue
breathing
Fracture/Unstable
Injuries

Severe Hypothermia
(with change in
mental status)
Shock
Diabetic

See Flow
Chart

See Flow
Chart

See Flow
Chart
EMS

EMS
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Emergencies

Chart

Severe
Hyperthermia

Always

EMS

Incident Reporting
When an incident (a problem or something that could cause a problem) occurs, it is essential to
collect detailed information about what happened, analyze it carefully, and determine if there are
changes that need to be made in the program to reduce the possibility of a similar incident
occurring in the future. It is important you fill out the appropriate forms at the time of the incident
with all the necessary details. Outdoor Action has two different kinds of forms you may have to fill
out for incidents. They include:




Incident Report - These forms outline the reporting structure that includes a written
report of the incident. See “reportable incidents” below to help understand the threshold for
what should be reported (obviously every Band-Aid or piece of Moleskin applied in the field
does not require a written report).
Close Call Reports - there are more close calls than there are actual accidents. If you only
analyze accidents, you are missing the big picture and may be leaving important safety
issues unresolved. Report each close call using the Close Call Report form. For example, a
stove explosion where no one was injured counts as a close call and should be carefully
analyzed. The Close Call form is on the back of the Incident Report form.

Reportable Incidents
Injury/Illness: Report Any injury, which results in a person requiring medical treatment:








by a physician, dentist, physician’s assistant, or nurse practitioner
that requires more than the initial treatment by leaders in the field
that requires more than cursory attention by staff
that requires use of prescription medications
that interferes with the participant’s participation
that requires evacuation
that results in a lost day from program.

Near Miss/Close Call: Report any potentially dangerous situation where safety was
compromised but did not result in an injury – an unplanned or unforeseen event. Examples:



A bear in camp or other aggressive or potentially dangerous animal.
An anchor or rope system that does not operate as planned, improper belay technique,
improper clip-ins, or incorrect harness buckles.



Blood/Body Fluid Exposure: Any exposure to blood or body fluids that could contain blood
means a potential exposure to blood borne pathogens like HIV and hepatitis. These must be
reported on the Incident/Close Call Report so that appropriate follow up can be done after the
trip.



Attached Tick: Report any incident of an attached (actually embedded not just crawling
around) tick should be reported so that appropriate follow up can be done after the trip.



Evacuation: Report any njury or illnesses requiring evacuation from the field for further
treatment or monitoring.



Medication Error: Report any medication error is any situation in which medication was
administered incorrectly. This must be recorded on the Incident Report form. Medication
errors include:
o incorrect dosage,
o incorrect form,
o incorrect route,
o incorrect medication,
o incorrect person,
o incorrect time,
o incorrect documentation or verification, etc., and
o failure to administer a prescribed medication.



Missing Person: Report any unexpected or unauthorized absence of a person from camp,
the campsite or the location where the individual is expected to be.



Behavioral Incident: Report behavior out of the ordinary which requires significant
intervention by the leader or contact with Command Center and/or the parent or guardian.
Intervention by staff that requires physical contact with the individual to prevent injury to
self, others or property. Any behavioral incident that results in injury to self or others or
property. I



Psychological Incident: Report an unplanned event that occurs with an individual or
group that is clinical in nature (potentially damaging to self or others). The incident may
involve one or more of the following: suicidal ideation, self-mutilation, psychosis,
decompensation (re-emergence of an old mental illness), running away, or hurting self or
others. Examples of psychological incidents include:
o Delusional behavior,
o Violence, and
o Flashbacks.



Cultural Incident: Report any cultural incidents. A cultural incident is an incident in which
a participant or group experiences emotional or physical risks due to their race, ethnicity,
religion, sexual orientation, or gender. Example: the group is out of camp and people in the
community use racial slurs when referring to the group. Requires significant intervention
by staff.



Vehicle Incident: Report any vehicle accident that results in damage to the vehicle and/or
minor injuries to passengers.



Report any violation of the University’s Rules, Rights, and Regulations. This includes
but is not limited to the below policy excerpts.

1.2.1 Respect for Others
Respect for the rights, privileges, and sensibilities of each other are essential in preserving the spirit
of community at Princeton. Actions which make the atmosphere intimidating, threatening, or
hostile to individuals are therefore regarded as serious offenses. Abusive or harassing behavior,
verbal or physical, which demeans, intimidates, threatens, or injures another because of personal
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characteristics or beliefs or their expression, is subject to University disciplinary sanctions as
described above. Examples of personal characteristics or beliefs include but are not limited to sex,
sexual orientation, gender identity, race, ethnicity, national origin, religion, and disability. Making
tolerance of such behavior or submission to it a condition of employment, evaluation,
compensation, or advancement is an especially serious offense. Procedures for resolving
complaints or grievances on such matters are discussed under section 1.6.
1.2.2 Discrimination, Bias, or Harassment (Based on a Protected Characteristic)
Discrimination against a person on the basis of his/her sex, race, creed, color, gender identity, age,
national origin, ancestry, religion, physical or mental disability, veteran’s status, marital or
domestic partnership status, affectional or sexual orientation, or any other classification protected
under applicable law is unlawful and in violation of this policy. The University expects all members
of the University community, as well as its visitors, to be treated equally based on merit in all
aspects related to its educational programs and activities, and in all aspects related to employment.
At Princeton University, harassment is defined as unwelcome verbal or physical behavior which is
directed at a person because of his/her race, creed, color, sex, gender identity, age, national origin,
ancestry, religion, physical or mental disability, veteran’s status, marital or domestic partnership
status, affectional or sexual orientation, or other classification protected by applicable law, when
these behaviors are sufficiently severe and/or pervasive to have the effect of unreasonably
interfering with an individual’s educational experience, working conditions, or living conditions by
creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive environment.
The full text of the Nondiscrimination/Anti-Harassment Policy and Procedures can be viewed
online at: www.princeton.edu/diversity/policy/antiharassment. Members of the University
community are expected to be familiar with and adhere to the regulations set forth in this policy
1.2.3 Sexual Misconduct
Princeton University does not tolerate sexual misconduct. Sexual misconduct is harmful to the wellbeing of our community members, the learning/working environment, and collegial relationships
among our students, faculty, and staff. All forms of sexual misconduct are regarded as serious
University offenses, and violations are likely to result in discipline, including the possibility of
suspension, expulsion, or termination of employment. State and federal laws also address conduct
that may meet the University’s definition of sexual misconduct, and criminal prosecution may take
place independently of any disciplinary action instituted by the University (see section 1.3 “The
University, the Law, and Property Rights”). In seeking to create a community free from sexual
misconduct, the University expects all members of the community to take responsibility for their
actions in the realm of sexual activity and encourages the reporting of sexual misconduct.
Definition of Sexual Misconduct
A broad range of behaviors may be classified as sexual misconduct. Sexual misconduct can be
committed by individuals of any gender, and it can occur between individuals of the same gender or
different genders. It can occur between strangers or acquaintances, as well as people involved in
intimate or sexual relationships. In determining whether the alleged conduct constitutes sexual
misconduct, consideration will be given to the totality of circumstances involved in the incident,
including the nature of the sexual conduct and the context in which the alleged incident occurred.
Sexual misconduct includes the behaviors described below.
Non-Consensual Sexual Penetration (commonly referred to as rape): Any act of vaginal or anal
penetration by a person’s penis, finger, other body part, or an object, or oral penetration by a penis,

without consent. Such an act involving force, duress, or inducement of incapacitation will be
deemed especially egregious.
Non-Consensual Sexual Contact (commonly referred to as sexual assault): Any sexual touching other
than non-consensual sexual penetration without consent. Such an act involving force, duress, or
inducement of incapacitation will be deemed especially egregious. Examples of non-consensual
sexual contact may include: genital-genital or oral-genital contact not involving penetration; contact
with breasts, buttocks, or genital area, including over clothing; removing the clothing of another
person; and kissing.
Sexual Exploitation: Any act whereby one person violates the sexual privacy of another or takes
unjust or abusive sexual advantage of another who has not provided consent, and that does not
constitute non-consensual sexual penetration or non-consensual sexual contact. Examples may
include: recording, photographing, transmitting, viewing or distributing intimate or sexual images
or sexual information without the knowledge and consent of all parties involved; voyeurism (i.e.,
spying on others who are in intimate or sexual situations).
Sexual Harassment: Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or
physical conduct of a sexual nature when: (1) Submission to or rejection of such conduct is made
implicitly or explicitly a term or condition of instruction, employment, or participation in any
University activity or benefit; or (2) Submission to or rejection of these behaviors by an individual
is used as a basis for evaluation in making academic or personnel decisions; or (3) These behaviors
are sufficiently severe and/or pervasive to have the effect of unreasonably interfering with an
individual’s educational experience, working conditions, or living conditions by creating an
intimidating, hostile, or offensive environment.
Sexually Inappropriate Conduct: Unwelcome sexual conduct that may not rise to the level of sexual
harassment or sexual exploitation, but that is sexual in nature. Examples may include: obscene or
sexually offensive gestures and comments; and lewdness.
The consumption of alcohol or the use of illegal substances does not constitute a mitigating
circumstance when it contributes to a violation regarding sexual misconduct.
What Are Consent and Incapacitation?

In reviewing possible violations of sexual misconduct, the University considers consent as the
voluntary, informed, uncoerced agreement through words and actions freely given, which a
reasonable person would interpret as a willingness to participate in mutually agreed-upon sexual
acts. Consensual sexual activity happens when each partner willingly and affirmatively chooses
to participate.
Indications that consent is not present include: when physical force is used or there is a
reasonable belief of the threat of physical force; when duress is present; and when a person is
incapable of making an intentional decision to participate in a sexual act, which could include
instances in which the person is in a state of incapacitation.
Important points regarding consent include:


Consent to one act does not constitute consent to another act.
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Consent on a prior occasion does not constitute consent on a subsequent occasion.
The existence of a prior or current relationship does not, in itself, constitute consent.
Consent can be withdrawn or modified at any time.
Consent is not implicit in a person's manner of dress.
Accepting a meal, a gift, or an invitation for a date does not imply or constitute consent.
Silence, passivity, or lack of resistance does not necessarily constitute consent.
Initiation by someone who a reasonable person knows or should have known to be
deemed incapacitated is not consent.

In the context of this policy, incapacitation is the state in which a person’s physical ability is so
limited, or perception or judgment is so impaired, that he or she lacks the capacity to make or act
on conscious decisions. The use of drugs or alcohol can cause incapacitation. An individual who
is incapacitated is unable to consent to a sexual activity. Engaging in sexual activity with an
individual who is incapacitated (and therefore unable to consent), where a person knows or ought
reasonably to have understood that the individual is incapacitated, constitutes sexual misconduct.

STAYING FOUND
Staying found in camp
Once at camp, participants should be taught how to stay found and what to do if they become
disoriented. The three high-risk times for members of the group to get lost are while troweling,
while bear bagging at night, and while using the bathroom at night.



At each campsite, establish landmarks that designate the boundaries of camp. The
boundaries should allow leaders to maintain visual contact with everyone who is in camp.
Participants should be told that they are not to leave camp without notifying a leader,
except to go to the bathroom in which case they should notify at least one other person
though it does not have to be a leader.

Staying found while troweling: participants should be taught to actively pick out landmarks as
they go to trowel, thinking about the fact that they will have to find their way back unassisted.
Participants should keep track of how long they walked, as this will indicate how far from camp
they traveled. If a participant becomes disoriented while troweling, he or she should stop where
they are and blow the whistle on the trowel kit three times in quick succession and then wait at
least a minute for a response before blowing again.
Staying found while using the bathroom/troweling at night: if using the bathroom at night,
make sure to take a headlamp with you. Also, hang a headlamp from the tarp line and turn it on.
This will illuminate the tarp and make it easier to find your way back. If using the bathroom at
night, take the trowel kit, even if not troweling. This will a) give other leaders or participants a way
to notice that you are gone and b) allow you to use the whistle from the trowel kit if you become
disoriented.
Staying found while bear bagging : the whole group should not go to raise food on the bear bag
lines. At least one leader and two participants should stay in camp. Their voices and headlamps
will make it far easier for the bear baggers to find camp again. All efforts should be made to finish
with bearbagable materials before dark so that bearbagging can be completed in the daylight.
Should the group not in camp become disoriented, they should call or use whistles to communicate
with those still at camp.

Staying Found on the Trail: the best way to know where you are is by knowing where you have
been. Regularly check your maps and take every opportunity to match landmarks- water features,
steep areas, trail junctions- as you pass them- with your map. Refer to the map and compass section
in this manual for additional information.

LOST PERSONS
Do your best to avoid these through the Staying Found Guidelines (see above). However, getting
lost happens. Getting lost is not the real problem; it’s how you respond to being lost. If you are lost,
you need to keep calm and work through a series of steps to gather enough information to
determine where you are. If you panic, the possibility of getting even more lost increases and your
Accident Potential rises dramatically.

If the Group Gets Lost
If your entire group is lost, it may be embarrassing and inconvenient, but hopefully is not
dangerous (unless you are in a dangerous location like an exposed ridgeline in a lightning storm).
You have everyone there including all your human resources and equipment, so if you came
properly prepared, you should be able to deal with the basic survival issues and then work on
identifying your location.










Identify your Last Known Position. Mark the current time. Check with all group members
about what they remember since that point including landmarks, trail junctions, signs, etc.
Determine how long it has been since your Last Known Position. Subtract out the time
for any lunch or meal breaks to calculate your total hiking time since your last known
position. (see Page 7-11 for calculating time)
Estimate your hiking speed, trying to include time for descents and ascents.
Using your Last Known Position and the estimated elapsed hiking time you should be
able to determine a radius of travel. Draw a slightly larger radius (to account for
inaccuracies in your estimates) on your map. This represents the possible area that you are
in. You may be able to eliminate certain possibilities based on the topography. For example,
there may be obvious baselines such as rivers and roads. If you have not crossed these, then
it helps identify where you are not. Systematic elimination of where you aren’t helps
identify where you are. See Page 7-11 for time/distance calculations.
Look for any major landmarks or terrain features around you. See if you can locate
those features on the map. With the map oriented (see Page 7-9), you may be able to
determine a rough location with respect to local landmarks. It’s essential that you be sure
about your landmarks. In an extremely mountainous area, it may be difficult to tell which
peak is which.
If rough landmark examination does not work, you may be able to locate your position
using map and compass through triangulation.

If an Individual or Part of the Group Gets Lost
If you are a member of a group and you get separated/lost from the group it is important to follow
these guidelines. All group members should be briefed on these procedures at the start of the
trip.
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Don’t panic. Stay calm. Your attitude is the most important thing in reducing the Accident
Potential.
As long as you are not in any immediate danger, stay right where you are! As soon as
the group notices that you are gone, they will begin search procedures. It is best not to
wander further. This only increases the size of the area people will have to search for you.
In a short time it will be noticed that you are missing and people will begin searching for
you. Look and listen for the signals of rescuers and be prepared to make your own signals.
Three of anything (whistles, shouts, flashes of a flashlight) is the universal distress
signal (see The Backpacker’s Field Manual p. 241 - Signaling for Help).
If for a safety reason, you need to move, it is best not to move far. Go only as far as it takes to
remove yourself from the immediate hazard (lightning, rock fall, etc.). If possible, leave a
note or other indication that you were there and where you went (rock cairns, arrows on
the ground etc.)
Take stock of your resources, equipment, water, any food. These can be important. Do not
leave any equipment.
It is essential that you conserve body heat and energy. Be watchful of hypothermia. Put on
all of your layers of clothing before you begin to get cold.
When it gets dark, sit down and rest. Stay as warm as possible using layers and exercise.

Locating Lost Persons
If you discover that someone is missing, you should take the following steps.






Inquire about the Person: If a person is missing, inquire (casually) of the other group
members as to the person’s last whereabouts, the time last seen, what direction the person
was heading, did s/he say anything about where s/he was going. Note the last time the
person was seen. This and the current time gives you an indication of how far the person
could have traveled. This establishes your general search perimeter.
Quick Check of Area Last Seen: If more than 30 minutes has gone by since the person was
last seen, an initial search should begin. This consists of shouting the person’s name at the
camp perimeter to attempt to get a response. Note that this is different from a hasty search
in that the Quick Check does not involve leaving camp, with exception of checking predesignated areas of camp outside of the main camp area: troweling spots, bearbag spots,
etc.
Hasty Search: If shouting does not bring a response, group members in pairs should
perform an organized Hasty Search.
o Take time to plan out where searchers will go on the Hasty Search before sending
them out. Look particularly in any areas that seem probable based on your earlier
information gathering (i.e., the person was heading south out of camp, wanted to see
the sunset, etc.). Identify the most likely places the person might be—nearby trails,
lookout points, nearby streams or lakes, etc., and send teams to search those
locations. When leaving camp to perform a Hasty Search, search teams should have
said plan written down and be carrying it with them, along with a copy of a map.
Ideally you will mark on the map the hasty search locations that will be covered
during the search. This will allow for broad-based searching to occur while avoiding
the “wandering around” effect that can occur when searchers lose ideas, direct
motivation, or direction with their search. This, along with an established return
time, will reduce the likelihood of your searchers becoming additional missing
persons as well.

Teams leaving camp for the search should have raingear, a layer, water, and a snack
with them. In addition, search teams will also have at least one watch, written
directions for where they are searching, a compass, and a map for reference. In
some cases, this will mean that trip leaders will need to have 2 map sets at the
beginning of their trips: 1 set for the entire group, and 1 additional for leader
reference/rescue resource.
o Set a clear time for them to be back in camp. You don’t want to worry about others
being lost. Search for approximately 20 to 30 minutes, but be sure to identify a
specific time for your hasty teams to return (example, back in camp by 1:05 PM).
This means that the group should turn around halfway through their given search
time.
o Teams should calmly ask non Outdoor Action folks on the trail if they have seen the
person. If there is another Outdoor Action group, the leaders should coordinate and
have the second group assist the first in the search.
o On their way to and from the likely locations, stop periodically and blow a whistle or
shout, listen carefully for a response. The person may be injured and be unable to
respond loudly, if at all. Look for visible clues such as clothing or belongings in case
the person is unable to answer.
o Leave notes at any trailheads or other exit points telling the lost party what to do if
s/he gets there. Document locations of where notes were left so they can be
recovered later both for LNT purposes, and to remove potential alarm of persons
who may find the notes later on.
o Make sure that some folks remain in camp in case the person returns during the hasty
search. Hasty Searches are exactly that: a very brief, superficial scan of the area. In
most cases this will require 4 – 8 people max. (2 groups of 2 min., up to 4 groups of 2
max.). A proper Hasty Search will have a few people remaining back in camp
continuing a basic quick check, documenting a search timeline, etc.
Documenting the search should be started right away . Begin filling out Incident Report
paperwork. Communication between search teams is essential. Make sure the teams check
in and provide detailed information about where they went. What time did the search
begin? Where did searchers look? Keep written records and jot notes on maps. All of this can
help reduce the area that needs to be searched later. ***We will generate a basic template
for documenting search operations similar to the idea of a SOAP note – a repeatable
resource in the field to guide a thought process/reporting process. ***
Secondary Search: If the Hasty Search does not bring results (approximately an hour after
initially noticing the person is missing), contact the Outdoor Action Program
Director/Command Center. They will instruct you regarding performing a Secondary
Search and other next steps. If there is no phone service at camp, follow evacuation
instructions for having a group walk out. They will walk until they get cell service or access to
another phone.
The main type of secondary search that will be used by Outdoor Action is known as an Area
Search. This is more in-depth than a Hasty Search, but less involved than a Grid Search.
Area Search: This type of search is significantly more technical than a basic Hasty Search
and will require communication with the Outdoor Action Program Team/Command
Center before initiating.
o








Below is the appropriate procedure for conducting an Area Search
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Consulting with the Command Center will determine search segments to be
covered in the Area Search. Search segments are defined as “geographical areas
within a defined perimeter, associated with an incident to be assigned tasks and
resources to conduct search operations.”
After segments are established, they will be physically notated on a map of the
area, and labeled in numeric order.
The searchers will be assigned to a search segment and travel along their
shared compass bearing with relatively wide spacing between each search
lane (approximately 20 ft.). A minimum of 3 people, and a maximum of 7 will be
assigned to each segment, and each searcher will be assigned to a search lane. A
Search Lane is defined as “a purposely-meandering path of travel that follows a
direct compass bearing that a searcher walks along to scan the ground for viewing
clues or the person/s missing.”
Although following a defined path of travel along a compass bearing, each
searcher will meander within their search lane looking for clues. A minimum of
3 people, and a maximum of 7 will be assigned to each segment, and each searcher
will be assigned to a search lane. A Search Lane is defined as “a purposelymeandering path of travel that follows a direct compass bearing that a searcher
walks along to scan the ground for viewing clues or the person/s missing.”
Examples of Area Search patterns below:

As a team goes out for help, the other members can continue the Search. If the person is
found after the team goes for help, determine how long the “help team” has been gone and
how long it was expected to take before they would get out. Do not try to “chase down” the
team if they have too much of a head start, rushing out could lead to another accident. You
may need to wait for the rescue personnel or the team to return.

Stopping a Search
There may be times when you need to temporarily stop a search (darkness, thunderstorm).
Choosing to stop a search is a highly emotional decision. If you are on your own, you will need to
decide how long to continue the search. Bad weather, difficult terrain, lack of sleep, etc. can all place
the searchers at significant risk. You desperately want to find the person, but you do not need

another patient. You may need to stop your search, rest, and resume later. You will need
professional rescue assistance at this point to continue the search. If you have a working cell phone,
contact the Outdoor Action Program Director before stopping a search to inform him/her of the status
of the missing person.
Person(s) identified
as not with the
group
Ask group about time last seen
and direction of travel

Person
found or
returns. End
of Search

Person has not returned
after 30 minutes. Person
is now missing.

QUICK SEARCH: In pairs, have student
walk to the perimeter of camp and
call the person's name.
Organize and
orchestrate HASTY
SEARCH
Person not found after 30 minutes of a
HASTY SEARCH, call the Command Center

EXTREME WEATHER
This is hurricane season. You have a weather radio, which you are expected to use daily! Reference
pages 4-18 and 7-12.

Lightning Protocol
Leaders should evaluate weather and terrain conditions and plan ahead to keep group in as
safe a place as possible during a thunder/lightning Storm.
When there are 30 seconds between lightning flash and the thunder (flash to crash) you
must immediately start preparing the group to take the proper lightning precautions (see
below) so that you have initiated your lightning positions before the time the thunder is
within 20-25 seconds of the lightning (4-5 miles) from your position.
See Page 4-9 for ways to minimize risk of lightning injury.
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Severe Storm Evacuation
In the event of a severe storm like a hurricane it may be necessary to evacuate the entire group. The
plan for evacuations is described above in the section on Evacuations. Check for rendezvous and
evacuation points on your route plan.
If your group is hit by severe weather conditions, your major concern is to maintain warmth and keep
people dry. Wet clothing can quickly lead to hypothermia.






Concentrate immediately on everyone being properly clothed to minimize possible
hypothermia and/or frostbite.
In the event of a severe storm, leaders must make a determination of staying in the
location under shelter or hiking out. Weigh the dangers of the immediate risks of the
storm (lightning, flooding, etc.) which require moving the group to another location
versus the potential risk of things like hypothermia from hiking out. In either case
you may need to move the group a short distance to a more sheltered location..
If possible, get a stove working for hot drinks. Have everyone eat food to restore energy and
help them maintain body temperature.
Locate the shelter site in a protected area away from dead trees or trees with dead branches
which may fall.

Floods
One hazard of any major storm is flooding. If there are heavy rains you need to be aware of the
general drainages in your area and think about how flooding might affect both your route and your
campsite. The larger the land area that drains into that stream/river, the more the stream/river will
rise. Look at your map.

What to Do In Case of Flood
High ground is the basic answer in all flooding situations. You want to find a safe route to higher
ground or get out to a road where you can be picked up. Make sure that you carefully assess your
route to higher ground. If you are in an area with lots of stream crossings, all of which are rising,
you might find yourself cutoff and unable to cross. In this case, find the highest ground available, set
up camp, and wait until the floodwaters recede. See River Crossing Protocols on Page 4-10.
Major storms can cause water levels to rise enough to flood campsites near creeks and streams.
Keep a watchful eye on the water level. Before the water starts to rise, check out the available
locations of higher ground. You want to do this before you have a problem rather than trying to find
a new camp in the dark as water flood your tarp and gear. Flooding can be more than just an
inconvenience. If everything gets wet, hypothermia can become a significant problem.

Section 6: Before the Trip

Welcome!
Welcome to pre-Trip! We’re excited that you are here. Months of preparation have gone into
preparing for this night and the coming Frosh Trips. Pre-trip is short and jam packed with
important information. Please do your best to stay well rested and be both physically and mentally
present at ALL classes/obligations. If you have remaining personal things to take care of before the
trip, take a look at the schedule tonight to find the time for this. Meals, free evenings, and even the
dance/fun night are the times to do this. It is important that you are present for all of the scheduled
classes, discussions and meetings. Be there!

CO-LEADER CHEMISTRY
When we think about the Frosh Trip, we often think about the places we go, and the impact that we
make on a group. While those things are very important, there is a relationship that can make or
break a trip, and that’s the one with your co-leader(s). It is important to take time to make sure that
you and co-leader(s) are communicating with one another and have a good understanding of each
other’s goals for the trip.
The more time you invest in building your leader team, the fewer problems you will have on the
trail. As you go through the list below, find a quiet place to meet with your leadership team. Each
person should answer the questions, but try to avoid the same person going first every time.
Get-to-know-you questions:
1. What do you do for fun?
2. What is your favorite candy/sweet treat?
3. Where are you from? What’s one interesting thing about your hometown?
4. What makes you laugh?
5. What is a movie/TV show/book/musical album that you have enjoyed lately? What did you
like about it?
6. What is your favorite/least favorite part about Princeton?
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7. What class year are you? What is one thing you are really looking forward to about this
year?
8. What is your major? Why are you pursuing that major? If you’re a sophomore, what is one
class you took last semester that you really enjoyed?
9. Besides OA, what other extracurriculars are you involved in on campus?
10. What is your favorite restaurant around Princeton? What is your favorite OA food?
11. What is one OA game/song/activity that you really enjoy?
12. What has been your best OA memory/story so far (can be from training, as a participant, or
as a leader)?
To perform smoothly and safely as a leadership team is it important for both you and your co(s) to
be aware of the team’s strengths and weaknesses. Please discuss how comfortable you are with the
skills below and others you might use. Are there topics you would prefer to teach? All leaders
should be comfortable performing the below skills. If you feel uncomfortable, please talk to your
co(s), a Leader Trainer, or the Director before the trip.
1. What kind of outdoor experience do you have? How recently?
2. How comfortable are you with medical/first aid concerns? What are your
certifications/experience? Who will carry the med kit?
3. How confident are you with

Outdoor Action protocols?

Map reading?

Compass use?

Tarp set up? Knots?

Stoves- operation and repair?

Bearbagging?

Cooking?

Giving and receiving feedback?

Facilitating group discussions/debriefs?

Introducing and playing games? In camp? On trail?

Your fitness level?

Handling interpersonal/emotional concerns?

Discussing the social scene/alcohol/drugs/University resources at Princeton?

Handling first- year issues?
How comfortable are you with explaining the following to your participants?
1. Personal hygiene?
2. Dressing appropriately in the outdoors?
3. Water purification?
4. Pack fitting and repair?
5. Lightning protocol?
6. Evacuation procedures?
7. Swimming and diving protocols?
8. Drug, alcohol, and relationships protocols?
9. LNT philosophy and practice?
Discussing these things ahead of time not only improves your comfort, but also how you will work
together and communicate. This will lead to a smoother trip.
1. At the end of the trip, how do you want your participants to describe their experience/what
do you want them to get out of the trip? How can we make sure this happens?

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

What are things we want to include on our FVC?
How do we want to approach LNT?
What scares you/are your greatest concerns about the trip?
What are your personal goals for the trip? Goals for participants?
What are your three greatest strengths as a leader?
How do you want to improve as a leader (give three ways)?
In what way can your co-leader(s) best support you? For what would you like to rely on
them? For what can your co-leader(s) rely on you?
What problems have you had before working with a co-leader or with others? How could
these challenges be addressed ahead of time?
What is the one thing your co-leader(s) could do that would drive you crazy?
How do you react in an emergency?
How do you approach planning and organizing?
How do you want to approach teaching technical skills?
What will you do if you disagree? What will this look like as a leadership team and in front
of the group?
How do you like to receive feedback?
What system will you implement to check in as a leadership team? How often (at least once
a day is recommended)? When?

ROUTES + RENDEZVOUS
One of the first things you should do as a leader team is go through your route sheet and
prepare for your route briefing. Your route has been carefully planned to work with bus dropoffs and pick-ups, campsites, water availability and the physical condition rating of the trip.
Leaders should follow the route plan at all times unless there is some unforeseen situation
or safety hazard that prevents you from staying on the planned route. If you need to deviate
from your route, your must call Command Center to notify them. Command Center needs to
know where each group is staying each night. This is important in case we need to contact a group
(for reasons such as a frosh family emergency) or evac a group member.

Interpreting your route sheet
Scheduled Rendezvous
Look at the sample trip route below. The rendezvous box on the right lists all potential rendezvous
points (i.e., any point where the group crosses a road). If a Rendezvous is red, bold, and underlined,
then it is a Scheduled Rendezvous where your Support Team is supposed to meet the group for a
water drop. In some instances, the group might show up at the rendezvous with additional needs: a
participant with sprained ankle who needs to be picked up, a broken stove, etc. In some cases a
Scheduled Rendezvous may be to shuttle the group from one place to another, like driving a
canoeing group from the river to the trailhead.
In order to meet Support for a Scheduled Rendezvous, the entire group (or at least several
members of the group) should be there at the scheduled time. Support will attempt to arrive 30
minutes prior to the scheduled time and wait for 45 minutes after the scheduled time (if
their time permits). If the group has not arrived by that time, Support will leave the turkey in an
obvious place near the specified meeting point. Leaders must take the turkey with them
(whether you need it or not!) since Support will NOT be coming back to get it. Similarly,
groups should only wait 45 minutes for Support, so as to stay on their own schedule—it is
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possible Support will not be able to make your group’s water drop because they are dealing with
another group’s emergency.

Having Support Bring Snacks
You can give support non-perishable goodies to bring to your group during a Scheduled
Rendezvous. Place the goodies in a paper bag (like your first aid bag) marked with your trip
number and the date and time of the rendezvous to which you want Support to bring the treat.
Support will have a box with their van number on it in Dillon for you to drop off your treats. You
can also give them money to buy you treats, but Support is very busy and their ability to do this is
not guaranteed. NOTE: Support Teams are not permitted to bring in extra meals (hoagies, pizza,
etc.) so don’t ask. We’ve already paid over $50,000 for trip food, so Outdoor Action meals shouldn’t
be wasted. Remember: The only time Support Teams can drop off snacks for groups is on a
SCHEDULED RENDEZVOUS.

Sample Trip Route
Bus and
departure info

Evac info in case
of bad weather

All Support
Rendezvous
(scheduled &
unscheduled)

Daily information:
route details, mileage,
travel time, elevation,
level, water, campsite,
evac route

Bus Return info

Route Data
On your Route Plan there is information about the following:







Mileage for Each Day
Estimated Hiking Time (only applies to hiking)
Elevation Change
Campsite Latitude-Longtitude
Difficulty Ranking (1-4) for each day
Overall Difficulty Ranking for Trip
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Unscheduled Rendezvous
The other rendezvous points on your Trip Route (those in plain text) are Unscheduled Rendezvous:
simply every possible point where your route comes close to a road. These are merely convenient
points for scheduling additional support drops if needed by the group (evacing frosh, serious
equipment problems, emergency water drop, etc.). Unless you have been informed otherwise by the
Command Center, Support will NOT be waiting for you at an Unscheduled Rendezvous so you do not
need to stop. If you need to activate an Unscheduled Rendezvous, you must call the Command Center to
schedule it. The Director will only approve extra rendezvous with Support for significant reasons
(most likely a seriously needed extra water drop or an evac). These are also important points to
discuss safety beforehand- how will you cross the road? See Road Crossing Protocols on Page 4-12.

Rendevous Day 1

Unscheduled
Rendezvous

1. 10am: Jct Slide Mtn Rd (Rt. 47) and PE-Yellow - north
2. 11am: Jct Slide Mtn. Rd (Rt. 47) and PE-Yellow - south

Scheduled
Rendezvous
What is an Evac Route?
Evac listings on your route are for a special emergency evacuation situation when the entire group
needs to be picked up. The evac route for each day is the place to which you should hike in a
situation like a hurricane or forest fire. Support will know to pick you up there (another good
reason to follow your trip plan, otherwise Support won’t know where you are!). Of course, you
would hike out to this location only if it was safe to do so. In some situations (like a fire) it might not
be safe to hike in that direction, so you should call the Command Center to identify another location
for pickup. Once Support picks you up, you will be shuttled to an emergency location, such as a state
campground or summer camp.

Evac2

Hike out to the junction of Rt. 20 and the AT

Evac Route

Time/distance calculations
Use the below approximations when planning your day. Wake up early enough to give the group
time to make it to camp with time to set up, cook dinner, and bear bag before dark. Also use these
approximations to help you meet your Scheduled Rendezvous.
You should use the approximate times below to plan when you should leave and get into camp,
when to cook dinner, bearbag, and so on.

Civil Twilight

6:00

Sunrise

6:30

Sunset

19:30

20:00
Civil Twilight
 Morning civil twilight starts when it’s light enough to read outside without artificial
illumination.
 Twilight ends at sunrise, when the sun is visible over a flat ocean horizon at sea level. In a
valley, sunrise may be earlier or later.
 Evening twilight starts at sunset, when the sun is no longer visible over the horizon.
 Evening civil twilight begins at sunset, and ends when it is no longer light enough to read
outside.
Time on trail= (miles traveled/2 mph) + (elevation gained/ 1,000) + (miles traveled*5
minutes (this is for water breaks)) + (break time/lunch)
*Plan to wait 45 min if scheduled to meet support
Time Required

+_____minutes
+_____minutes

Activity
How long will it take you to break camp?
Are there any special places you want to explore?

+_____minutes

Based on your estimated travel time, how long will your group
take to hike the distance?

+_____minutes

Are there any hindrances to travel, such as river crossings or
bushwhacks, that will add additional time?

+_____minutes

+_____minutes
=_____hours _____minutes
-_____hours _____minutes

_____hours _____minutes

How much time is needed for rest breaks and meals?
How long it will to take to set up a proper Leave No Trace
camp?
Add all of the above for your total time.
Subtract the number of hours of daylight.
Total Planned Travel Time – if this is a negative number, you
don’t have enough hours of daylight; re-plan.
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MEETING YOUR FROSH
After you have completed pre-trip, you should feel totally confident in your technical skills, your
interpersonal skills, and your medical skills. You should have all your group gear and know your
route cold. Now it’s time to meet your frosh.
Frosh will arrive on Saturday afternoon. This is one of the most difficult, but also one of the most
important parts of your trip. The specific schedule will differ from year to year, but below are some
general guidelines for making first contact with your frosh.
1. Plan ahead and prepare. You should have a detailed discussion with your co-leader(s) on
Friday night about how to proceed on Saturday morning. Who will have the sign? Who will
speak to the frosh? Who will hand out gear? What will you do while waiting for everyone
to show up? Where will you go when you leave Dillon? What name game(s) will you play?
What other games will you play?
2. Pre-program your frosh’s phone numbers. You will get a list of all your participants
phone numbers during pre-trip. We recommend that you make a text message group so
that you can easily distribute important information to your frosh.
3. Don’t pre-judge your frosh. Since you have your participants names and contact
information, it is quite easy to Google or Facebook your frosh. However, the information
you might be able to find will never tell the whole story about that person. It is very easy to
fill in the blanks with stereotypes and assumptions. For these reasons, we ask that you not
“Facebook stalk” your frosh. Give them the courtesy of meeting them on even footing – for
the first time, in person, on Princeton campus.
4. Do no harm. Your frosh are in a particularly vulnerable place. They are leaving home,
coming to a completely new community, and nervous about building their identity in
college. Be sensitive to this reality. In year’s past, leaders have gotten so psyched up to
meet their frosh that their over-the-top costuming, yelling, and energy have scared frosh
into quitting Outdoor Action in the gym. Make an effort to help people feel comfortable.
5. Make introductions. Your frosh will not all arrive at once. You will wait at least 10-15
minutes between when your first frosh shows up and when the last frosh does. If you do
nothing, this can be a very awkward period. Consider assigning frosh conversation buddies
so that they can start getting to know one another while you locate the rest of your group.
Meanwhile, you should keep repeating the names of your frosh to yourself so that you can
learn everyone’s name as soon as possible.
6. Accomplish logistical tasks. Keep in mind the list of everything you need to do before
leaving campus. Saturday night can run very late if you plan poorly. Sleep deprived and
grumpy is not a good way to start a trip. Think about how to keep things moving: repackage
food, distribute gear, check personal gear, etc. This will change every year, so consult this
year’s manual update.
7. Frontload what’s next. If your group is going to disperse, have a clear plan for when and
where you will next congregate. Give your participants this information in-person and text it
to them as well. Tell them what to expect and what to bring.
8. Have an individual meeting with each frosh. Have a 5-10 minute meeting with each
frosh sometime before you leave campus. This can be done while others leaders go through
the participant’s personal gear or at another time.
a. First, go over each participant’s med form with him or her. Some good questions would
be: “Has anything changed?” “Is there anything new that has come up since you filled
this out?” “Do you have any medicine with you” “What? When do you plan to take it?’
What happens if you forget to take it?” Be sure to get details on anything unusual on the

med. form especially allergies and medications. Finding out information now can save
you much time and possibly even an evac on the trip.
b. Second, ask each participant if they have any questions, concerns, or anxieties. Answer
questions. Assuage fears. Let them know that you are there for them if they ever need
anything.

FULL VALUE CONTRACT
The FVC is a mutual contract between the leaders and group members that defines how the group
will operate while moving toward its goals. Make time in the first 24 hours to make this contract. It is
important in setting the tone for the trip. The notion of a “Full Value Contract” is to have a contract
that “fully values” each member of the group. This agreement should encourage the valuing of:





Self
Each Other
Community
The Learning Experience

Principles of an FVC
1. Work together to achieve both individual goals and group goals.
2. Adhere to certain safety and group behavior guidelines. These guidelines must be
discussed and agreed upon by the group or they will be meaningless. This is an important
part of the process for groups to engage in, for no longer are the “rules” coming only from
the leaders in charge, but from one’s own peers.
3. Give and receive honest feedback. Group members agree to be confronted when their
behaviors do not match identified goals. Similarly, each person agrees to confront others
when a behavior does not match what they identified as goals. “Confront,” as used here,
means that one cares enough about oneself and others to communicate and provide
feedback in a fashion that will be productive. Withholding or refusing honest, respectful
feedback may be viewed as an example of devaluing one’s self and/or others.
4. Increasing awareness of disrespecting ourselves or others and making a conscious
effort to confront and work toward changing this behavior should be part of the contract.
Again, the use of appropriate confrontation is an essential ingredient of the Full Value
Contract. However, group members must learn how to confront self and others in an open
and responsible manner. Essentially, confrontation is a challenge to look at one’s behavior,
to look at the discrepancy between what one says and what one does, or to view the degree
to which we are being honest with ourselves and with others.
Creative Ways to Make an FVC
You should write your FVC on something physical that you can take on your trip with you. You can’t
refer to your FVC in the case of conflict if you don’t have it with you. Some ideas:
1. Use a fun object that you can play with on the trip; this will help keep the FVC in mind.
Think Nerf ball, Frisbee, foam noodle, blow-up toy, etc.
2. On cardboard, a t-shirt, etc., have each group member trace a hand. Have each person write
their name and one or two things that they plan to contribute to the group (energy, humor,
knowledge, etc.). Write the group FVC in the space around the hands.
3. On cardboard, a t-shirt, etc., ask the group to draw an image that represents what they’d like
the trip to be. Write the group FVC in the space around the drawing.
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4. Have group members write several personal and group goals on an index card. Have frosh
share them with the group, then collect them and read them during the trip. Discuss how
those goals have been met and/or changed.

Challenge by Choice
An important part of every Outdoor Action Full Value Contract is the idea of “Challenge by Choice.”
This means that although leaders strongly encourage students to expand their comfort zones,
participation levels are chosen by each person. The refusal to participate in activities bears no punitive
or external consequences. However, leaders should strive to find some participation level or method
for each frosh—some participation is better than none. Obviously in a wilderness setting there may
be weather and other conditions for which we have no control. In these conditions, the actual
choices for individuals might be extremely limited or in some cases not possible. For example, if it is
raining and a frosh did not want to continue on the trip and did not want to continue hiking in the
rain, there might be little that could be done to meet both goals since leaving the trip would require
hiking out in the rain.

Section 7: Trip Guide/On
the Trail

ON THE TRAIL
This section is intended to be your guide while hiking and in camp. Topics are organized in the
order that they are likely to be needed on the trip/each day.
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Backpacking Teaching Plan
These are the essential concepts to cover on all multi-day three-season backpacking trips. Most of
these topics should be covered while still on campus or within the first 24 hours on trail. More
detailed information on all of these topics can be found in The Backpacker’s Field Manual.
Equipment
What to bring/what not to bring
Clothing
Layering for temperature control
Boots
Group equipment
Backpacks
How to pack a pack
Putting a pack on
How to wear a pack

Leave No Trace
Traveling on durable surfaces
Campsite selection
Packing out trash
Noise
Other visitors
Kitchen cleaning
Waste disposal
Poop & pee
Women’s hygiene

Travel Techniques
Stretching & warm-ups
Pacing & breathing
Rest step
River crossings
Road crossings
Locating water
Route planning
Rest stops & their timing

First Aid
First aid kit contents
Foot & blister care
Hypothermia or hyperthermia
Adequate hydration & eating
Prevent fatigue
Medications

Camp Set-Up
Tarp set-up and knots
Stove use & cooking area set-up
Food & nutrition
Cooking
Bear bag set-up
Fires
Water purification
Personal hygiene & hand washing

Safety & Emergency
Dynamics of accidents model
Environmental briefing
Overview of general route/area
Evacuation plan and emergency resources
Lightning drill
Staying found
Lost camper briefing
Philosophy
Full Value Contract
Goals of Outdoor Action
Leave No Trace
Drugs and alcohol
Princeton Resources
Meeting other groups

Don’t forget to








Follow the Basic Teaching Plan outlined above to teach participants the necessary
backcountry skills.
Encourage daily stretching and warm up before activities.
Model and encourage good hygiene by using group utensils for group food and hand
washing with soap and water at least before each meal.
Teach the “Risk Balls” model to participants and present an environmental briefing on the
area to identify potential environmental hazards.
Provide blister check and briefing early on in the first day of the trip.
Present a daily route briefing to all participants with map information including access
points in the event of an emergency.
Teach road crossing procedures and stream crossing if required.





Present basic emergency procedures as needed such as staying found, lightning drill, etc.
Complete Trip Log on a daily basis throughout trip.
Fill out any Incident/Close Call Reports, Information Reports, SOAP Notes, etc.

Packing, Fitting, and Repairing a Pack
THE BACKPACK
There are two basic types of packs: external and internal frame. The purpose of the frame is to
transfer most of the weight onto your hips, so the strong muscles in your legs carry the load, rather
than your shoulders. The ideal distribution is about 70 to 80 percent of the weight on your hips and
20 to 30 percent on your shoulders. This split in weight also lowers your center of gravity, making
you more stable.
External Frame: The external-frame pack helped revolutionize backpacking. Suddenly, much larger
amounts of weight could be easily and safely carried, allowing for longer trips. External-frame
packs typically use a ladderlike frame of aluminum or plastic. The hip belt and shoulder straps are
attached to the frame (see diagram below). A separate pack bag attaches to the frame, usually with
clevis pins and split rings. There is also space for attaching large items like a sleeping bag to the
outside of the frame so the actual carrying capacity of the pack is more than the pack bag volume.
Some external-frame packs come in specific sizes based on the length of your spine; others are
adjustable to fit a range of sizes.

Pro: Good for carrying weight. The
external frame allows for some air space
between your back and the pack bag so
your back doesn’t sweat as much. The
weight is carried higher in the pack,
allowing for a more upright posture.
Frame extension bars and space for a
sleeping bag outside of the pack allow you
to strap on lots of gear when you need to,
making the carrying capacity of the pack
more versatile. Less expensive than many
internal frame packs.
Con: Since external-frame packs carry the load
higher, they raise your center of gravity, making you more “top heavy” and less stable. Most
external-frame packs don’t hug your body as well, so the pack tends to wobble from side to side as
you walk. This is usually not a problem on a regular backpacking trip, but can throw you off balance
if skiing or snowshoeing.
Internal Frame: Internal-frame packs use a wide variety of materials— aluminum stays, carbon
fiber, plastic sheets, and foam—to create a rigid spine to which the hip belt and shoulder straps are
attached. The pack bag runs the full height of the pack, although it may be divided into several
compartments. Some internal-frame packs come in specific sizes based on the length of your spine;
others, like those we use, are adjustable to fit a range of sizes. The pack has side compression straps
to squeeze the pack down if you are carrying a smaller load.
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Pro: Good for carrying lots of weight. Conforms to the body
for better balance. Generally more comfortable to wear for
long periods.
Con: Since the pack bag and frame are directly against your
entire back, back perspiration can be a problem. Since the
weight is carried lower in the pack, you may have to bend
over more. You can’t put as much on the outside, so the
overall carrying capacity of the pack is somewhat fixed by its
internal volume.

Packing Principles






No fuel over food. If possible, pack them in separate compartments
70-80% of weight on hips, 20-30% on shoulders. Tighten those hip belts!
Accessible items: GORP, first aid kit, rain gear, trowel kit, warm hat, sunscreen, camera,
soap, water
Uses for your three garbage bags: line sleeping bag stuff sack, line main pack compartment,
and an extra for pack fly in case of rain.
Stuff clothes into your pack rather than folding them. This fills the space better for less
shifting and more useable space.

Weight Distribution






Pack the lighter, bulkier items on the bottom: sleeping bag and clothes. Heavier items such
as food, stoves, and fuel go into the middle/upper section, with the heaviest items closest to
the pack frame.
A general rule is that 50% of the weight should be in the upper third of the pack
For consistently steep or rough terrain, carry the weight lower to give you better balance
The horizontal weight distribution should be balanced so that the left side of the pack is in
balance with the right.
External
Men’s

Women’s

Flat terrain

Internal
Steep terrain

Fitting a Pack
Your pack is designed to transfer most of its weight to your legs through the hip belt. So, when
fitting a pack, start with the hip belt. Next fit the shoulder harness. Fine-tune the pack for optimal
comfort using the load adjusters (between the shoulder straps and the frame and between the hip
belt and the grams) and the sternum strap.

Internal Frame
Hip Belt




The center of the hip belt should straddle the pointed bones of your hips.
Your hip belt should reach around your hips to a point about 2 in. in front of your pelvic
bone, but the padding should not meet in the front.
Cinch hip belt snug for correct load transfer.

Shoulder Harness





Your harness should sit comfortably in the center of your shoulders. It shouldn’t pinch or
fall off your shoulders.
For comfort and correct load distribution, do not extend the harness too long or cinch it too
tight.
The harness should follow the contour of your shoulders and join the pack slightly below
the top of your shoulders.
When fitted correctly the padding should end just above the armpit allowing the webbing to
pass under the arm.

Comfort & Stability






Adjust the sternum strap vertically to stabilize the shoulder harness across your chest.
Top risers/load lifters align the pack’s center of gravity with your own. Cinch them in to
bring the pack closer to your shoulders (more stable for ascents), or release them to
distribute the weight more onto your hips.
Tighten the pack’s compression straps (around outside of main pack compartment) to
eliminate load shift and bring the pack closer to your back.
Tighten the hip stabilizers (located on hip belt) to pull the lowest part of the pack towards
you for increased stability.

External Frame
Hip Belt
 Similar Internal Frame
Shoulder Harness

Similar to Internal Frame
Key difference: Properly adjusted shoulder strap should leave the shoulders horizontally
and go straight back into the pack
Adjustments







The adjustable parts of an External Frame pack are generally held in place by clevis pins.
Undo slip ring and pull out clevis pin to move pieces.
Frame, shoulder straps, and pack bag are usually adjustable
Most pack bags will be “collapsible” for storage purposes. The main storage pocket of the
bag normally has a metal U shaped attachment that runs along the front ridge of the bag.
The free ends of this U should be secured to the main frame before use.

General Pack Repair
Various components of packs will deteriorate with use and over time and may need to be replaced
or repaired. Check to make sure all components of a pack are in working order before going on the
trail. Make sure that all zippers work, there are no tears, broken stays or frame pieces, missing
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clevis pins and lash straps, etc. If there is something wrong with a pack, fix or replace it before
leaving. Below is a brief list of ways to try and fix common problems with packs. All equipment used
here are things commonly found on the trail or included in the Outdoor Action repair kits.

1. Tears and Holes
a. How big is it? Where is it (critical area like shoulder strap = bad)? Should the bag be
completely replaced?
b. If repairable, sew it up using fishing line and needles in repair kit.
c. Duct tape can help seal and waterproof holes.
2. Broken Buckles
a. 1 replacement buckle in repair kit
b. Try duct tape to stabilize broken buckle
c. Sometimes a trucker’s hitch can substitute for a buckle.
3. Clevis Pins
a. Replacement pins in repair kit
b. Diaper pins might suffice
c. Try tying or lashing loose piece on with p-chord to secure
4. Lash Straps
a. Replace strap if there are extra
b. Substitute p-chord instead
5. Stays and Frame
a. No definitive care in the field
b. Try splinting or stabilizing temporarily until a replacement can be obtained.
6. Zippers
a. Difficult to fix on the field. You can try gently squeezing the “gripping” part of the zipper
with pliers. This may help them line up the teeth.
b. If the zipper is broken, try using diaper pins as a temporary substitute to keep
compartments closed.

Packs “Tricks of the Trail”


P-cord+bowline+tautline hitch= load lifter. Use this to either make or repair loadlifters.
attach a piece of p-cord to the pack strap with a bowline (a loop in the stitched webbing
works well), then loop around something fixed on the top of the pack (ex: external frame or
a piece of webbing stitched onto the top of a brain). Tie a tautline hitch to make it tight and
adjustable. You may have to tie the tautline hitch twice as you will often tie it too loose the
first time. Bottom line: spread the load lifter love.

Leave No Trace
“We all have different goals for traveling in the wilderness, but one
thing that I think we all share is a desire to see it remain wild. Like any
precious object, wilderness is fragile. Leave No Trace camping is an
attitude that should pervade every aspect of your trip, from your first
look at a guidebook to assembling food and equipment, from where you
hike to how you set up your campsite and clean up before you leave.”

-Rick Curtis, The Backpacker’s Field Manual, (pg. 106)
It is not necessary to memorize the 7 principles verbatim but rather to keep the LNT system of
ethics in mind—and follow it—in all our outdoor activities. LNT does not equal hardcore. Rather,
there are many paths by which LNT principles can be fulfilled. Keep this in mind so that all
participants (no matter their level of challenge-by-choice) feel comfortable following LNT
principles. It may be hardcore to wipe with leaves but LNT can be maintained just as well by
packing out TP.

Leave No Trace General Principles
1. Plan ahead and prepare.





Know regulations of where you are visiting.
Check for fire, wildlife, and weather hazards.
Check group and participant equipment prior to leaving campus.
For frosh trip, Outdoor Action does most pre-trip planning for you. But you still need to plan
and prepare each day of trip particularly so you have enough time to find and set-up an LNT
campsite.

2. Travel and camp on durable surfaces.




Walk single file in middle of trail. Don’t make new trails.
Camp on durable, highly impacted surfaces.
Wear camp shoes around campsite to impact the area less.

3. Dispose of waste properly.





Pack it in, pack it out. Pick up trash you find.
Know the where, how, and why of waste regulations.
Use your various types of bags-that’s why we have them.
For Outdoor Action specifics on human waste, see Page 4-17.
o Liquid waste: 200 ft. from water, not on trees or other plants
o Solid waste: Cat hole: 200 ft. from water/camp/trail, 6-8 in. deep (spade length),
cover with dirt. Pack out toilet paper (in blue bag). Alternatively, can use natural TP
(leaves, rocks) which go into hole.
o Toothpaste: swallow it or “broadcast” away from camp/water/trail.
o Feminine Hygiene: place tampons/pads in blue bag. Bear bag the blue bag at night.
o Blood, vomit, etc.: Patient care / rescuer safety first, then LNT. For safety use
Universal Precautions. Put it in a Red Biohazard bag, sprinkle with bleach to
disinfect and pack it out.

4. Minimize campfire impacts.







Consider not having a fire. It is difficult to have no impact.
Know regulations about fire danger and altitude.
Only build fire in a pre-existing ring.
Use only downed wood smaller than your wrist.
Burn wood all the way to ash.
Stay with fire until ashes are completely cool.

5. Leave what you find.
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Take only pictures, leave only footprints.
Don’t build anything and replace what you move (ex. rocks for your tarp).

6. Respect wildlife.




Watch noise level and don’t feed animals.
Use bear bags and sweep campsites when leaving.
See Page 7-36 for how to bearbag

7. Be considerate of other visitors.




Check noise levels (be mindful of when and where your group sings and plays games).
Take GORP/water breaks well off trail.
Leave lean-tos for other hikers.

Leaders are responsible for complying with all park and ranger regulations (including LNT).
Any violations will be the financial responsibility of the leader, not the Outdoor Action
Program.

On the Trail/Travel Techniques
“Tricks of the Trail”










Try to get your group on an early-out-of-camp, early-into-camp schedule to maximize
daylight. This will improve efficiency and leave more time for fun. Setting up bearbags in the
dark gets old quick.
If you have a slow hiker on the trip, put them at or near the front of the line. That way, the
whole group will adjust to the slow hiker's speed instead of him or her constantly falling
back. This should be done subtly. You can fix the line order with set orders like "backwards
by last name," etc. Just be careful that the slow hiker doesn't migrate to the end of the line
again after GORP breaks and lunch.
Get your frosh in on the fun of map and compass work. It’s more fun than keeping your
location a secret plus it’s helpful to have everyone looking for blazes.
If you can’t find the next blaze on the trail in front of you don’t keep hiking hoping to see
one. Stop and retrace your steps until you find a blaze and work from there.
Trail games can be fun and help with group dynamics but leave time for trail conversations
too.
Looser boots generally lead to fewer blisters. Be sure to tighten boots on long down hills to
prevent toe-bang.
Boot Lacing Techniques: Using a surgeon’s knot over the mid-foot allows for different
levels of tension in the laces. Also lock-lacing at the top of the boot helps prevent heal
slippage and blisters.

Maps and Map Reading
A map is a two dimensional representation of the three dimensional world. Contour lines depict the
three-dimensional character of terrain on a two-dimensional surface. Contour lines drawn on the
map represent equal points of height above sea-level.

Big Sur, California three dimensional view showing contour lines

Big Sur, California aerial view showing contour lines
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For each map, you should check the map legend to find the contour interval—the distance in feet
between each contour line. There will be heavier contour lines every fourth or fifth line, labeled
with the height above sea level. The figure below illustrates how a variety of surface features can be
identified from contour lines.









Moderate slopes—contours are
evenly spaced
Steep slopes—contours are
closely spaced
Gentle slopes—contours are
widely spaced
Valleys—contours form a V shape
pointing up the hill; these Vs are
always an indication of a drainage
path that could also be a stream or
river
Ridges—contours form a V-shape
pointing down the hill
Summits—contours form circles
Depressions—contours are
circular with lines radiating to the
center

Measuring Distances
Use a piece of string to trace the intended route on the map. Lay the string along the route and then
pull the string straight and measure it against the scale line in the map legend. Be conservative and
add 5 to 10 percent of the total distance to account for features like switchbacks, which may not
appear on the map. It’s better to anticipate a longer route than a shorter one.

Using a Compass
A compass consists of a magnetized metal needle
that floats on a pivot point and orients to the
magnetic field lines of the earth. The basic
orienteering compass is composed of the
following parts:
1. Base plate
2. Straight edge and ruler
3. Direction of travel arrow
4. Compass housing with 360-degree
markings
5. North label
6. Index line
7. Orienting arrow (typically red)
8. Magnetic needle (north end is red)
What is North?
No, this is not a silly question. There are several types of north:









True North/Map North Also known as geographic north, this is marked as  on a topographic

map. It is the geographic North Pole, where all longitude lines meet.Most maps are laid out
with True North directly at the top of the map so it is also known as Map North. True North
is not at the same point on the earth as the magnetic North Pole, which is where a compass
points.
Magnetic North Think of the earth as a giant magnet (it is,
actually). The earth’s magnetic pole doesn’t correspond to
the geographic North Pole because the earth’s core is
molten, the magnetic field is always shifting slightly. The
red end of your compass needle is magnetized. Wherever
you are, the earth’s magnetic field causes the needle to
rotate until it lies parallel to the lines of magnetic force in
your particular location with the red end of the needle
pointing to magnetic north. This is magnetic north (marked
as MN on a topographic map).
The difference between true north and magnetic north is
called the declination. Using the way we describe orienting the map below, you do not have
to adjust for declination.
Caring for your Compass Compasses are, of course, affected by magnetic fields. When
using your compass keep it away from metallic objects. Even a metal belt buckle can distort
your magnetic reading. Also other magnetic fields such as those found in electric motors can
temporarily disorient or even permanently demagnetize the compass needle. Most
compasses are made of translucent plastic. Certain chemicals and solvents like those found
in products like DEET insect repellant can “eat” the paint markings off or cause the clear
plastic to become cloudy.

Wilderness Navigation
Navigation in the wilderness means knowing your starting point, your destination, and identifying
your route to get there. Check Your Position Regularly. Keep your map and compass handy and refer
to them every 15 minutes or so to locate your position. Keep track of your starting time, rest breaks,
lunch stops, and general hiking pace. This will also give you an idea of how far you have traveled
and whether you’ve planned your time accurately.
Orient the Map
It is much easier to use a map when it is laid out in a way that it matches the landscape. You can
orient the map using recognizable land features around you or with the help of a compass.
Orienting the Map Using a Compass
1. Find the compass rose (where the different types of north are indicated).
2. Place your compass on the map so that the side edge of the baseplate lies on the line
indicating magnetic north, with the direction of travel arrow pointing toward the north
edge of the map.
3. Holding the compass on the map, rotate the map with the compass until the north end of the
magnetic needle points to the N on the compass housing (i.e., the red north end of the
magnetic needle and the orienting arrow align). This referred to as “boxing the needle”
since the magnetic needle is inside the “box” formed by the orienting arrow. Some people
also say “red in the shed.” The map is now oriented with respect to magnetic north. This
means that you’ve rotated the map so that magnetic north on the map now points to
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magnetic north and the land features in front of you should line up with the land features on
your map.

Weather
Weather is a major part of the backcountry experience. Train yourself to be sensitive to weather.
Watch those afternoon cumulus clouds build over the ridge on a hot, humid summer day, and think
about what they might bring and where you should be if they build into a thunderhead. With
practice, you’ll be able to predict fairly well what tomorrow’s and even the next day’s weather will
be. You should also check your weather radio daily for professional reports.
Lots of factors play a role in temperature ranges. Cloud cover at night holds in heat minimizing the
daily temperature swings while clear nights allow heat to escape and are cooler. As you go up in
altitude from sea level the temperature drops about 3.5°F (2°C) for each 1,000 feet
Major weather systems are caused by the interaction of air masses. In the continental United States,
weather generally travels from west to east at about 500 miles (804 kilometers) a day, moved by
the prevailing westerly winds. Local winds are caused by the differential heating of land and water.
Clouds
Recognizing different cloud types is an important part of predicting weather. Parcels of air contain
moisture in the form of water vapor. When the relative humidity of any parcel of air reaches 100
percent (the saturation point), clouds will form. Clouds are classified into two major categories
based on how they are formed:



Cumulus Clouds: The typical “puffy” cloud, formed as small areas of rising air cool to the
saturation point.
Stratus Clouds: Clouds in sheets or layers, formed when a large layer of air is cooled to the
saturation point.

Specific Cloud Types
Clouds are also classified by their altitude. There are two basic altitude prefixes: cirro, or high; and
alto, or middle. The other prefix is nimbo, or rain. These prefixes are combined with the basic cloud
categories, cumulus or stratus, to describe the major types of clouds.
High Clouds—above 25,000 feet (7,600 meters)
 Cirrus—“mare’s tails” Although single or maybe a few cirrus clouds can indicate that there
is fair weather coming, a gradually increasing cover of cirrus clouds may show that an
approaching warm front is coming.
 Cirrocumulus—sheets or layers of small globular clouds. When cirrus clouds begin to be
turned into cirro-cumulus clouds, a storm may come.
 Cirrostratus—thin sheets; look like fine veils, give halos around the sun and moon. These
clouds can indicate the coming of rain. They are so thin, they are translucent, so that the sun
and moon can be seen through them. Cirro-stratus clouds usually come 12-24 hours before
a rain or snow storm.
Middle Clouds—above 10,000 feet (3,000 meters)
 Altostratus—dense veils or sheets of gray or blue; sun or moon can be seen as through
frosted glass. See Cirrostratus.



Altocumulus—patches or layers of puffy, roll-like clouds, gray or whitish. If you see altocumulus clouds on a warm, humid, or sticky morning, be prepared for thunderstorms late in
the afternoon.

Low Clouds—up to 6,500 feet
(1,990 meters)
 Stratus—low uniform
sheet, like fog with the base
above the ground. Stratus
clouds produce only drizzle
or fine snow, if anything at
all.
 Nimbostratus—dark gray
rain cloud. They often
produce precipitation in the
form of rain and/or snow.
The precipitation can be
long lasting.
 Stratocumulus—irregular
masses of clouds spread out
in a rolling or puffy layer. A
sky full of stratocumulus
clouds indicates dry
weather if the difference in
temperature between night
and day is only a few
degrees. Sometimes,
though, light precipitation
can occur.
Towering Clouds—up to
75,000 feet (22,800 meters)
 Cumulus—puffy, shapes.
Cumulus clouds look like white cotton balls and usually indicate fair, dry conditions. Fairweather cumulus clouds may only last for a short time. These clouds grow, and can build
into giant cumulonimbus clouds, which are thunderstorm clouds.
 Cumulonimbus—thunderhead. High winds can make the cloud's top flat of into an anvillike shape. And the bottoms that are usually dark. These clouds can forecast some of the
most extreme weather, including heavy rain, hail, or snow; thunderstorms; tornadoes; and
hurricanes. The anvil usually points in the direction the storm is moving.
Barometric Pressure
Barometric pressure is the pressure of the weight of the air on the earth’s surface. Air pressure
decreases with altitude, so as you ascend to higher altitudes, the air pressure continues to decrease.
Barometric pressure is an important indication of weather. Wet air is lighter than dry air, so rainy
weather is associated with low-pressure systems. A falling barometer indicates the arrival of a lowpressure system, possibly with bad weather. A rising barometer indicates the arrival of a highpressure system, usually bringing clear weather.
Here are some natural signs of low or falling air pressure:
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Birds are not flying or are flying low. Lower barometric pressure means less dense air,
which makes it harder to fly.
Smells (especially bad ones, it seems) are more distinct because the low barometric
pressure allows captive odors from plants to be more easily released.
Smoke tends to curl downward and linger rather than dissipate.

Some natural indicators of changing weather can also be found in old sayings, which have
evolved through a history of observation.
 “Red sky at morning, sailors take warning; red sky at night, sailor’s delight.” Redness in the
sky (not redness in the clouds) is caused by light reflecting off moisture in the air. The red
color is seen opposite the sun. If red is seen in the sky in the morning (in the west), it means
that moist air is beginning to move over you, possibly bringing precipitation. If it is seen in
the evening (in the east), it means that the moisture has moved past you.
 “Rainbow in the morning is a warning, at night, a delight.” Rainbows are caused by sunlight
reflecting off water droplets in the atmosphere, so they always occur opposite the sun. In
North America, most weather systems move from west to east. A rainbow in the evening
must be in the east, and is reflected light from wet weather already past. A rainbow in the
morning must be in the west, and is reflected from wet weather moving toward you.
 “When leaves show their underside, be very sure that rain betide.” A period of damp air
softens leaf stalks and bends them more easily in the wind as a storm approaches. This is
especially true with aspen and maple leaves.
 Animal Sounds Crows, woodpeckers, and blue jays are typically very noisy before a storm,
whereas insects stop making noise.
 Crickets can also tell you the temperature. Count the number of chirps per minute. Subtract
40, then divide by 4. Add 50 for the approximate temperature in degrees Fahrenheit.)

How to Use the Weather Radio
We have a variety of models, but these general directions apply to all:
 Turn on radio and OPEN THE ANTENNA!!
 Check through all channels to find reception
 Know your county as this is how they read out (found on the maps or in the
guidebook for your region)
Refer to Weather Radio Protocol on page 4-18.
What to do in a Severe Lightning Storm
Most lighting storms move over fairly quickly. With good raingear, you should be able to stay
relatively dry until the storm has passed even out in the open. Hypothermia could be a problem if
you become wet, but that’s a secondary problem compared to the imminent lighting danger.
Lightning bolts often surge out 2-3 miles ahead of a storm.
Where You Don’t Want to Be- Plan ahead so you are not there!
Locations that can receive a direct strike:
 Get off of ridges or pinnacles. Even a few yards (meters) may offer some protection.

Stay away from taller trees. If you are in a forest, try to find a group of lower trees or a stand
of trees of even height which are less likely to be a strike site.
 Get off the water.
 If you are rock climbing, end the climb and get everyone off ropes and belays as soon as
possible.
Locations where ground currents can easily travel:
 Stay out of depressions, gullies, or drainages that may have water flowing in them. Find a
position part-way down a slope. Dry or well-drained ground is best.
 Avoid caves, overhangs, etc. unless they are clearly dry and spacious. Don’t seek shelter in
caves, under boulders or overhangs or in bunkers unless you have at least 15 feet (5 meters)
of headroom and 4 feet (2 meters) of space on every side.


Lightning precautions: The 30 Second Rule: Day or Night
Lightning often strikes out ahead of the storm, so just because the storm is not yet directly over you,
don’t assume that you aren’t in danger. Anytime thunder is 30 seconds or less from the lighting
(flash to crash) the storm is within 5 miles (8 kilometers) and danger from lightning strikes is
increasing. Thunderstorms can move quickly (35-40 miles/hour). When there are 30 seconds
between lightning flash and the thunder (flash to crash) you must immediately start
preparing the group to take the proper lightning precautions (see below) so that you have
initiated your lightning positions before the time the thunder is within 20-25 seconds of the
lightning (4-5 miles) from your position. Here is what you should do if you are in immediate
danger from lightning.
1. Spread the Group Out: If the group is in an area of high lightning danger, the group should not
wait out the storm huddled together. The survival of one person whose heart or breathing has
stopped as a result of a strike may depend on prompt action by companions (know CPR). It is
quite unlikely that everyone would be knocked unconscious simultaneously if the group is
sufficiently separated. Split up but still be within sight of each other—make sure that
spreading out doesn’t place some people in a site with a higher strike potential.
2. Everyone should be in rain gear. One approach is to have half of the group stay under the tarp,
while the other half is in another location. If possible have the other half of the group take the
ground sheet and quickly rig another tarp a distance away. People need to keep as dry as
possible to avoid the possibility of hypothermia. At least one leader should be with each subgroup.
3. If this is not possible, people should be spread out in a
rough arc with a leader at each end. Position yourselves
so that there is a reasonable distance between you and
the next person and so that you can hear the person next
to you even with the sounds of the storm. This helps keep
people in psychological contact. There should be regular
communication up and down the line.
4. Assume the Lightning Position: Squat with your arms
folded across your chest or sit cross-legged with your
hands folded across your chest. This is a reasonably safe
position and one that you can maintain for a long period
of time if necessary. If the lighting is directly overhead,
cover your ears with your hands since extremely loud
thunder can damage ear drums. If possible, sit on top of a
dry, insulating material like a foam pad. This position
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means that if you were in the path of a ground current it would go up one leg and out the other
minimizing the parts of the body affected. Do not put your hands/arms on the ground. If a
hand is on the ground or on your leg, the current could flow through the arm, through all the
major organs (potentially causing significant damage) and out a leg.
Lightning Position
Nighttime Storms
Leaders must be attentive to nighttime storms and be prepared to mobilize or even move the
group should the situation warrant it. If the storm occurs at night and thunder is 30 seconds or
less from the lighting, then the group should follow all standard lightning procedures,
disperse the group and assume the lightning position. People should be dressed to deal with
the weather.
Set aside Metal Objects: Contrary to popular belief, metal objects (pack frames, ice axes, climbing
hardware, etc.) do not attract lightning. However, metal in contact with the body can provide a
path of least resistance for ground currents. It is best to set metal objects like pack frames, trekking
poles, etc. away from your body which may provide a more attractive path past you rather than
through you. It’s best to take off packs (internal and external) for this reason (as well as the comfort
factor of not staying crouched with a pack on).
Canoeing/Kayaking: Groups should be aware of thunderstorms and be preparing to get the group
off the water before the 30 second timeline so that the group is ashore by the time the 30 second time
has arrived. Groups must remain off the water until at least 30 minutes have passed without
thunder occurring within 30 seconds of a lightning flash. Any time the flash to crash is less than 30
seconds it ‘resets the clock’ and the count to 30 minutes before returning to the water starts again.

Water Treatment
Water Purification Protocol
Leaders should assume that all backcountry water sources require purification unless the
water source is specifically posted as purified or is from a water fountain or sink.
Outdoor Action uses several methods of water purification. On a multi-day trip there should always
be at least two methods available for water purification in case one fails. Note that contaminated
water in a large water carrier (e.g., chickens and turkeys) is never considered safe to drink. DON’T
USE AQUAMIRA IN A DROM OR CHICKEN. Pour the water out into pots or Nalgenes and then
purify if. Unless specifically posted otherwise, all water from steams, ponds, lakes etc. can be used
for drinking and cooking once purified. Options for water purification on Outdoor Action include:
Boiling:
Boil water in a pot over a stove. The water is safe as soon as you have a rolling boil.
Water filters:
Water filters are issued to all trips. See water filter directions. Follow directions exactly. Be
careful not to contaminate the clean parts of the filter and reservoir assembly.
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Aquamira

AQUAMIRA WATER TREATMENT
Directions for Use:
1) Prior to treatment, clean water container.
2) Place 7 drops Part A and 7 drops Part B in mixing cap. If water is
cloudy or tinted use 15 drops of each.
3) Let mixture react for 5 minutes.
4) Fill container with 1 liter of water. Add contents of cap.
5) Shake to mix. Let stand 15 minutes. If water is very cold, cloudy or
tinted let stand 30 minutes.
6) Water is ready for use.
IMPORTANT STORAGE INFORMATION: For best results, cap bottles
tightly and store away from heat and sunlight. Contact with extreme
heat or extended direct sunlight will reduce the effectiveness of
AQUAMIRA.
Special Considerations for use on Outdoor Action Trips:
Each trip will be given two sets of Aquamira Water Treatment (two 1oz. bottles of Part A and two
1oz. bottles of Part B). Please do not open the second set of bottles until you have completely used the
first—that way we won’t waste half-used bottles of Aquamira! Each trip will also be given 10
additional mixing cups. In order for Aquamira to work parts A and B must be premixed in the small
mixing cap before adding it to water. Premixing parts A and B activates the chlorine dioxide and
begins the release of oxygen that kills bacteria.
1 QUART/LITER (if larger container you will need to increase the number of drops proportionally)
1. Place 7 Drops of Aqua Mira PART A and 7 Drops of Aqua Mira PART B into mixing cup. If
water is cloudy or tinted use 15 drops of each.
2. Let mixture react for 5 minutes. The mixture will turn yellow as the chlorine dioxide
activates. Only then is AQUAMIRA ready to be added to drinking water.
3. Add mixture to water bottle. Shake to mix and coat threads by inverting partially opened
bottle.
4. Let water stand for 15 minutes. If water is very cold, cloudy or tinted wait 30 minutes
When treating more than one container of water (for example, treating 10 1L Nalgenes for each of
your frosh), use multiple mixing cups and time each simultaneously.

Aquamira Part A Hazards

HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION FOR PART A
POTENTIAL HEALTH EFFECTS
EYES: Irritating to eyes.
SKIN: May cause irritation; prolonged contact may cause dermatitis.
INGESTION: Harmful if swallowed; may cause irritation of the gastrointestinal
tract, nausea, vomiting and diarrhea.
INHALATION: Irritating; may cause sore throat, coughing, and difficulty
breathing.

FIRST AID MEASURES FOR PART A
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EYES: Flush with large amounts of water for at least 15 minutes holding eyelids open.
Get medical attention.
SKIN: Wash off immediately with plenty of water. Remove and wash contaminated
clothing before re-use.
INGESTION: If conscious, give water to rinse mouth, then one glass to drink. Treat
symptomatically. Do not induce vomiting in an unconscious person. Never give
anything by mouth to an unconscious or convulsing person. Seek medical advice.
INHALATION: Move to fresh air. Seek medical attention if person is experiencing
respiratory distress.

Aquamira Part B Hazards

HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION FOR PART B
POTENTIAL HEALTH EFFECTS
EYES: Liquid and mists at higher concentrations may irritate the eyes.
SKIN: May cause mild irritation to sensitive skin.
INGESTION: Swallowing large quantities may cause irritation.
INHALATION: May cause irritation.

FIRST AID MEASURES FOR PART B
EYES: Flush with large amounts of water for at least 15 minutes holding eyelids open.
Get medical attention.

SKIN: Wash with soap and water. If irritation develops or persists, seek medical
advice.
INGESTION: If conscious, give water to rinse mouth, then one glass to drink. Do not
induce vomiting in an unconscious person. Seek medical advice.
INHALATION: Using proper respiratory protection, immediately remove the affected
victim from exposure. Administer artificial respiration if breathing is stopped. Get
medical attention.

Water Treatment “Tricks of the Trail”



If you are on a canoe trip and encounter sulfur water, leave your Nalgenes open overnight.
This will permit the sulfur to dissipate somewhat.
If you encounter really chunky, scummy water, you can use a bandanna or t-shirt as a filter.
If you are filling Nalgenes directly from the water source, put the bandanna or t-shirt over
one Nalgene and then pour that water through the bandanna into the target Nalgene. If you
are filling Nalgenes from a dromedary bag, take the nozzle off and put the bandanna over
the opening before pouring. This can be slow so the trick is to find something that will keep
the chunks out while giving the best flow.

AT CAMP
Camp Setup




Camp on durable surfaces at a site that is resilient or already highly impacted.
The site should be 200ft. upwind of your bear bag and kitchen area and 200ft. away from
water sources, trails, and scenic spots.
Flat ground is preferable to an incline. Dry stream beds or hollow areas should be avoided.

1. Find two trees an appropriate distance apart for tarping.
2. Using tarp line, tie a bowline knot (refer to essential knot guide below) around first tree at an
appropriate height.
3. Run the tarp line to the second tree and tie a trucker’s hitch. For the trucker’s hitch:
 Tie the first part of the trucker’s hitch (the loop) onto your line making sure you leave
enough distance between the loop and second tree for adequate tightening
 Walk the end of the line around the second tree and then put it through the loop you’ve
made on the line. Now you’ve set-up your mechanical advantage system.
 Pull on the line that you put through the loop until your tarp line is sufficiently tightened.
 Now wrap the line around the second tree several times (friction knot).
 As an option for extra tightening, wrap the end of the line around the “V” created by the
trucker’s hitch. Then tie another friction knot on the tree trunk.
 Tie off the excess using a knot (half-hitches or taut line hitch work well).
4. Position the tarp over the tarp line (clear tarp goes on top) and run guy lines from the tarp
grommets to rocks or trees.
5. The corner guy lines should be at 45 degree angles and tightened to make the tarp tight. Taught
line or trucker’s hitches work well to make these adjustable.
6. Lay down the ground sheet (colored tarp) under A-Frame tarp. Fold ground sheet at edges to
keep water from running in.
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7. In bad weather tuck the tarp edge underneath the ground sheet. You’ll need to use rocks along
the edges to hold it in place and “ghosties” (see below) to pull the tarp sidewalls out. In a
driving rain this will keep you dry especially if you create rain jacket “doors” at either end of the
tarp.

Tarp “Tricks of the Trade”
 Set tarp openings away from prevailing winds.
 Tie a bandana on the tarp line outside the tarp to stop drips running into the tarp.
 Ensure that the sides of your tarp are tight (tighten guy lines).
 Make a door out of rain ponchos.
 If on an incline, makes sure the uphill side of your groundsheet is raised off the ground (guy
lines) and that the tarp extends well past the ground sheet.
 If rain is a real possibility, consider setting-up the tarp with the sides tucked under
the ground sheet. To do this, leave the tarp line somewhat slack then tuck the edges of the
tarp under the ground cloth. Tighten and weigh down the tarp sides from the inside with
rocks (remember LNT). Then adjust the height of the tarp line so that when it’s taut the
edges of the tarp are still under the ground sheet.
 “Ghosties” if no grommet is available where you need one, take a small rock/twig’/pine
cone and put it under the tarp. Grab the object from above (this effectively surrounds the
object with tarp). Tie a clove hitch around the base of the object. You can now use the other
end of this rope to attach your tarp to a tree or other object.

Knots

STOVES AND COOKING
Stove Use Protocol



Know how to operate a stove properly before you light it.
Wear boots or regular shoes while operating a stove. Do not go barefoot or wear flipflops or other open-toed shoes or sandals while working with or around a lit stove. This is to
prevent potential burns to the feet (from flare-ups or boiling water spilling).
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Never use a stove inside a tent. Carbon monoxide (odorless, colorless gas) is released as a
by-product of combustion. In an enclosed space it can build up leading to asphyxiation.
A leader should always be present and supervise participants working with/around
stoves.
Fuel bottles may be under pressure. Open fuel bottles facing away from you and others to
prevent being sprayed by fuel.
Fuel should always be stored a safe distance from the stove when it is being operated. Care
should be taken to note the wind direction in relation to the fuel storage area so that fumes
cannot reach the flame source and vice versa. Always fill fuel bottles far from any source of
fire or flame.
Be very careful if a hot stove goes out. Do not re-light the stove until it has cooled down.
Priming a hot stove with liquid fuel can result in instant and violent ignition. Wait 15
minutes until the stove has cooled down before adding fuel.
Do not overfill the fuel bottle.
Place yourself in a position so that you don’t have to reach over the stove to adjust the flame
to prevent exposure to possible flare ups.

Pot Set
There is a right way to put the pot set
together. If you don’t put it together right, it
will rattle, won’t fit right, and might break.
Please remove the sink/pot container before
using the large pot—it will melt!

Pots “Tricks of the Trade”
Run a lash strap through the three latches
that hold nested pots together and tighten
by running the excess through the lash
strap buckle. Now you can clip the pots on a
carabiner when bear bagging making pots
less awkward.

Stoves Use, Safety, and Repair
The path to a frosh’s heart lies through his or her stomach. Feed them! Since hot food equals happy
frosh, camping stoves are every leader’s secret weapon. Don’t forget to KEEP YOUR LIGHTERS DRY
in plastic bags and out of the weather. Keeping them in different places will increase your odds that
at least one will remain dry. No stove will work if you can’t light it!

The MSR WhisperLite Stove
Our stoves produce a safe, efficient flame for cooking in the wilderness. Stoves should not be
frightening; they are well-designed with safety in mind. However, stoves run on fuel that can both
burn and explode. Proper use requires respect and understanding.

How the Stove Works:






There are three main parts to the stove: (1) the fuel bottle (big red canister), (2) the fuel
pump (smaller red device with clear tubes coming out of it), and (3) the stove itself (silver
metal device). These three elements of the stove work together to make a safe and efficient
flame.
The fuel pump screws into the fuel bottle in the place of its original cap. By repeatedly
pumping the pump, you increase the pressure inside the fuel bottle to help the liquid fuel
vaporize into a gas.
The stove connects to the pump via the fuel line. Fuel flows through the line into the stove,
where it comes out of the jet. If the stove is hot, this fuel will come out as a vapor and move
up to the top of the stove. If the stove is cold, the fuel will come out as a liquid and flow
down into the fuel pan.
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The Golden Rule of Stove Safety: IF ANYTHING IS OUT OF THE ORDINARY, TURN OFF THE
STOVE! If you see or suspect any leakage from the fuel bottle, pump, or fuel line, turn the stove off
immediately. If you see flame anywhere other than on top of the stove, turn off the stove
immediately. If you want to change fuel bottles or adjust components, turn the stove off first and let
it cool down. Don’t try to be clever when working with explosive materials!

How to Light a Stove
1. Make sure you have all the components nearby. You should have the fuel bottle (with fuel), the
pump, and the stove itself. Also useful are the metal foil pieces. The fuel bottle should be filled no
higher than the fill line marked on the bottle.
2. Unscrew the top of the fuel bottle and screw in the fuel pump in its place.
Careful: the bottles build up pressure when they’re shaken. A thin mist of fuel
will probably squirt out of the bottle when you open it; aim away from eyes and
food.

Pump
3. Once the pump is firmly tightened, make sure that the pump valve is closed (turned as far as
possible in the direction marked “minus.”NOTE: do not force the valve closed or open. It
will strip the inside and cannot be fixed.
4. Pump the fuel bottle. A good rule of thumb is to pump until the resistance increases
dramatically—this should happen around 15-20 pumps, although the exact number will vary
depending on how much fuel is in the bottle (less fuel means more pumps). Each time you
pump, you should hear a short “squirt” sound that indicates the pump is working. Note: it is
possible to pump too much! If the pressure is too high inside the bottle, you’ll get all sorts
of interesting problems like rushing sounds, overheated stoves, and odd fuel valve behavior.
5. Attach the fuel line of the stove into the fuel pump. Make sure the connection is tight! Ensure
that you clip the catch arm (the metal hook attached to the end of the fuel line) correctly.
There should be a positive click when the catch arm engages: click & lock, ready to rock.

6. Double check all connections. Orient yourself correctly in relationship to the stove. Keep the
fuel bottle between you and the stove, so that you don’t have to reach over the flame to
adjust anything. Kneel or squat rather than sitting so you can back away quickly in the
event of a blowup.
7. Open the valve on the pump until you see fuel flow into the fuel pan at the base of the stove.
Close the valve as soon as you see fuel, as it will take a few seconds for the flow to stop. The
more fuel you put in the pan, the longer you have to wait during Step 9.
8. Priming your stove: Make sure the fuel valve on the pump is closed. With a lighter, ignite the
fuel in the pan. Don’t be scared! This is the step people get most skittish about because you
feel that you’re going to light your hand on fire. This never happens—even if there’s a bit of a
“whoosh!” when the fuel catches, your hand won’t get burnt unless it’s actually touching the
liquid fuel.

9. Keep the pump closed while the fuel burns. Eventually, the flame will go out. Your stove is
now primed and hot!
10. With your non-dominant hand, slowly open the valve on the fuel pump. With your dominant
hand, hold the lighter ignited over the top of the stove. Keep on opening the pump until the
stove catches. Tada! You should have a working stove, with an even blue flame.

11. Orient the foil around the stove to reflect the heat. This makes the stove more efficient. It also
speeds up cooking significantly… the faster the water boils, the faster your freshman can get
their morning hot chocolate!
12. If the flame starts getting smaller and threatening to go out, try opening the valve on the
pump more. Also, you’ll occasionally have to pump the pump a few more times while the
stove is lit. You don’t have to disconnect anything for this, but be careful not to rock the stove
as you pump.
13. Once the cooking is done, turn off the stove by completely closing the valve on the pump. The
stove will remain hot for a quite awhile, so be careful. Once the stove has cooled down,
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slowly unscrew the pump from the fuel bottle. A thin mist will inevitably squirt from the
bottle, so point it away from eyes and food.

Stove Safety









Secure all connections! 90% of serious stove problems result from loose connections
between the three stove components. Make sure the connections between each part of the
stove are tight and secure!
Orient yourself properly in relation to the stove. Don’t put the stove between you and
anything you’d want to pick up. It’s easy to forget about the flames and accidentally reach
for something catching yourself on fire in the process!
Wear proper clothing. Not loose or dangly bits. Hair, long sleeves, and draw-strings on
hooded sweatshirts are particularly treacherous.
Pay attention! Don’t leave the stove unattended.
Turning the stove off is always a good bet if something is suspicious.
Know thy enemy. Understand the purpose each part of the stove. Think about likely
mistakes you could make while setting up the stove—and remember not to make them.

Love stoves, don’t fear them! Respect them, or they will burn you, explode, or light on fire! This
is serious business! Just like dinner!
Pump Repair
Pumps break for 2 main reasons:
1. Pump parts dry out: easy to fix on the trail
2. Pumps break: not so easy to fix on the trail. This can be a safety hazard
Parts of the Pump that Dry Out
When parts dry out, air doesn’t circulate properly through the pump, so the fuel bottle won’t
pressurize. You know parts have dried out if the pump doesn’t make a loud suction noise. You know
you’ve fixed the problem when it makes that sound again. If you run out of oil (in your Repair Kit),
butter/olive oil also works.
Rubber bowl: This is the #1 most common pump problem and the first thing to check.
First detach the plunger from the cylinder. To detach the plunger, turn counterclockwise
until it unsnaps, then remove from the cylinder.
b. Drop a dime-sized amount of oil in the palm of your hand and moisten the rubber.
c. Reshape the bowl. This generally involves slightly stretching it out, so that the rubber will
make a good seal against the wall of the pump.
a.

Ball and spring: This is the #2 problem when the fuel bottle won’t pressurize.
To find the ball and spring, remove the red knob at the opposite end of the pump from the
plunger.
b. To remove the knob, turn counterclockwise using the stove repair tool (the metal thing in
your Repair Kit). Then you’ll probably have to pry the knob out using the tool as a lever.
c. When the ball and spring dry out, they tend to get stuck. To get them out, remove both
straws and hit the pump against a flat surface (table, rock, etc.) to shake the ball and spring
out. Be careful not to lose the ball and spring!
a.

d.

Roll the ball and a tiny amount of oil in the palm of your hand. replace ball and spring, and
reinsert the red knob using stove repair tool to lock back in place.

Parts of the Pump that Break
Broken pump parts can be a safety hazard and are often not fixable on the trail. You should always
check the pump to make sure these parts are intact. Never try to use a busted pump or you might
cause an explosion!
O-rings: the pump has three O-rings. Two are visible. If the O-rings are not intact, then the pump
will leak fuel
a. The main O-ring functions as the seal between pump and fuel bottle. If it’s missing, cracked,
pitted, or melted to the pump, then the pump will not seal properly with the bottle, and fuel
leaks.
b. There’s a small O-ring where the fuel line connects to the pump. If it’s cracked or missing,
fuel leaks.
c. The third is inside the control valve and can be found by unscrewing the valve. This one
almost never breaks.
d. Plunger: there’s a small, plastic notch that locks the plunger in place. If the notch breaks off,
the pump’s no good. Strip the parts (plunger, straw, ball, spring, etc.) and throw the shell
away.
Cleaning the Pump
a. Screen: If the screen is clogged with particles, it has to be cleaned.
b. To check the screen, remove the plunger, the knob, and the ball and spring. Hold the shell up
to the light to check for particles.
c. Use one of the straws to poke the screen out.
d. Rinse with stove fuel and replace (you’ll probably need to use the straw to put it back
properly).

Stove Repair
Most Outdoor Action stoves aren’t broken per se. They just need to be cleaned out. Stoves “break”
because the fuel line or the jet gets clogged with carbon deposits, restricting fuel flow to the burner.
Fixing a stove is a matter of cleaning out the soot. So when you’re fixing a stove, the fuel line is the
#1 thing to work on.
Signs of a Good Stove





Steady, blue flame
Constant stove sound: During stove class, have everybody listen for 1-2 minutes to the
roaring sound of a healthy stove. When you know what a good stove sounds like, you should
be able to hear it from across a campsite. When keeping an eye on a stove, it’s much easier
to listen to than watch the flame.
The fuel gauge is a good indicator of stove quality: the less you have to turn the gauge
before seeing fuel in the cup, the cleaner your fuel line is.

Signs of a Bad Stove
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Orange flame
Erratic flame
Sparks
If you have to open the fuel gauge all or most of the way for fuel to reach the cup, then the
fuel line is clogged.

Fixing the Stove
If the fuel line and/or jet on your stove are clogged, it will take much longer to boil water. You want
to clean them so you can get dinner to your frosh faster!
Before you take anything apart, be sure that you have a surface like a frying pan or a bandanna that
will keep all of the small parts from getting lost.
1. Turn the stove upside down and shake the stove up and down. When you shake the
stove, you should hear a faint, rattling noise. This is the needle inside the shaker jet. When
shaken, the needle is supposed to clean the opening of the jet where fuel comes out.
2. Clean the jet:
a. First remove the fuel line from the stove. To remove, unscrew the cup, slide the jet out
of the cylinder, and disentangle the fuel line from the fixed leg of the stove. Try not to
remove the legs; they’re a pain to put back in place. You can also remove the jet
without separating the fuel line from the legs. Just screw the priming cup back on so
the legs don’t fall off.
b. Use the hexagonal opening in the MSR stove repair tool (the metal thing in your Repair
Kit) to unscrew the jet. Don’t lose the needle inside! If you hold the jet up to the light,
you should see a small opening. Use the needle to unclog the opening. Even if you can
see light, you should still use the needle to remove the soot from the perimeter of the
opening.
c. When cleaning the jet, do NOT bend the fuel line. If the jet won’t open, don’t force it. You
can use the MSR tool to clean the opening without removing the jet.
3. Clean the fuel line: This is the #1 way to fix your stove.
a. Pull the wire out of the fuel line using one of the circular openings in the repair tool.
Wipe off the wire with a rag or bandanna.
b. The best way to clean the fuel line on the trail is to use stove fuel, which is a good
solvent that can dissolve the carbon. Dip the wire into the fuel bottle, and run the wire
in and out of the fuel line. The friction should dislodge carbon deposits inside. Use the
rag to wipe soot off the wire. Repeat at least a dozen times.
c. You can also attach the empty fuel line to the pump and flush fuel through the line.
d. Sometimes replacing the wire is easier said than done. The sootier the fuel line, the
harder it is to replace the wire, which has to go all the way back in. You should only see
a centimeter or so. If it won’t go back in, you’ll have to keep cleaning out the line.
e. Putting the fuel line back: Whatever you do, do not bend the fuel line! This is logic. If
it fit before, it should still fit. Bending the fuel line will not make it fit, and increases its
chances of cracking. Once bent, they’re really difficult to reshape. To put back, realign
the notch in the cylinder (for the jet) with the slot in the burner (for the loop in the fuel
line). Check to make sure it fits before threading back through the fixed leg.
4. Adjust the flame spreaders: Check the wavy rings at the base of the flame. They should fit
peak to valley, with maximum space between each consecutive ring. This allows more
oxygen to get to the flame. If the screw isn’t tight enough, they tend to slide.

a. To realign, undo the screw. You’ll need a Phillip’s head screwdriver if it’s tight;
otherwise use the stove repair tool.
b. You’ll want a Phillip’s head screwdriver to tighten the screw again very tightly.
Hopeless Stoves
If you’ve done your best and still can’t get a good flame, you might have an old fuel line with a
hairline crack. Or it might be clogged beyond repair. A new fuel line is pretty much guaranteed to fix
your stove.
Humpty-Dumpty: Rebuilding a Stove from Its Pieces
1. Put cylinder back into the center of the burner (wait on the rings and screw that holds the
cylinder in place, since you’ll need to adjust the relative position of cylinder and burner to
fit the fuel line in place)
2. Get the legs in the right order:
a. All three legs are different
b. You can tell the difference by looking at the angle of the rings that fit around the
cylinder.
c. The one with horizontal rings goes is the middle leg; the one whose rings tilt down goes
on top; the one whose rings tilt up goes on bottom.
3. Reattach the legs by sliding the six rings around the cylinder. The leg’s triangular openings
hold the burner in place, and the tear-drop ones sit on the ground.
4. Thread the fuel line back through the fixed leg, which is the one on the bottom.
5. Realign the slot in the cylinder and the one in the burner so that the jet and the loop in the
fuel line can simultaneously fit in their respective notches.
6. Screw on the fuel cup.
7. Realign the rings and tighten the top screw.

Cooking










Cook outside! 200 ft from your bear bag and 200 ft from your tarp site and downwind from
your tarp.
Make sure there are no eye level branches around your kitchen site.
Get all your food out of packs and put it on a sleeping pad in your kitchen.
Find a nice thin flat rock on which to set up your stove.
o If you move a rock for this, or move rocks/logs for sitting on, remember to return
them to their original location before you leave.
o Avoid elevating your stove more than a few inches above the ground. The higher the
stove, the higher the potential for a big spill.
Clear leaves/sticks/etc away from your stove to minimize fire danger.
Remember to return them to their natural state before you leave: “Fluff the duff”.
Keep the stove close to the ground. This minimizes the impact/spread of a spill. Do not cook
on picnic tables for this reason.
Anyone near the stove must have close-toed shoes, no dangling/loose clothing, must
pull long hair back and must remain squatting or standing (no butts or knees).

Cooking “Tips of the Trail”


One way to make pita pizza is to stew the cheese, meat, and vegetables together (this
obviously doesn't work with vegetarians or vegans but can be modified as necessary). First
sauté the vegetables. Next, add the meat. When the meat is hot, add the cheese and cook
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until melted. Finally, put a pita in the frying pan and add tomato sauce and cook until pita is
brown
Brown sugar makes a truly wonderful addition to tomato sauce.
Don't worry about drinking bean juice, corn juice, etc. Just use a little less water than
recommended and add the whole can, juice and all. You will still have the right amount of
liquid, and your dish will end up even more flavorful and delicious.
When done cooking take the pot off the stove for serving to reduce accident potential.
As soon as people are done eating have them start brushing their teeth. After the bearbag is
up you are free to relax for the rest of the night.

Group Hygiene
Why do we care about hygiene?
The world is full of invisible things that can make us sick. We’ve all heard how important it is to
wash our hands during flu season. Hygiene is especially difficult in the backcountry because we’re
sweating in the heat, digging a hole to poop, covering ourselves in sunscreen and bugspray, all
while we’re away from running water. At the same time, hygiene is especially important in the
backcountry because we are in unusually close quarters with a group of people and, if someone gets
sick, we’re far away from medical care.
The #1 technique to prevent the spread of germs: wash your hands
Make hand washing a routine part of every day on frosh trip. Stopped for a GORP break?
Have your group wash their hands.
How to wash your hands in the backcountry
1. Wash with soap and water. You are given Campsuds biodegradable soap with your group
gear and you are carrying water. Keep these handy and you’ve got everything you need to
get clean.
2. Put a dash of water in your palm.
3. Add Campsuds. They come in a concentrated formula, so you only need a few drops.
4. Using both hands, work the soap into a lather.
5. Get the front and back of your hands up to your wrists and also under your fingernails.
6. Rinse.
The role of alcohol-based hand sanitizers
Purell and similar products are effective at killing most germs, but don’t really get you clean. It is
the best you can do if you don’t have soap and water available (e.g., immediately after troweling),
but it is not a replacement for washing with soap and water.

Hygiene and food preparation





Meals are the time of highest risk for germ transfer.
Make sure to wash your hands before preparing group food. At all meals, make sure to have
all trip participants wash their hands. It is recommended that you have your group circle up
and pass the soap from person-to-person.
Personal utensils should never go in food unless they have been sterilized with boiling water
before use and are only used for serving for that meal. Use the group plastic knives for
items like peanut butter, Nutella, and cheese. Similarly, don’t share water bottles; you don’t
want you or your participants to get mono or other illnesses.



Don’t touch food with your hands. While cutting cheese or other food items for others, use
the plastic bags that food items come in as a holder.

Washing Dishes, Pots, and Utensils
Pots, fry pans, and utensils should be cleaned thoroughly to prevent bacterial growth which could
lead to food borne illnesses. With the right equipment and a proper system, dish washing can be
done quickly and effectively. Depending on the environment, you may be able to avoid using soap
by cleaning with natural materials (grasses, pinecones, sand, snow, etc.). Remember, natural
materials can also contain germs. If you are using soap, make sure that you rinse dishes thoroughly,
since excess soap residue can cause diarrhea. Never wash dishes directly in a stream, lake, or river.
Here is the recommended washing procedure:
Cleaning Equipment






Pot
Strainer for straining food particles
Biodegradable soap
Hard-bristle scouring brush
Trowel to dig sump hole

1. Make sure people have gobbled up all the food from the pot before cleaning.
2. Boil a large pot of water (this can be the same water you use for hot drinks).
3. While water is boiling, use the spoon or spatula to scrape as much remaining food as
possible directly into a trash bag (alternative – boil ~1 inch of water in pot that has been
scraped clean).
4. Pour some hot water into the pot.
5. Scour food residue from pot a second time, using pot brush or natural materials. With the
warm water, any small super sticky pieces should come off. Use the food strainer to collect
any large particles that should be packed out with trash. Depending on your ecosystem or
local regulations, you will either be required to pour any remaining liquid residue into a
sump hole or broadcast it. On OA, we usually sump because the trails are so highly impacted/
well traveled.
6. Add more hot water and a small amount of biodegradable soap to the pot (several drops).
Wash using the brush.
7. Rinse thoroughly with hot water, and pour your water into a sump hole or broadcast it.
Then rinse again with hot water to make sure that all soap residue is gone. If you don’t get
the soap out, your group may get diarrhea. Once rinsed, the items can be air-dried
Leftover Food Guidelines
Leftover food can result in bacterial contamination. To avoid infection from leftover food, follow
these guidelines:




Eat all the food you prepare. If for some reason there are leftovers, pack them out in the
trash.
Don’t save leftovers from meals for re-heating and consumption later.
Scrub and wash your pots, bowls, cups, and utensils EVERY NIGHT.
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Bear Bagging
Bear Bag Protocol: Outdoor Action groups are expected to bear bag all food, pans, and
“smellables” such as toothpaste every night if at all possible.




Outdoor Action groups are given two sets of ropes, carabiners, and zinc rings for hanging
bear bags. At the beginning of the trip, groups have approximately 150 pounds of food. This
is too much food to hang on one branch. For the first few days, leaders must set up two bear
bags. On the last days when much of the food is gone, leaders may switch to one bear bag
according to their judgment.
When setting up a bear bag the branch should be checked to ascertain if it is strong enough
to take the weight. Once the rope is up over the branch two people, standing back away
from underneath the branch, should pull down on the rope to see if the branch is sturdy
enough before you try hauling up the load.

Pulley Method

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Throw the rope (attached to rock) over branch- make sure people are out of way.
Test the branch – pull on ends while standing away from tree.
Adjust the rope on the branch to have a short hanging line and a long hanging line.
Attach zinc ring (shown in the drawing as carabiner 1) high up on the long hanging line
(represented by carabiner 1 with truckers hitch in diagram).
Push loop from below the zinc ring through the ring. Attach carabineer to loop.
Holding onto carabiner, pull short hanging line to raise zinc ring. Tie off to a tree with a
bowline.
Attach food in stuff sacks to the carabiner. Pull on the free end to suspend food.
Tie off with friction knot to any large tree. Back up with another knot. (The bear bag can be
pulled farther away from the tree trunk if the friction knot is tied on a different tree.)

Bearbagging “Tricks of the Trade”


If the bear bagging trees are not good, you may have to bear bag in the fork of a "Y." To rig
the bear bag so that it doesn't end up lying next to the tree trunk in easy bear-snatching
distance, run the hauling rope back through the carabiner before you lift the bags. Once the



bags are lifted, tie off the hauling rope to a tree far from the "Y" tree. This should pull the
bags away from the trunk of the "Y" tree.
If you don’t have enough stuff sacks for bearbagging on the first few nights of the trip try
sticking the pots and pan in your Crazy Creek and bearbagging it.

WASTE
Human Waste
Urine
Urine is “relatively” free of microorganisms (unless the individual has a kidney or urinary tract
infection). As a result, urine can be considered “clean,” but not sterile. The major issues with urine
are the smell it leaves and the concentration of salts left behind when the water evaporates, which
can attract animals.
Location: Urinate at least 200 feet-about 70 steps for an adult-away from the trail and any water
sources. Urinate on rocks or in areas with thick humus layers (decaying leave piles, dirt piles) and
drainage. Try to avoid fragile vegetation because the acidity of urine can affect plant growth. Avoid
urinating directly on plants to prevent animals from defoliating or digging up the plants for the salt.
In dry areas, diluting your urine with water afterward can minimize animal attraction.
Feces
Human feces can create a significant impact on the environment. Feces can contaminate water
sources, spread disease, and affect other wilderness travelers, both visually and by smell. Your goal
should be to prevent contamination of the environment by limiting contact between your feces and
insects, animals, people, and water sources. The other goal is to maximize natural decomposition.
Location: Find a site at least 200 feet- about 70 steps for an adult- away from the trail and from
water sources, perhaps with a good view, and with abundant natural toilet paper materials..
Backcountry Bathrooms



Outhouses When available always use existing outhouses. Although they concentrate the
smell, they minimize impact.
Catholes Small pit toilets dug for individual use; these are often the best solution. The
cathole means smaller, less concentrated waste disposal, usually ensuring more rapid
decomposition.

How to Dig a Cathole




Catholes should be at least 200 feet (61 meters)—about 70 steps for an adult—away
from streams, rivers, lakes, and marshy areas. Bacteria in feces do travel through the
soil, so you want to be far enough away from a water source to allow human waste to
decompose without polluting the water. You should be at least the same distance from trails
and campsites. Avoid digging a cathole in an obvious drainage area where water flow and
erosion may unearth your deposit.
Whenever possible, catholes should be dug in organic soil layers. Soil bacteria constitute
major decomposing agents, so mix topsoil with feces before burial. In more sterile soils
(sand or predominantly inorganic soil layers), subsurface moisture is often the critical
factor, so feces should have a more shallow burial.
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Select an inconspicuous site away from trails and people. The more secluded, the less likely
that someone else will come upon your cathole.
Pick a site that maximizes sunlight exposure of your cathole. The heat from the sun aids the
decomposition process.
Gather any natural toilet paper and a stirring stick before digging.
Dig a hole 6 to 8 inches deep (15 to 20 centimeters) and 4 to 6 inches (10 to 15 centimeters)
in diameter. If there is grassy or matted soil, cut that “topsoil patch” and set it aside. Then
dig the rest of the way down piling the soil to one side. Squat over the hole, then have your
bowel movement in the hole. Pour some of the dirt back in and with a stick “stir up” the
mixture of dirt and poop to help spread the soil microbes through the poop—this will speed
the decay process. Bury the feces and replace your “topsoil patch” if you have one. Cover the
site with natural materials to disguise it. If you are using natural materials for toilet paper,
just bury them in the hole. If you use real toilet paper, pack it out.
Remember the 9 D’s of Dumping: Desire, Devices, Distance, Dig, Do, Disguise, Disinfect,
Describe!

Feminine Hygiene Protocol
Even if you are not expecting to get your period during the trip, bring adequate supplies anyway
and encourage your participants to do the same. The change in diet, the strenuous exercise, stress
of entering a new environment (woods and college) and spending a lot of time with other women
can all affect your cycle. This is even true if you are on the pill. The trowel kit contains 15 tampons,
but this will not be enough if several women get their period on the trip and few bring their own
supplies.

Used feminine hygiene products should be placed in participants’ blue bags.
Non-Human Waste
The following items must be sorted into separate bags ON THE TRAIL:

Type

Where to put it

Boxes from food packaging
Medical waste: small medical
waste (Band-aids, moleskin) can
be placed in small red biohazard
bags. Larger medical waste
(clothing, other objects that have
been exposed to blood or bodily
fluids) goes in large red
biohazard bag.
All recyclable containers (#1 and
#2 plastic jars, tin cans, and glass
bottles, clean plastic bags)
Yucky plastic bags, miscellaneous
garbage, minimal food waste
(orange peels, onion peels, etc.)
Personal Toilet Paper

Dillon Gym before the trip
Red bags

Where it’s
going
Recycling plant
McCosh

Yellow bag

Recycling plant

Collect in white garbage bags

Landfill

Individuals put this in a Blue
Bag

Landfill

To Make it Easier
Don’t mix up the different kinds of waste! This means that if you have a half-eaten can of corn,
the corn should be scraped out into the trash bag, and the empty can should be placed in the yellow
recycling bag. Make a point of getting out all the recycling and food waste bags at EVERY meal. Also,
make it a priority for everyone to know who has which trash bags, just like it’s a priority to know
who has the GORP, the trowel kit, etc.
Sorting all your waste on the trail will GREATLY alleviate all the pain and suffering you will
have to go through during gear de-issuing. When you get back to campus, you will be asked to
drop off your clean extra food, disgusting leftover food, clean plastic bags, yucky plastic bags,
medical waste, and miscellaneous trash at SEPARATE STATIONS. If everything is mixed up together,
it will take a long time to sort it all out at the stadium. But if all your waste is already sorted into
different bags, you’ll be in and out of the stadium in no time.

Sleeping Warm
Before bed on the first night, make sure to teach students how to stay warm in the backcountry. You
can discuss forms of heat loss- convection, conduction, and radiation- and how they take away body
heat or you can simply introduce the tools they have to stay warm and how to use them:








All sleeping clothes should be dry.
Wear a warm hat.
Use the collar and hood of the mummy style sleeping bag.
Stay on the sleeping pad to prevent heat loss to the ground.
If you have to get up and pee, do it!
Eat a big dinner including carbs and fats to help generate metabolic heat through the night.
If you wake up cold, make sure your clothes are dry, do sit-ups or push-ups to generate
heat.

“On the Trail Tricks of the Trade”
This page has intentionally been left blank for each leader to add their own tips and tricks.
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Section 8: Cooking
and Recipes
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DIETARY RESTRICTIONS ON OUTDOOR ACTION
General Instructions
Talk, in a non-threatening way, to each frosh with special dietary restrictions- vegan, Kosher,
gluten-free, etc- to find out what they do and do not eat, and what they are comfortable with in
terms of food preparation. Is it okay to cook meat in the communal pans? Does everything need to
have kosher certification?
Never, ever suggest your trip is missing out on “traditional” Outdoor Action food because it is
a special trip! Keep a positive, upbeat attitude about it, no matter how much your mouth waters
for that meat stick.
Review the label on your food boxes to see the items that are different: which standard items are
omitted and which new ones are included.

Keeping Vegetarian & Vegan
All dinners can be made vegetarian or vegan by cooking the veggie/vegan-friendly stuff first and
having people add meat/cheese individually to their own bowls. Each dinner recipe above includes
instructions on how to make the meal vegetarian/vegan friendly.
Many trips have vegetarians on them, and no supplemental food is needed for vegetarians. Because
vegans do not eat any animal products—this means no cheese, a substantial calorie source on Frosh
Trip.-refried beans and humus should be used as a caloric replacement. There is enough hummus
for lunch every day—eat it!
Some foods on Frosh Trip are sneakily not vegan, usually due to an ingredient such as whey, gelatin,
or honey, all of which are animal products. Don’t assume that an item is vegan just because it doesn’t
obviously have meat, milk, or eggs in it. Stoned Wheat Thins crackers, Fig Newtons, Nature
Valley Protein Bars are NOT. Although M&M’s are clearly not vegan (due to milk products in the
chocolate), vegans can still eat GORP—picking the M&M’s out and giving them to some lucky group
member!—because the candy coating keeps the chocolate from contaminating the raisins and
peanuts.
Make sure any treats you buy for Support to bring to your group are vegetarian/vegan!
Beware: gelatin, contained in many candies (like Starbursts or smores), is not vegetarian or vegan
because it contains collagen from animals’ connective tissues. Also, chocolates, cakes, etc. are
vegetarian but not vegan because they contain milk (may be listed as “whey” in ingredients) and/or
eggs.

Keeping Halal
Halal, the Islamic dietary laws, are simple when applied to OA. They only include restrictions on
meat and alcohol (which should not be relevant to Frosh Trip!); everything else is acceptable. For
meat to be Halal, the name of God must be said while it is sacrificed. Because seafood is not
considered “meat”, we have removed the meat stick and chicken and added in extra salmon. There
are no restrictions on cooking utensils or combinations of foods. Pay particular attention to any
treats that might have pork-based enzymes (such as gelatin in marshmallow).

Keeping Kosher
What exactly is does it mean to keep kosher?
“Kosher” describes food selection and preparation in accordance with Jewish dietary laws. Briefly,
(1) pork isn’t kosher and (2) meat and dairy must be kept and eaten separately. This means two
separate sets of dishes and utensils are required for meat and dairy. Not only is pork not kosher,
but only meat that has been slaughtered in a special way and prepared in a special way is kosher.
Food that doesn’t fall under the heading of meat or dairy is considered pareve, or neutral. Fish with
scales are pareve. Many frosh who keep kosher also observe the Sabbath, so kosher trips are
typically in areas close to Princeton (like Harriman) so that your trip will get back by sundown on
Friday.
On a Kosher Outdoor Action trip, typically only 2-3 of your frosh will actually keep Kosher.
However, to avoid isolating Kosher frosh, all of the provided food will be certified kosher. Prepared
foods may require the certification of an outside agency to be sure that there are no non-kosher
ingredients- even in small quantities. You can reassure your Kosher frosh by allowing them to
inspect the original packaging for kosher labeling.
Kosher food must be cooked in pots and pans that have been exclusively used for kosher
cooking or have been specially cleansed. If your freshman has requested, they will get new pots,
pans, spatula, spoon, knives, to avoid issues of contamination. That means if your personal
pocketknife has ever been used to cut meat, leave it in your pack at meal times. If your bowl has
ever held non-kosher food, don’t use it for serving or chopping group food. If your participants are
especially strict, you also might have to double or triple bag all foods, since your pack could be
considered a contaminated container.
Let your frosh supervise all food preparation, and make sure to wash everything thoroughly before
and after, including your hands. They may want to see the original packaging for the food. For the
trip, ask questions like: “Do you mind if we use a non-kosher pocketknife to cut the cheese?”
Different sects of Judaism observe different dietary laws, so your Kosher participants may have
conflicting ideas about what it means to keep Kosher. Use your leader radar to prevent conflicts
between Kosher participants, as well as between Kosher and non-Kosher participants.
Review the food pack list for Kosher trips to see the items that are different, which standard items
are omitted, and which new ones are included. All the food on your Kosher Outdoor Action trip is
kosher, as are your pots, frying pan, spoon, and spatula. So the only thing you have to worry about
is using non-kosher utensils and dishes to prepare and serve group food—any personal utensils
and dishes that are not brand-new are automatically NOT kosher. Shake food out of pouches
(powdered milk, salmon, etc.) directly into personal bowls whenever possible to avoid the issue
entirely. Again, this is a matter of talking to your frosh to see what they are comfortable with.
Make sure any treats you buy for Support to bring to your group are Kosher! To
the right are the 4 widely accepted Kosher symbols. Any products on Outdoor Action
should also be labeled pareve or dairy (small D next to the symbol).

Peanut & Nut-Free Trips
On a nut-free Outdoor Action trip, typically only 3-4 of your frosh will actually be allergic to peanuts
and/or tree nuts. However, to avoid any nasty allergic reactions, all of the provided food will be nut8-3

free. We’ve worked really hard to find delicious nut-free alternatives to standard Outdoor Action
food that is not safe for people with nut allergies. You can reassure your nut-allergic frosh by
allowing them to inspect the ingredients list on the original packaging. After your nut-free frosh
have had a chance to inspect the packaging, and you have thoroughly washed your hands, you
should repackage this into double-layer gallon-size Ziploc bags to consolidate the packaging.
It’s important to talk to your nut-allergic frosh one-on-one in a non-threatening way to determine how
severe their allergy is. You want to be prepared in case of an anaphylactic emergency. Questions to
ask: What happens when you have an allergic reaction? What is the most severe reaction you’ve
ever had? Do you carry an EpiPen or other medication? Have you ever been hospitalized for
anaphylaxis? All students with particularly severe allergies are placed in areas with easy access to
hospitals, and might be shuttled by Support from Princeton to the trailhead since we cannot
guarantee a nut-free environment on a bus. Keep your leader radar on to the isolating effect this
may have on a nut-allergic frosh at the very beginning of their Frosh Trip.
Since all food on a nut-free Outdoor Action trip is free of peanuts and tree nuts, you only have to
worry about cross-contamination from personal utensils and dishes. All personal utensils and dishes
that have ever held a nut product should be washed with hot water and soap on Saturday before the
trip. Also, do not accept any food from others on trail because you cannot guarantee that it is peanutfree.
Make sure any treats you buy for Support to bring to your group are nut-free! Beware: just
because a snack itself does not contain nuts does not mean it is safe. Inspect the ingredients list on
the packaging to make sure it doesn’t say “Manufactured on equipment that also processes
peanuts” or something similar. Many chocolate candies are not nut-free for this reason.

Gluten Free Trips
On a gluten-free OA trip, typically only 3-4 of your frosh will actually have a gluten
allergy. However, to avoid isolating frosh, most of the provided food will be gluten-free. The most
serious reason for a gluten-free diet is celiac disease, which results in gastrointestinal discomfort if
gluten is ingested. A gluten-free diet normally consists of corn, potatoes, rice, or quinoa instead of
wheat products. Although oats themselves do not contain gluten, they are often been cross
contaminated with wheat, and thus your GF frosh will be issued a special bag of GF oatmeal.
For Frosh Trip, some of the meals have been replaced with a gluten-free alternative (wheat pasta
becomes rice pasta, etc.). One is tortillas; wheat tortillas are more durable on the trail so they are
provided for the group, while the gluten-free individuals will receive gluten free tortillas. They will
also have quinoa pasta as a base for dinner the night of pita pizza (but can eat all the veggies, sauce,
and cheese)
Although the menu will be very different from the typical FT menu, never, ever suggest your trip is
missing out on traditional OA food because it is gluten-free. Additionally, be sure any treats you buy
for support to bring to your group are gluten-free (graham crackers for s’mores is a bad idea)!

Other Dietary Restrictions

Participants with particularly restrictive dietary needs (such as no fruits and vegetables) are
contacted over the summer so that the menu for Frosh Trip can be reviewed with them in advance
and plans made accordingly. In many cases, these students will be carrying separate food for
themselves, generally equivalent food items that can replace those carried on frosh trip (e.g., corn
tortillas instead of flour ones). Keep your leader radar on for the isolating effects of a frosh having
to prepare their own dinner, or not being allowed to eat the group’s food. For any frosh with special
dietary needs, leaders should review medical forms one-on-one and discuss what needs to happen
on the trip to keep the frosh safe and comfortable. If frosh need to bring their own food, leaders
should review food items to make sure they are suitable for backpacking and that participants will
be well-nourished the entire trip.
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FROSH TRIP RECIPES
The exact details of the menu will vary year to year, but below are some helpful cooking and recipe
tips.
When you are measuring, you can use the lines on a Nalgene bottle
A tablespoon is about heaping teaspoon, and an entire Nalgene bottle is a little less than 4.5
cups.
Measurement conversions:
1 cup = 8 fl. oz.
3 teaspoons = 1 tablespoon
4 tablespoons = ¼ cup
4 cups = 1 quart
1 qt. = 32 fl. Oz



Oatmeal
This is for instant oatmeal. Boil enough water for your entire group. Add desired amount of oatmeal
to your bowl and add appropriate amount of hot water. The oatmeal should be just barely covered
by the amount of water added (about 3:2 water: oatmeal ratio). Since the oatmeal is not already
flavored, be creative and add some brown sugar, Cracklin’ Oat Bran, granola, cinnamon or dried
fruit as desired.
Tip! If your oatmeal is too watery leave it uncovered and stir. If it tastes too crunchy, you can try
covering your bowl with another container to keep the steam in or add a bit more water.
Hummus
You have enough hummus to spread out over 4 lunches if desired. Pour 1/4 powdered hummus
into your pot (avoid putting group food in personal bowls for serving) and add two tablespoons of
olive oil. Pour in drinkable water and stir until desired consistency is reached. Start out with a
small amount of water and add more as needed – you don’t want runny hummus! This is a good
vegan lunch meal option.
Tip! If you have time for a hot lunch, brown pitas in a frying pan with a little olive oil. Cut into
wedges and dip the hot pita in the hummus.
Fajitas
Cut three peppers and one onion into strips. Open about six pouches of chicken. Sauté the chicken,
onions, and peppers in hot frying pan with olive oil and spices as desired. Fry half of the chicken
and veggies at a time if it is too much to put in the frying pan all at once. Pour 3.5 cups water into
the pot and add some salt. Bring to a boil. Stir in dehydrated refried beans, remove from stove, and
let sit for five minutes. (You don’t want cold refried beans, so try to time these so that they’re done
when the rest of the fajita filling is done.) Fill tortillas with chicken, veggies, cheese, and refried
beans, and cover with salsa.
Alternate 1: Use BBQ sauce instead of salsa for a tasty BBQ fajita.
For vegetarians and vegans: Sauté peppers and onions alone in the first round and store them in a
separate pot, then sauté the chicken. Let vegetarians and vegans use extra refried beans.
Pita Pizza
Chop two green peppers, one onion, and cheddar cheese. Sauté the peppers and onions first in the
frying pan with olive oil and set aside in a covered pot. Heat the pita in the frying pan with a little
bit of oil on both sides then pass out hot pitas for each person to construct individualized pizzas. It’s
nice to also have heated pizza sauce in another pot ready to go. Use enough oil or the pita will stick
to the pan. Be careful because pita pizzas burn easily.

For vegans: Vegans need to avoid the cheese for the pizzas, so make veggie pizzas with sauce,
peppers, onions and garlic.
Note: This is a time consuming meal since you can only cook one pizza at a time. Plan this for a night
when you roll into camp early.
Alternative 1: If you want melted cheese, cook one side of the pita as directed, but after flipping add
the cheese to the cooked side. Place a bowl or cover over the pita to help melt the cheese. Make sure
you do not use a bowl that will melt (anything plastic)! Add heated pizza sauce and toppings on top
of the melted cheese.
Alternative 2: You can make pizza quesadillas as well by using tortillas instead of pitas. Spread the
sauce and put the toppings on one half of the tortilla only, then fold over the other half to make a
semicircle. Fry and flip in the olive oil.
Alternative 3: If you borrow chicken from another meal and use BBQ sauce instead of pizza sauce,
you can make delicious BBQ chicken pizza.
GLUTEN-FREE Alternative: Boil water and cook gluten-free pasta. Make pita pizza sauce as usual,
and pour over gluten-free pasta as an alternative for participants who don’t eat pitas. The rest of
your group will have pitas.
Couscous
Chop two onions and sauté in olive oil in a frying pan, set aside and cover to keep hot. Pour 7 cups
water and 3 tablespoons olive oil (groups less than 12) or 7.5 cups water and 3 tablespoons (groups
of 12/13) into the big pot and add some salt. Bring to a boil; stir in the couscous once boiling. Cover
and remove from heat; let stand 5 minutes, fluffing with a fork to keep from forming clumps. Stir in
about three pouches of chicken, one can of corn, about three tablespoons of olive oil, and the
sautéed onions and spices as desired. Add cheese and hot sauce if desired.
For vegetarians and vegans: Don’t add chicken or cheese directly to the couscous. People can add
chicken and cheese individually into their own bowls.
Alternate 1: Consider adding finely chopped dried apricots or raisins for a touch of sweetness.
Alternate 2: Add some curry powder to the onions and add chopped apples while you are sautéing.
Sounds crazy – but it’s totally delicious!
Vegetarian Chili
Pour 6.5 cups (groups less than twelve) or 7.5 cups (groups of 12 people) of water into the big pot
and add some salt. Be careful not to use too much water or you will have chili soup! Stir in veggie
chili mix once the water is boiling. Remove lid and simmer uncovered for 10 minutes. STIR
CONTINUOUSLY as cooking or the chili will burn. Add two cans of diced tomatoes and one can of
kidney beans. Chop onion and green pepper; sauté separately if desired and add to chili. Typically
served with Qunioa (see below).
Already vegetarian and vegan – but not gluten or peanut free! Be aware!
Tip! If you don’t drain the veggies then include that water in the count towards the total water you
add to your chili mix. You can always add more water.
Quinoa
If cooking the same night as chili, start the quinoa (KEEN-wa) at the same time as the veggie chili, or
earlier, because it takes a while to cook. Pour water (two parts of water for every one part quinoa)
into the small pot and add some salt. You have a little less than 3 cups of quinoa, so you want to add
a little less than 6 cups of water. With the lid on, bring to a boil. Once quinoa is boiling, remove the
lid and simmer for 10-15 minutes or until all water disappears. When the quinoa is done, it will be
translucent with a white band around the edge. Serve chili over quinoa, covering with cheese and
hot sauce individually.
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Alternate 1: Save the chili for another night, and make quinoa pilaf with sautéed onions,
peppers, and garlic. Add cheese and Cholula to taste.
Mac & Cheese
For one family size box: boil 8 cups of water in the large pot. Stir in pasta, and cook 8-10
minutes or until cooked, stirring occasionally. Strain out the water, leave the pasta in the
large pot. Combine 1/3 cup of cold water with a tablespoon of powdered milk and add to
pasta. Stir in cheese powder and milk, and mix well.
Note: Groups of 8-10 have 5 family size boxes. Groups larger than 10 have 6 family size
boxes.
For vegans/dairy-free: separate a serving of pasta and add tomato sauce instead of cheese and
milk.
Tip! You can add salmon, chicken, or meatstick individually for added protein. You can also
add Cholula for added awesomeness.
Warm Cinnamon Apples
Core 4 apples and slice as thinly as possible. In a clean plastic bag, toss the apple slices with ½ cup
packed brown sugar and 2 teaspoons of cinnamon so that they are coated. Pour the apple mixture
into a frying pan with 2 tablespoons of water and 1 tablespoon olive oil. Stir occasionally for 8-10
minutes or until apples are tender.
Tip! Adding oatmeal to the cinnamon apples will make a sort of hot apple crumble that is so
delicious, you can also add some raisins and granola while you’re at it.

Specialty Food Recipes
Mango Curry
In a pot, bring 13 cups water, lentils, and rice to a boil. Simmer three to four minutes, cover, and set
aside, allowing the rest of the water to be absorbed. Sautee onion and garlic with some spices and
olive oil. Add them to the rice and lentils. In the second pot, add mangos and curry to one cup water
and bring to a boil. Simmer 5 to 10 minutes, until mangos turn a slightly darker color and sauce has
thickened. Mix sauce with rice and lentils. Serve immediately.
Veggie Stir-fry with Quinoa
Prepare quinoa as indicated above. Meanwhile, sauté onions and peppers in olive oil with Mrs.
Dash to create a veggie stir-fry. Serve with Cholula, cheese, and/or BBQ sauce. Quinoa is an
excellent source of protein, so there is no need to add meat to this meal.

Section 9: Leadershi
p and Orientation
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LEADERSHIP THEORY
Situational Leadership Theory (SLT) states that there is a single most effective style of leadership in
any particular situation. The effectively of a style will depend on the group and the task ask hand.
The following terms are key to understanding SLT
Task Behavior: the extent to which a leader engages in one-way communication by explaining what,
when, where, and how participants should accomplish tasks
Relationship Behavior: the extent to which a leader engages in two-way communication by
providing emotional support and facilitating behaviors
Participant Maturity: the capacity to set high but attainable goals; willingness and ability to take
responsibility; and experience/education of the group. Participant Maturity in a single group can
change depending on the task.
Situational Leadership Theory is based on interplay between:




The amount of direction (Task Behavior) the leaders give,
The amount of emotional support (Relationship Behavior) the leaders provide, and
The maturity level (Participant Maturity) exhibited on a specific task

SLT defines four general styles of leadership based on the degree of Task Behavior and Relationship
Behavior required for most effective leadership:
1. “Telling:” High Task/Low Relationship Behavior: This style is characterized by one-way
communication in which the leader defines the roles of participant(s) and tells them what,
how, when, and where to do various tasks.
2. “Selling:” High Task/High Relationship Behavior: With this style, most of the direction is still
provided by the leader. However, the leader also provides high emotional support to get the
participants to “buy into” decisions that have to be made.
3. “Participating:” Low Task /High Relationship Behavior: With this style, the leader and the
participants now share in decision making through two-way communication. The leader
does not have to be as directive since the participants have the ability and knowledge to do
the task.
4. “Delegating:” Low Task/Low Relationship Behavior. This style involves letting participants
run their own show. The leader may help delegate tasks, but participants are both willing
and able to take responsibility for directing their own behavior.
SLT connects the style of leadership with the maturity level of the group. To determine the most
effective style of leadership use the graph below. First determine the maturity level of the group in
relation to the specific task. Then draw a line from the maturity level axis to the bell-shaped curve
in the drawing. The intersection of the line and the bell curve indicates the most effective
leadership style for that situation. As the group matures the most effective style of leadership
changes along the bell curve.

Situational Leadership Theory is all about assessing the maturity level of your frosh and thus sequencing
appropriately. Think about it like the Patient Assessment System (PAS) in wilderness first aid. You can
create a similar model for a Group Assessment System (GAS).
PAS

GAS

Examples

Scene Survey

What is going on with the
group/individual?
Where is the group? Where are the
individuals in the group?

conflict, poor performance, etc.

Problem
List/Anticipated
Problems

Needs List/Anticipated Needs

What are the needs for the group/individual?
Which of these can you address? Which needs
can’t you address? What about anticipated
needs?

Treatment Plan

Activity Plan

What activities/experiences will best address the
needs of the group/individual

Monitor

Monitor

Monitor the group/individual and determine if
the intervention was successful

Reassess

Reassess the Needs
List/Anticipated Needs

Maybe you missed something in your first
assessment. Do I need to change something in the
sequencing or activity plan?

Treatment

Continue to provide activities

Patient
Assessment

Stage of group development, skill level, etc.
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Stages of Group Development
1. Forming (“Getting Acquainted”)
This first stage is characterized by a sense of uncertainty and awkwardness and perhaps
anxiety. Participants may be unsure of what to do and how to do it. The “group norms and
standards have yet to be defined, and participants are eagerly looking to find out what is
okay and not okay. Leaders need to set the tone for group behavior, activities, and
interactions. Most people are polite as they try to put their best foot forward, so the result is
a superficial level of harmony and cooperation. This serves the purpose of getting the group
off the ground in terms of motivation and commitment. Members may tend to verbalize how
close they feel to each other, and may develop quite a group spirit due to successful task
accomplishment. Leadership at this point should begin with High Task/Low Relationship
(“Telling”) in terms of teaching skills and establishing norms, then move to High Task/High
Relationship (“Selling”) to get everyone involved and interacting in the group.
2. Storming (“Struggling Forward”)
This next stage is characterized by individual assertive behavior that may result in some
group instability and conflict. Conflict simply means the expression of different viewpoints
and the ability for members of the group to disagree openly (which means that some level of
trust must be present. There is little conflict in the forming stage because there is little trust).
Conflict may involve dissatisfaction with the group’s progress. Participants have begun to
feel comfortable enough with their new environment to take some risks in revealing more of
their personalities. Each person wants to feel a sense of individual importance and influence
on the group (“finding a niche”). This becomes more evident as increasing responsibility is
shifted to the group as they move into moderate levels of maturity. The most effective
leadership style is High Task/High Relationship (“Selling”). Conflict lets individuals express the
differences and negotiate their own needs. Just make sure that everyone gets an opportunity
to share their ideas and opinions and that people support the FVC (help quiet people talk and
loud people listen).
3. Norming (“Becoming Personal”)
This stage is characterized by a growth of affection and establishment of personal
relationships. Participants will begin to take responsibility for resolving conflicts and
strengthening friendships. The most effective leadership style is Low Task/High Relationship
(“Participating”) since the group is competent regarding tasks but needs assistance and
support in terms of relationships.
4. Performing (“Working Together”)
This stage is characterized by harmony among group members. Participants look outwards
to see how other people in the group are doing to make sure all are supported. Decision
making and problem solving are shared within the group. At this stage, the group is mature
enough to attend to its own needs both in terms of task and relationship matters. The most
effective leadership style is Low Task/Low Relationship (“Delegating”). In the performing
stage, the group often is working so well that things are easy. This may be a time that leaders
need to work to keep the group challenged so they don’t get bored or complacent.
5. Transforming (“Transferring Learning”)
This final part of the group process is essential in making sure that the trip is not
remembered as “just a fun couple days in the woods.” It is important that participants are

able to transfer the things that they have learned about themselves and being in a group back
to their regular lives. On Frosh Trip, this is accomplished through debriefing.

PROCESSING THE TRIP GUIDELINES FOR BRIEFING AND DEBRIEFING
Why Brief and Debrief?
With so many things to do on Outdoor Action, why spend the time briefing and debriefing?
Consciously framing the experience, discussing the University, and providing important information in
a supportive environment on trip will set them up for success much more than just 5 days in the woods.
Frosh trip could be looked at as a weeklong briefing for the four years at Princeton. While students
will certainly have fun playing games, paddling rivers, and hiking peaks, as a program we strive to
do more than have fun. To have fun and to positively influence their entire Princeton experience we
cannot simply “let the mountains speak for themselves,” but must consciously frame (frontload) our
activities and provide time for reflection and connection to life beyond the woods.
Debriefing helps ensure that meaningful learning occurs, allows time for reflection, and helps
participants connect their current experience both with their past and with their future. Essentially,
debriefing activities, full days, and especially the whole trip help us reach all of our program goals (see
Page 2-3).
In the section that follows you will find both debriefs with preset format and content and a guide to
a higher level of debriefing with examples of open-ended questions. Both styles have value and we
hope that leaders will become adept debriefers, able to use many styles depending on the situation
and the group needs.

When to de/brief?


Setting: Both briefing and debriefing should be done at a time when all participants can be
focused on the task, such as when the group is sitting quietly after dinner. Make sure you
have enough time to process. Sitting in a circle so everyone can see everyone else is works
well.



Frontloading: Frontloading means anticipating issues that you know will need attention
and bringing them up before the group enters into the experience. This makes group
members more attentive to the issues you want them to focus on. For example, before Frosh
Trip, you might say, “I want us to be aware of the traditional role that we are socialized into
as men and women and to not be locked into those same roles on this trip. I’d like to see the
group make sure that men do an equal share of the cooking and women do an equal share of
bear bagging.”



Timing: Briefing is most effective just before an activity and debriefing is most effective
when it is done soon after the activity: after a team building, at the end of the day, after an
accident. While, especially with the last case, it may be necessary to allow a bit of down time
before discussion, debriefs become less effective the longer they are separated from the
event.

How to debrief?
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Physical presence: As a leader, your calm, focused physical presence will encourage
participants to be calm and focused as well. Maintain a still, focused body posture; keep
good eye contact with participants as they are speaking; and provide a verbal or physical
acknowledgment of a person’s comments. Keep your hands quiet (no snapping sticks,
playing in the dirt, tying knots, etc.). It is distracting whether you realize it or not. Do not sit
next to your co-leader(s), but spread leaders around the circle. This avoids creating a hub of
power in the circle and allows you to communicate surreptitiously with your co-leader(s)
during the debrief if necessary.



Silence: Leaders should not be afraid of silence. Silence comes as participants search for an
answer to a question, are examining feelings, or feel challenged. Few meaningful answers to
a tough question can be spit out immediately, even by Princeton students . When you rush
to fill the silence with another question, this interrupts the process for participants. Wait
and see what happens, even if the silence continues to thirty seconds or more (you’d be
amazed how long 30 seconds feel when you’re sitting in silence during a debrief!). If still no
one responds, don’t just roll past that question, rather try rephrasing the question so that it
requires a more concrete response.



Ask good questions: One rule of thumb to use in asking good questions is to remember to
ask “open” rather than “closed” questions (i.e., phrase questions in a way that will demand
an answer of more than “yes” or “no”). For example, try to avoid beginning questions with
“did,” since any question starting with “did” only requires a “yes” or “no” answer. If you
accidentally ask a closed question, follow it up by asking “why” or asking for an example.
Try to stick with open questions that begin with “how,” “what,” “why,” etc. These kinds of
questions demand answers that are at least in the form of a sentence and hopefully will
encourage someone to realize and explain their thoughts more fully.



Sequencing of questions: Successful debriefing is based on self-disclosure, which requires
some measure of vulnerability. Students need to start at easy levels of self-disclosure and
move to deeper levels in a slow, gradual way. Asking questions that require too much selfdisclosure too early will only force sharing at a superficial level and may make participants
feel uncomfortable. Leaders should use this basic sequence to design a series of questions
for the group:

Sequencing Debrief Questions

1. What?

What happened
Relive the experience

Questions that deal with the factual
experiences of the trip. These are easy to
answer and help bring back basic memories
about the experience.

2. So What?

Why it happened
Getting to feelings of the
experience
Reflect on goals/FVC

Questions that ask why particular events were
important or had an impact. These questions
require greater self-disclosure and require
participants to think about their reactions to
the experience.

3. Now What?

Planning for the next
experience
Relate it back to the real world
personally and professionally

These questions require self-assessment and
ask that participants think about what comes
next after this experience and how they can
take what they have learned back to other
parts of their lives.

Sample Open Ended Debriefing Questions
What? – Examples of Level 1 Questions













What was one particularly memorable moment from today?
What has been the best part of the trip so far for you? Why?
What kinds of challenges do you feel were overcome by yourself and by the group today?
Give an image from today that you’d like to remember.
What was something new about Princeton that you learned today?
What word would you use to describe the day?
Why did you decide to come on Outdoor Action?
What are you looking forward to most at Princeton?
One interesting thing that I learned about someone else in the group was...
One thing I missed by coming on Outdoor Action was…
One thing I gained by coming on Outdoor Action was…
What has been the most important aspect of our week together?

So What? – Examples of Level 2 Questions











What is one significant thing the trip has done for you to help you prepare for the coming
year? Why is it significant?
What was something that made you stop and think? Why?
At college you can step out of the mold you may have created for yourself at home. Here you
have little past, only a future. Describe in a few words the real you.
Do you think that everyone else enjoyed today? How can you tell?
What was the most difficult thing about today? Why?
What is one aspect of the group that you thought worked particularly well today?
On this trip, have you experienced any event that resembles something from the past? How?
Has there been anything about the trip which you would like to have changed?
How do you feel about the trip thus far? How does it compare to your expectations?
What is something that has really been on your mind a lot lately (bothering you or making
you feel good)?
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Now What? – Examples of Level 3 Questions
 In a year, what do you most want to remember about these few days?
 Did you find that an experience on this trip changed the way in which you look at a
particular aspect of yourself, others, Princeton, etc? Explain.
 How have you grown as a person from these past few days?
 Were there any challenges that you feel you still need to work on? How would you work
towards them?
 Personal qualities I want to work on in myself are… because…
 What do you think you have learned about yourself from the group and individual
experiences of the trip?
 How do you think your experience differed from others’? How might your personal/family
life make your Princeton experience different than others?
 How did you overcome challenges on this trip? How can this help you overcome challenges
in your freshman year?
 How, if at all, did the week help ease your apprehension about heading into college life?
 Would you recommend this trip to a friend and why?

Strongly Recommended Simple Debriefs
Fears in a Hat
Hand out a slip of paper and pen to each group member. Have them anonymously write their
biggest fear about beginning at Princeton. You can also have them write their biggest hope for
college. Collect the papers and put them in a container. Read them aloud one by one and discuss
each fear/hope. It can be powerful to have frosh write their fears on the first night of the trip, keep
them for the week, and then read them toward the end of the trip to see how they might have
changed over the week of Frosh Trip. Add some comments of your own to “spike” the hat. This is
often a good way to move into your alcohol discussion. Before doing this activity, read through the
resources section of this manual so you have information easily available to assuage fears.
Highs and Lows/ Roses, Thorns, and Buds
Go around the circle with each group member saying their favorite thing about the day and their
toughest thing about the day. You can also go around the circle with different sorts of questions
other than highs and lows (“What were you most proud of today?” “What is one thing you learned
today?” etc.). “Buds” adds something you are looking forward to.
Bandana Activity
The bandana activity is a way to bring focus to the final debrief through an activity. Leaders should
carry the bandanas during the week and hand them out on the last night. On Thursday evening,
distribute the clean bandanas and the black markers.
1. Ask each group member to write their name on their bandana.
2. Ask each person to write one of their high point on the trip on their bandana.
3. Ask everyone to think about one important part of their full value contract that they want to
remember to help them in their first year of Princeton. Ask each person to write that on
their bandana.
4. Ask each person to write something they’ve learned on the trip about being in a diverse
community.
5. Ask each person to write one thing they can do to be more sustainable on campus

6. If you want, you can include the bandana as part of an activity like Fill My Cup.
Fill My Cup
Keep the bandannas and markers clean in a Ziploc in your pack for the duration of the week, and
bring them out on the last night. On each person’s bandanna, each group member writes something
positive about them (compliments, encouragements, in-jokes, etc.). How you structure this is up to
you: you can have a “bandanna station” while you set up camp and group members can take breaks
to write on the bandannas, or you can set up a rotation while sitting in a circle. Have someone read
each bandanna aloud: the frosh can read their own bandanna; leaders can read all the bandannas;
each person can choose another’s bandanna to read to make a chain, etc. Be creative!

Additional Debrief Ideas
Questions about Princeton I
Have frosh anonymously write down 2-3 questions they have about life at Princeton and collect
them. Read a few each night and answer them. Feel free to spike the pot if frosh don’t ask about an
issue you would like to discuss (like alcohol at Princeton).
Questions about Princeton II
Ask frosh this series of questions. Have them write their answers down anonymously, and then
leaders will read them aloud:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I chose Princeton because…
I most excited about Princeton because…
My greatest fear about my Princeton experience is…
How well do I think I am going to fit in (scale of 1-5)?
How much am I like other Princeton students (scale of 1-5)?
How smart am I compared to other Princeton students?

Letters to Self
Near the end of the trip, give an envelope, sheet of paper, and pen to each frosh. Have them choose a
quiet spot away from the group (but not too far from camp). Give them twenty minutes or so to
write a letter to themselves about how they feel about college now, goals they have for Princeton,
things they learned about themselves on this trip, etc. When they return to camp, have them seal
the letter and write their name on the front. Collect the letters and mail them to your frosh after a
semester or a year (Don’t forget!).
Finish the Story
Tell the group that they are going to talk about their experience for that day/the whole trip. The
trick is that they can only create the story of their day one word at a time, going around the circle to
each person. Choose a certain number of times around the circle to finish off the story. Someone can
write the story down as it is being told if desired.
ABC Debrief
Go around the circle and have each group member say their ABC’s for the day:
Affirmation: say something encouraging about the person to your right
Building block: say something you or the group needs to work more at in the future
Community thought: say something you want the whole group to hear.
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A Drop in the Bucket
This is better to do towards the end of the trip once group members are more comfortable with
each other. Have the group sit in a circle with a Nalgene full of water. Put an empty Nalgene in the
middle of the circle. This Nalgene can represent the group in general of the specific experience
being debriefed. One by one, either in order around the circle or as group members feel they have
something to say, they walk towards the center of the circle and add a bit of water from their
Nalgene into the empty Nalgene. As they do so, they share a way that they contribute to the group,
whether it’s a special skill, a type of attitude, etc. Continue until the Nalgene in the center is full.

Section 10: Beyond the Trip

ALCOHOL AT PRINCETON
Outdoor Action’s Alcohol Message
The history of OA’s work on alcohol and social life goes back to the senior thesis of Brian Wardwell
’98 who studied Frosh Trip and freshmen attitudes towards alcohol. Through Brian’s research we
learned that many freshmen arrive at Princeton with an inaccurate perception of social life and
alcohol. Because of this, we began to include discussions led by Leaders about campus social life
and alcohol on Frosh Trip.
One of Outdoor Action’s core beliefs is that students need to make their own informed choices about if,
when and how much they drink on campus. This is part of why we teach Challenge by Choice so that
freshmen feel empowered to make their own choices, not feel pushed into someone else’s choice for
them. As an Outdoor Action Leader your responsibility is to deliver this important message and to do
so in an open and unbiased way. You have made your own choices and may share them with your
frosh. You need to present your choices as part of a much broader spectrum of social choices. You
should neither glorify your choice nor denigrate it. By presenting people with the range of options,
we give them permission to make their own choices, rather than be pushed in one direction or
another.
As part of Outdoor Action’s protocols we require that all Leaders agree not to serve alcohol to
their freshmen at any planned group reunion or any situation or context during the fall
semester. We understand that many of these students have or will become your friends and that
you will be in many social situations with them where alcohol is present. At the same time you
should not be holding events for your freshmen where you are serving them alcohol and, if you are
at someone else’s party, you should find a way to excuse yourself from serving if it is one of your
frosh. Having leaders provide alcohol to frosh does incredible damage to the reputation of OA with
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the administration and ruins our efforts to gain additional University support for OA. You have to
think beyond yourself and think about the program.

Alcohol Survey
Since 1993 Princeton has participated in a nationwide study of alcohol use through the Core
Survey. Findings of the 2006 survey remain consistent with earlier studies. The key findings serve
as a snapshot of alcohol use at the University:







More than half of our students used alcohol before they entered the University. Another
twenty-five percent drank alcohol by the end of their first year. Fifty-seven percent of our
first-year students reported increased drinking after arriving here.
Forty-three percent of Princeton undergraduates reported binge drinking at least once in
the two weeks prior to the survey. Binge drinkers are defined as those who, over a specified
two-week period, have had at least five drinks in one sitting.
Nine percent of Princeton undergraduates reported patterns of alcohol use that suggest that
they are problem drinkers.
Ninety-eight percent of those in the study believed that the social atmosphere at this
University promotes alcohol use.

Binge Drinking








43% of Princeton undergrads report binge drinking at least once in the two weeks
prior to the survey.
98% of students believe that the social atmosphere on campus promotes alcohol use.
9% of all undergraduates report patterns of alcohol use that suggest that they are
potential problem drinkers.
Binge drinking is still more prevalent among men than among women.
Binge drinking is more prevalent among white students than students of color. For 1998, 52
percent of white students reported binge drinking; 32 percent of students of color reported
binge drinking.
Of the four classes, more freshmen report increasing their alcohol use over the past twelve
months.

Alcohol Survey Responses
These are the responses from the last Alcohol Core Survey by University Health Services (2006).
Students self-describe themselves as a(n):
2006

2004

2002

20.3%

20.3%

23.5%

Light Drinker

35.4%

35.4%

34.9%

Moderate Drinker

37.6%

37.6%

35.7%

Heavy Drinker

6.7%

6.7%

5.9%

Abstainer, nondrinker

Personal behaviors related to alcohol (in the past month)

‘In the past month, have you done any of the following?’









62.6% of students drank less than they might have otherwise because of schoolwork
61.6% of students worried about a friend drinking too much
56.1% of students started drinking before going out
42.3% of students planned to go out with a non-drinking friend
39.4% of students spent time taking care of someone who had too much to drink
33.2% of students picked a drink that would affect them more quickly
21.0% of students picked a drink that would affect them more slowly
14.4% of students skipped a meal to ‘save’ calories for alcohol

Behaviors resulting from one’s own drinking (in the past month)

‘In the past month, have you had any of the following happen to you because of your drinking?’









50.6% of students played drinking games
41.8% of students had a hangover
33.4% of students said something while drinking that they wish they had not said
28.4% of students had to be prompted to remember something they did
26.6% of students were ashamed of something they did while drinking
21.7% of students were unfocused in class
20.1% of students attended class unprepared
19.0% of students forgot what happened while they were drinking

Second-hand effects of drinking (in the past month)

‘In the past month, have any of the following happened to you because of someone else’s
drinking?’







53.3% of students experienced rude behavior
50.4% of students had their sleep interrupted
42.3% of students had their studying interrupted
37.9% of students found vomit in a common space like a bathroom or hallway
30.3% of students had to “baby-sit” someone who had been drinking
22.1% of students had someone make an unwelcome sexual advance

PRINCETON RESOURCES
This section is included for two reasons. First for you as a leader to have information about how to
support a frosh or co-leader and, second, to serve as background for a conversation on Frosh Trip.
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In addition to your alcohol talk, please have a talk about some of the resources that are
available for students on campus. Feel free to include additional resources in your conversation.

Eating Disorders at Princeton
In a 2004 survey of Princeton undergrads, over half of respondents reported feeling at least a little
overweight. Looking around the campus, you’ll notice that nowhere near half of Princeton students
are overweight. In fact, compared to the general population, residents of Princeton seem pretty
thin. Society emphasizes the importance of physical appearance for success, a goal most college
students strive for. Unfortunately, many of the qualities, such as perfectionism and self-discipline
that helped students receive admission to Princeton are also risk factors for the development of
eating disorders. Thus, while researchers estimate eating disorders affect 1-2% of the general
population, up to 30% of college students experience eating disorder symptoms during their
college years. The development of anorexia or bulimia is not simply the result of a desire to be thin,
but the manifestation of deeper emotional and psychological issues.
Although eating disorders affect people of all races, genders, sexualities, and socioeconomic
backgrounds, they predominantly arise in middle and upper class women. In fact, over 90% of
eating disorder patients are women, who are often smart, attractive, and successful. Men, especially
those involved in weight specific sports, dieting or bodybuilding, are also at risk of developing
disordered eating problems.
Eating Concerns Information






Studies show that 1 in 4 college women have some form of disordered eating.
80-90% of women at Princeton think about body image and weight
10-15% of women at Princeton have or have struggled with a serious eating disorder
Eating disorders in men are on the rise.
People with eating disorders are often very good at hiding their disorder. However, this is
difficult to do on Outdoor Action since everybody is together all the time. Our hope is that if
leaders are trained in how to recognize an eating disorder, they will be able to spot the
freshmen with disordered eating and will be able to help to get these freshmen help once
back on campus. Additionally, you are likely to be your freshmen’s first role model on
campus and may become someone that s/he will feel comfortable confiding in.

Resources on Campus:
Eating Concerns Advisors: Advisors act as liaisons between the students and the counseling
center. Advisor’s email addresses are listed on the counseling center’s website. They are not
trained as counselors, but can give advice and support about how to approach a friend who
may have an eating disorder. They can also help you to get in touch with the counseling center.

Eating Disorders Team at McCosh (609-258-3285): McCosh takes a team approach to
treating eating disorders and has counselors, nutritionists and physicians who work together
to treat students. The counselors can also counsel you in how to best help the frosh you are
concerned about. Counseling at McCosh is free and confidential.
Helping a Frosh with an Eating Disorder
It is unlikely that a frosh will have such a severe problem that it will put them in physical danger on
the trip. As there is not very much privacy on Outdoor Action trips, it will probably be easier to
confront a frosh you are worried about once back on campus. Confronting someone who you think

may have an eating disorder is never easy and there is no one “right” thing to say, but here are some
things that might be helpful:





Approach the person alone. It may be more comfortable to talk to the person with someone
else, but it will cause him/her to feel teamed up against.
Pick a time when both of you will have enough time to finish the conversation and when
both of you are calm.
If you or the person you are confronting becomes upset, it’s okay to end the conversation
and try again later.
Be honest and direct. Tell the person what you have observed that makes you feel
concerned. Focus on your concerns about the person’s health—not their physical
appearance.

Remember that if your frosh has an eating disorder, s/he probably had it for a long time before you
met him/her and it will probably be a long, slow recovery process. It is very likely that the person
you are confronting will deny having a problem. You can’t force anybody to get better. What you
can do is let the person know that you are concerned and that you are there for them if they ever do
want to talk.
Contact an Eating Concerns Advisor or counselor at McCosh for additional advice and support. Each
student gets 10 free hours of counseling--you can use these hours to discuss how to best help a
friend or frosh you are worried about. Additionally, the counselors can help you determine how
serious the situation is.

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender (LGBT) Resources.
LGBT Center Coordinator, Debbie Bazarsky, is located in Frist. She provides programming, support,
and advocacy for the LGBT campus community. 609.258.1353, bazarsky@princeton.edu.
Mission of LGBT Center: Princeton’s LGBT Center is by, for, and about lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, intersex, questioning, and ally members of the Princeton University community. LGBT
Center works to create a safe and supportive academic environment by providing educational
opportunities and advocating for the needs and concerns of LGBT students. The goal is to enhance
the campus community and to ensure the advancement of students’ academic pursuits by creating
an open and affirming environment void of homophobia, heterosexism, and gender bias.
Programs and services the LGBT center provides:
 Support and advocacy for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, questioning, queer, asexual
and ally members of the Princeton University community
 Educational, social, and supportive programming by, for, and about the LGBTQA community
 A safe and supportive place to discuss topics related to sexual orientation and gender
identity
 LGBT Center Resource Room and Library
 Referrals for all things LGBT-related, both on campus and off
 On-going training sessions and consultation about homophobia, transphobia, heterosexism,
and other LGBT issues and concerns
 Opportunities for dialogue and academic pursuits about LGBT topics
 A safe space to talk, listen, be supported, and most importantly to be you
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LGBT is the center for many campus organizations focusing on LGBT education, concerns, support,
and advocacy. It also hosts numerous confidential support and discussion groups. For students
who are questioning and coming out, they are a safe place to talk with others who may have shared
experiences. The groups are facilitated by University staff members and trained students who are
LGBT Peer Educators. There are groups focused on gender identity, coming out, asexuality, queer
students of color, LGBT athletes, and transgender topics. There a freshmen only group available.

Sexual Harassment
This section has been adapted from the SHARE brochure “Harassment Based on Sexual Orientation:
What You Should Know.”
You can report homophobia online at: www.princeton.edu/lgbt/homophobia_response.htm.
With Whom Can One Speak About Harassment?
The Sexual Harassment/Assault Advising, Resources and Education (SHARE) office is a victimcentered, confidential resource on campus for the Princeton University community. SHARE
provides crisis response, support, advocacy, information, and referral services to those who are
dealing with incidents of sexual misconduct including sexual harassment, sexual assault, stalking,
and relationship violence. SHARE collaborates with other Campus Life, Princeton University, and
community partners to develop, institute, and evaluate prevention and education programs in
order to enhance safety, strengthen the campus climate and prevent all forms of sexual misconduct
in our community. SHARE is located in McCosh. (609) 258-3310, share@princeton.edu
Ombuds
The Princeton University Ombuds Office is a neutral, confidential, independent and informal
resource where any member of the Princeton University community can discuss a complaint,
conflict, or problem. The Ombuds Officer listens, helps to bring forth a greater understanding of the
problem and possible solutions, looks for information applicable to the situation, and provides
coaching and training. The Ombuds Officer frequently acts as a mediator, facilitator, process design
consultant, and informal researcher when needed. (609) 258-1775 ombuds@princeton.edu
Associate Provost for Institutional Equity handles all forms of harassment 258-6110
How Does the University Define Sexual Harassment?
The University defines sexual harassment in its Rules Rights and Responsibilities as unwelcome
sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature
when:
 Submission to or rejection of such conduct is made implicitly or explicitly a term or
condition of instruction, employment, or participation in University activity.
 Submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as a basis for evaluation
in making academic or personal decisions affecting an individual.
 Such verbal or physical conduct has the effect of unreasonably interfering with an
individual’s work, academic performance, or living conditions by creating an intimidating,
hostile, or offensive environment.

The Women’s Center
The Women’s Center is a resource for student activism on gender-related issues. The center is
committed to fostering student leadership; facilitating mentorship between and among students,

staff, faculty and alumnae; and creating opportunities for discussion. The center is located in Frist.
womensctr@princeton.edu.

Other Resources
The McGraw Center for Teaching and Learning
The McGraw Center provides a variety of workshops for undergraduates on topics such as time
management, giving strong oral presentations, improving reading skills, and writing essays and
research papers. Additionally, students can schedule an appointment to talk about individualized
learning or study concerns. The McGraw Center also has an extensive library, including study skills
handbooks. It is located in Frist. (609) 258-2575, mcgraw@princeton.edu

The Writing Center
The Writing Center offers student writers free, one-on-one tutoring sessions with experienced
fellow writers trained to consult on assignments in any discipline. Fellows offer advice on the
writing process, from getting started to developing a thesis, structuring an argument, and revising a
draft. While the Writing Center is not a proofreading service, fellows can help students learn
strategies for improving sentences and checking mechanics. The Writing Center is located in Baker
Hall. (609) 258-2702 writing@princeton.edu

Mental Health Services
Counseling and Psychological Services (CPS) are available to all undergraduate and graduate
students at Princeton University through UHS. Psychologists, clinical social workers and
psychiatrists provide expert mental health care 24/7 to respond to urgent psychological and
psychiatric concerns. CPS provides: individual psychotherapy, group initiatives and programs,
couples counseling, psychiatric consultation, referrals for long-term treatments, after-hours
emergency services, educational workshops and training, and specialized interdisciplinary
treatment teams. Friends or others including roommates, family members, deans, faculty or
coaches who are concerned about the well-being of a student can contact CPS for consultation,
guidance and assistance.

Religious Life
Practical considerations with religious/observant students- There are a number of sensitive
issues that may arise when accommodating religious/observant students. Students may or may not
want to be identified with their religious label, and may want different levels of practical
accommodations. It is important to take your cues from the student. Talk to him/her privately
before the trip to find out what accommodations s/he may need. It is important to note that not
every student from the same religion will practice similarly: for example, two Jewish students may
follow different levels of Kosher rules, and two Muslim students may pray different numbers of
times per day.




Possible practical considerations include: food (Kosher/Halal/vegetarian), space and time
for prayer, observance of Holidays that may coincide with OA (ex. Ramadan, Rosh
Hashanah), modesty considerations (ex. separate tents for males and females), etc.
The most common faith traditions on Princeton’s campus (not in order): Christianity
(Catholic, Evangelical, Baptist, Presbyterian, Unitarian Universalist); Judaism (Hassidic,
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Orthodox, Conservative, Reform, Reconstructionist); Islam (Suni, Shia, Suffism, Ahmadiyya);
Hinduism; Sikhism; Buddhism; Jainism
Some students may consider themselves to be “religious” agnostics, atheists, or humanists
rather than members of defined religions.

Possible questions to facilitate discussion with Outdoor Action participants- One way to
facilitate discussions about religious diversity with a group of frosh may be to broach general
questions about identity, so if a religious student feels so inclined, s/he may discuss his/her
religious identity. Some suggested questions include:





What is your community like at home? What challenges or opportunities do you
expect/hope to encounter when leaving that environment?
Has anyone ever treated you differently because of a certain aspect of your identity? Is
there any part of your identity that you would like to present differently now that you’re
starting college?
(More direct)- Do you identify as religious/observant/spiritual? (And then you can insert
some sort of connected question to raise discussion, ex.: How does this identification affect
your experience with nature/ affect your academic experience/ shape your identity?)

What religious communities are on campus?
Princeton is home to 36 Religious groups, both student-run and chaplain-run. Religious groups on
campus provide spaces and venues for text study, prayer, social events, and more. There are also a
number of non-University-affiliated worship communities within walking distance of Princeton’s
campus. University-affiliated groups on campus include:
University Religious Resources
Office of Religious Life
University Chapel
Center for the Study of Religion
Department of Religion
Programs of the Office of Religious Life
Office of Hindu Life
Office of Muslim Life
Religious Life Council
Hallelujah!
Student Religious Organizations
Baha’I Club at Princeton University
Baptist Student Fellowship
Buddhist Students’ Group
Christian Science Organization
Hindu Satsangam
IMPACT
Jehovah’s Witnesses
Latter-day Saints Student Association
Muslim Students’ Association

Seventh-Day Adventists
Yavneh House
Campus Ministries
Aquinas Institute (Roman Catholic)
Athletes in Action
Baptist Student Fellowship
Center for Jewish life
Chabad
Christian Leadership Ministries
Episcopal Church at Princeton University
Faculty Commons
Lutheran Campus Ministry
Manna Christian Fellowship
Orthodox Christian Fellowship
Princeton Evangelical Fellowship
Princeton Graduate College Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship
Princeton Presbyterians (Westminster
Foundation)
Unitarian Universalist Campus Community
Wesley Foundation (Methodist)

What religious accommodation and resources are there on campus?
Princeton is committed to making every student feel comfortable and accommodated according to
his or her religious needs. There are many spaces available for religious worship, where every
student is welcome. For example, (this is definitely not an exhaustive list), there is a nondenominational chapel on campus, which is the third largest university chapel in the world. All
students are welcome to the religious services, or just to sit and think in the pews at any time.
Murray Dodge is home to the Office of Religious Life, the Office of Hindu Life, and the Office of
Muslim Life. There is a meditation/prayer room that any student may use on the top floor, and
there are really free cookies and tea in the Murray Dodge basement from 10pm-12am during the
week) The Center for Jewish Life is located on Washington Road, and houses a kosher dining hall.
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Section 11: Outdoor Action
Song Guide

Songs, just like games, can be a useful and fun addition to a trip. Whether used to get the group
warmed up on a chilly morning or to lighten the mood on the trail, songs should be a part of your
leader bag of tricks. Most of these songs represent relatively low interpersonal risk except for songs
that single out individuals such as Little Sally Walker. As for any activity, use your leader radar to
determine when the individual and group dynamics are appropriate for a particular song. Enjoy!

Old Nassau
Tune every heart and every voice,
bid every care withdraw;
Let all with one accord rejoice,
in praise of Old Nassau.
In praise of Old Nassau we sing,
Hurrah! hurrah! hurrah!
Our hearts will give while we shall live,
three cheers for Old Nassau.
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Go Bananas
(With Actions)
LEADER: Bananas of the world…UNITE!
LEADER: Bananas…SPLIT!
ALL: Peel bananas, peel peel bananas
Slice bananas…
Mash bananas…
Dice bananas…
Whip bananas…
Jump bananas…
GO BANANAS…

Penguin Song
(With Actions)
CHORUS
ALL: Have you ever seen a penguin come to tea?
Take a look at me, a penguin you will see
Penguins attention! Penguins begin! (Salute here)
Right Arm (Goofy penguin motion with right arm)
CHORUS
Right Arm
Left Arm
Right Leg
Left Leg
Nod Your Head
Turn Around
In the chorus at the end of the song, sing
“Penguins dismissed” instead of “Penguins begin.”
Singin’ in the Rain
(Singin’ in the Rain and Aroostasha are songs
patterned like the Penguin Song except they are call
and response songs)
CHORUS
ALL: I’m singin’ in the rain, just singin’ in the rain
What a glorious feeling, I’m hap-hap-happy again

(call and response)
LEADER: Thumbs up!
ALL: Thumbs up! (do motion)
CHORUS
Thumbs up! Elbows back!
Thumbs up! Elbows back! Knees together!
Toes together
Butt out
Head out
Spinning round
Tongue out
The Jellyfish
(Jellyfish should be yelled in an obnoxiously highpitched German accent to yield its full comedic
effect.)
CHORUS
ALL: The jellyfish, the jellyfish, the jellyfish
(while moving like a jellyfish).
LEADER: Feet together!!
ALL: Feet together!!
CHORUS
Arms together
Shoulders back
Chin up
Butt out
Tongue out
Flea, Fly
(Call and Response)
Flea!
Flea, fly!
Flea, fly, mosquito!
Ticks!
Calamine, calamine, calamine lotion/
Oh, no more calamine lotion!

Itchy itchy, scratchy scratchy, got one on my/
backy-acky.

LEADER: But I didn't buy no tennies
ALL: But I didn't buy no tennies

Ooey ooey, gooey gooey, wish he’d go away.
Quick, get the bug spray! I think he went/
thataway!
Pssssh! (bug repellant spraying motion)

CHORUS
(hands together above head)
ALL: I bought some boombas!
Some jiggly jiggly boombas!
Some jiggly jiggly boombas!

Repeat 3 times, getting progressively faster and
louder
Reese’s Peanut Butter Cup
ALL: Reeses Peanut Butter Cup,
Stick with us we'll cheer you up,
Bang bang choo-choo train
C'mon [NAME] do your thang
NAME: "I can't!"
ALL: "Why not?"
NAME: "I just can't"
ALL: “Why NOT?!”
NAME: "Because my back's too sore and my belt's
too tight, but my booty shakes from the left to the
right"
ALL: "Left, right, left right, left right"
Repeat
(Fun on the trail too!)
Three Short-Necked Buzzards
(All together, with motions)
Three short-necked buzzards, three short-necked
buzzards, three short-necked buzzards
Sitting in a dead tree
One flew aaaa-way! What aaaa shame! Darn!
Two short-necked buzzards….
One short-necked buzzard….
No short necked buzzards….
When one reeee-turned! Let us reeee-joice!
Hallelujah!
One short-necked buzzard…
Two short-necked buzzards….
Three short-necked buzzards….
Jiggly Boombas
(Call and Response)
LEADER: My mom gave me a penny
ALL: My mom gave me a penny
LEADER: So I could by some tennies
ALL: So I could by some tennies

My mom gave me a nickle,
So I could buy a pickle,
But I didn't buy no pickle
CHORUS
My mom gave me a dime,
So I could buy a lime,
But I didn't buy no lime
CHORUS
My mom gave me a quarter,
So I could buy some mortar?
But I didn't buy no mortar
CHORUS
My mom gave me a dollar,
So I could buy a collar,
But I didn't buy no collar
CHORUS
Princess Pat
(Call and Response, with actions. Some lines are
repeated in the song with the same actions.)
LEADER: The Princess Pat (Pose on one leg,
leaning forward with one arm in front and one arm
back)
ALL: The Princess Pat
Lived in a tree (salute)
She sailed across (wave motion in front of body
with one hand)
The seven seas (number 7 with your fingers, then
make a "C" with one hand)
She sailed across (wave motion)
The channel two (make a number 2 on one hand)
And took with her (throw a sack over your
shoulder)
A rig-a-bamboo! (trace a wavy figure in front of
you going down, bend knees as you go)
A rig-a-bamboo
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Now what is that? (shrug shoulders, hold out
hands)
It's something made (bang one fist on top of the
other)
By the Princess Pat
It's red and gold ("twirl" one arm down by your
hip)
And purple too (flip hands as if you were saying
"Oh my gosh!")
That's why it's called (cup hands in front of mouth,
shout in a high-pitched voice)
A rig-a-bamboo!
Now Captain Jack (salute)
And his mighty fine crew (run in place)
They sailed across
The channel two
But their ship did sank (plug nose, one hand over
head and waving as you bend knees)
And yours will too (point to others in the circle)
Unless you have
A rig-a-bamboo!
A rig-a-bamboo
Now what is that?
It's something made
By the Princess Pat
It's red and gold
And purple too
That's why it's called
A rig-a-bamboo!
A rig-a-bamboo! (slow and soulful)
Sally Walker
One person is Sally Walker who walks around the
inside of the circle while the group sings:
Little Sally Walker walkin’ down the street.
She didn’t know what to do so she stopped in
front of me.
Sally Walker then stops in front of someone and
does a dance while the group sings…
Hey girl, do that thing do that thing and switch!
(the person Sally danced to now switches places
with Sally and repeats the dance move while the
groups repeats the Hey Girl…section)
The new Sally now walks on the inside of the circle
and the song repeats.
The Birdie Song
(Try waking up your group with this one…or not)
Way up in the sky

The little birds fly
Way down in the nest
The little birds rest
With a wing on the left and a wing on the right
The little bird sleeps all through the night
Shhh! THEY’RE SLEEPING!!!
The bright sun comes up
The dew falls a-away
Good morning! Good Morning! The little birds say.
Da Moose
(Call and Response, with actions)
(all with Jamaican accent)
Refrain:
Da Moose Da Moooose
Swimmin’ in de wata
Eatin’ his suppa
Where did he go?
(whisper) He went to sleep
Whisper (refrain)
(shout) He went outside
(shout refrain)
(crying) We don’t know.
No swimming in de wata
No Eatin’ his suppa
Where did he go?
(normal)
He decomposed
Alice
(Call and Response, with actions)
Aaaalice!
Where are you going?
Up the stairs.
To take a bath
Aaaalice!
Shampooed her hair
And pulledthe plug.
Oh my goodness! Oh my soul!
Alice went right down the hole.
To the sewer! To the sewer!
Alice went to Mike’s Junior High School.
Mike’s Junior High School?!
The best junior high in Toledo!
The colors are purple and white
The purple’s for the royalty, the white is for the
fight fight fight!
For Mike’s Junior High I would die!

Funky Chicken
(Call and Response, with actions)
LEADER: Let me see your funky chicken.
EVERYONE: What’s that you say?
LEADER: I said let me see your funky chicken.
EVERYONE: What’s that you say?
(everyone)
I said ooh ahh funky chicken
ooh ahh one more time
ooh ahh funky chicken
ooh ahh get back in line!
Verses:
Funky chicken
Frankenstein
Ballerina
Sumo wrestler
Cleopatra
John Travolta
Tree
Elevator
PeeWee Herman
OA Mambo
(call and response)
Chorus:
I said hey hey!
I said ho ho!
I said come on down and do the OA mambo
(everyone together: clapping, slapping, stomping,
clap hey! pattern)
Verses
That was fun, let’s do part one.
That was cool, let’s do part two.
Skin your knee, let’s do part three.
On the floor, let’s do part four.
Kick the beehive, let’s do part five.
Join the mix, let’s do part six.
Howdy Kevin, let’s do part seven.
It’s your fate, let’s do part eight.
Just in time, let’s do part nine.
That’s the end, let’s do part ten.
Buffalo Song
(Call and Response, with actions)
Big big buffalo comin’ round the mountain
Far, far away
Big big buffalo comin’ round the mountain
Far, far away

Far, far away whoop whoop de doo
Far, far away whoop whoop de doo
Big big buffalo comin’ round the mountain
Far, far away
(in an extremely high pitched voice)
Itty bitty buffalo…
(in an extremely low pitched/deep voice)
Wumbo jumbo buffalo…
(At the very end, everyone bends over and makes
buffalo horns while screaming buffalo buffalo
buffalo and charging ahead.)

Trail Songs
The Moose Song
(Call and Response)
LEADER: There was a great big moose
ALL: There was a great big moose
LEADER: He liked to drink a lot of juice
ALL: He liked to drink a lot of juice (x2)
CHORUS
LEADER: Way-o, way-o!
ALL: Way-o, way-o!
LEADER: Way-o, way-o, way-o, way-o
ALL: Way-o, way-o, way-o, way-o (x2)
The moose’s name was Fred
He liked to drink his juice in bed
CHORUS
He drank his juice with care
But he spilled some in his hair
CHORUS
Now he’s a sticky moose
He’s a moose-a-full-a-JUICE! [high-pitched]
CHORUS
Little Hunk of Tin
I’m a little hunk of tin
Nobody knows what shape I’m in
I’ve got four wheels and a running board
I’m a Chevy, not a Ford
CHORUS
Honk honk, rattle rattle rattle
Crash, beep beep
Honk honk, rattle rattle rattle
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Crash, beep beep
I’m a little hunk of tin
Nobody knows what shape I’m in
I’ve got three wheels and a running board
I’m a Chevy, not a Ford.

The Ants Go Marching One by One
The ants go marching one by one, hurrah, hurrah
The ants go marching one by one, hurrah, hurrah
The ants go marching one by one,
The little one stops to suck his thumb
And they all go marching down to the ground
To get out of the rain, BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!

CHORUS
Continue the count down from 4 wheels and a
running board until…
I’m a little hunk of tin
Nobody knows what shape I’m in
I’ve got no wheels and no running board
I’m a Chevy, not a Ford

The ants go marching two by two….
The little one stops to tie his shoe….
The ants go marching three by three….
The little one stops to climb a tree….
The ants go marching four by four….
The little one stops to shut the door….

CHORUS

The ants go marching five by five….
The little one stops to take a dive….

There’s a Hole in My Bucket
HENRY: There's a hole in my bucket, dear Liza,
dear Liza, There's a hole in my bucket, dear Liza, a
hole.
LIZA: Well fix it dear Henry, dear Henry, dear
Henry, well fix it dear Henry, dear Henry, fix it

The ants go marching six by six….
The little one stops to pick up sticks….

With what shall I fix it…?
With straw….
But the straw is too long….
Then cut it…..
With what shall I cut it…?
With a knife….
But the knife is too blunt….
Well sharpen it….
With what shall I sharpen it…?
With a stone….
But the stone is too dry….
Then wet it….
With what shall I wet it….?
With the water….
But where shall I get it…?
In the well….
With what shall I fetch it…?
With the bucket….

The ants go marching seven by seven….
The little one stops to pray to heaven….
The ants go marching eight by eight….
The little one stops to shut the gate….
The ants go marching nine by nine….
The little one stops to check the time….
The ants go marching ten by ten….
The little one stops to say "THE END!"
The Bear Song
(Call and response)
LEADER: The other day
ALL: The other day
LEADER: I met a bear
ALL:I met a bear
LEADER: A great big bear
ALL: A great big bear
LEADER: A way up there!
ALL: A way up there!
ALL: The other day I met a bear, a great big bear a
way up there!
He looked at me
I looked at him
He sized up me
I sized up him
He said to me,

"Why don't you run?
I see you ain’t
Got any gun!"

The bog down in the valley-oh,
Hi, ho, the rattlin' bog,
The bog down in the valley-oh,

And so I ran
Away from there
And right behind
Me was that bear

Now, on this tree,
There was a branch….

Ahead of me
I saw a tree
A great big tree
Oh, golly gee!
The lowest branch
Was ten feet up
I’d have to jump
And trust my luck
The lowest branch was ten feet up,
I had to jump and trust my luck.
And so I jumped
Into the air
But I missed that branch
On the way up there
Now don't you fret
And don't you frown
I caught that branch
On the way back down
That's all there is
There ain't no more
Until I meet
That bear once more
Rattlin’ Bog
(Call and Response)
LEADER: Now, in this bog,
ALL: Now, in this bog.
LEADER: There was a tree,
ALL: There was a tree.
LEADER: A rare tree,
ALL: A rare tree,
LEADER: A rattlin’ tree
ALL: A rattlin’ tree
LEADER: The tree in the bog
ALL: The tree in the bog
LEADER: And the bog down in the valley-oh!
ALL: And the bog down in the valley-oh!
CHORUS
Hi, ho, the rattlin’ bog,

Now, on this branch,
There was a limb….
Now on this limb,
There was a twig….
On this twig,
There was a nest….
Now in this nest,
There was an egg….
Now in this egg,
There was a bird….
Now on this bird,
There was a feather….
Now on this feather,
There was a flea….
Now on this flea,
There was a mite….
Now on this mite,
There was a…. (fill in your own and continue)
Herman the Worm
CHORUS:
As I was sittin’, on my fence post chewin’ my
bubble gum(Chomp! Chomp! Chomp! Chomp!)
Playin’ my yo-yo, (Do Whop! Do Whop!)
Along came Herman the worm
And he was this big (make motion with hands)
So I said: “Herman, what happened?!?”
And he said:
Duh, I ate a bug …CHORUS
Duh, I ate a snake …CHORUS
Duh, I ate a rabbit …CHORUS
Duh, I ate a dog …CHORUS
Duh, I ate a cow…CHORUS
Duh, I burped!

BOOM-CHICKA-BOOM
I said a BOOM-chicka-Boom
I said a BOOM-chicka-BOOM
I said a Boom-chicka-Rocka-chicka-Rocka11-7

chicka-BOOM
UH HUHHHHH
OH YEAH
One more time now
Astronaut style...
I said a BLAST-me-to-the-Moon
I said a BLAST-me-to-the-MOON
I said a Blast-me-shoot-me-blast-me-shootme-BLAST-me-the-moon
UH HUHHHHH
OH YEAH
One more time now
Janitor style...
I said a BROOM-sweepa-Broom
I said a BROOM-sweepa-BROOM
I said a BROOM-sweepa-Mopa-sweepa-mopasweepa-BROOM
UH HUHHHHH
OH YEAH
One more time now
Flower style
I said a bloom chicka bloom
I said a bloom chicka bloom
I said a bloom chicka blossom smell the
flowers chicka bloom
UH HUHHHHH
OH YEAH
One more time now
Surfer style
I said a dude chicka dude
I said a dude chicka dude
I said a dude chicka wipe out chicka WHOA
chicka dude
UH HUHHHHH
OH YEAH
One more time now
Conservation Style
I said a tree hug a tree
I said a tree hug a tree
I said save the whales, save the gas, save the
water, hug a tree
UH HUHHHHH
OH YEAH
One more time now
Taco bell style

I said a bean chicka bean
I said a bean chicka bean
I said a bean and cheese burrito and a nacho
supreme.
UH HUHHHHH
OH YEAH
One more time now
Arnold Schwartzenegger style
(In an obnoxious Arnold accent)
I said a BOOM-chicka-boom
I said a BOOM-chicka-BOOM
I said a boom check out my biceps, check out
my triceps, give me some ROOM
(It is important that you flex to show off your
biceps and triceps with appropriate timing
when saying this last line)
No more times now
We're done

Section 12: Outdoor
Action Games Guide

Games are one of the greatest tools a leader has to monitor and change group dynamics. At
almost every stage of group process, there is a game that can push the group forward in the
right direction. Games can be used to establish trust, help people get to know each other,
and keep a group’s spirits up after a long, hard day. However, used improperly, games can
wind up isolating members of the group and undoing progress the group had made. It’s
important to keep in mind the interpersonal risk involved in these games, and use only those
that are appropriate for a given stage of group development. As such, this guide has been
structured so that games that are generally used earlier in a group’s development are found
earlier in the guide:
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General Games Guidelines
1. Use games appropriate to the maturity level the group has reached. If you push too much
with games before the group has developed an identity, you may turn some people off.
2. Safety comes first! Anytime people are off the ground, they should be spotted at all
times. It is too easy for someone to fall and hurt themselves, which could ruin the rest of the
trip for them. Also, be aware if things start to get too out of hand; this can often lead to an
accidental injury. Slow down the activity or stop it before something happens. Any unsafe
practices such as hanging upside down, diving headfirst, throwing people, or
overstraining must be stopped.
3. Consider things such as the weather, terrain, and physical condition of the group to
decide the type of game and the necessary safety precautions.

GAMES
Name Games
Name games are exactly what they sound like – good ways to learn everyone’s name. Name
games are best used when your group first gather’s together.
The Name Game
Each member of the group must invent some action to go with their name (a graceful bow,
somersault etc.). Each person says their name and demonstrates their action, and then says
the name and performs the action of the others in the circle. This continues around the
circle until each member has “performed” everyone else's name and action.
Variation: Have a sound to go with the action
Variation: Add a word that alliterates with the name (such as “Allison the Alligator”)
Variation: Include some sort of historical background about your name
Bumpity-Bump-Bump-Bump
After learning everyone’s name, form a circle with one person in the center. The person in
the center (the “challenger”) chooses another person on the edge of the circle (the
“defender”) and says either “you”, “me”, “left” or “right”, which correspond to the defender,
the challenger, and the person to the defender’s left and right, respectively. The defender
then has to say the name of the person the command refers to during the time it takes the
challenger to say “bumpity-bump-bump-bump”. If unable to do so, the defender switches
positions with the challenger.
Variation: For more of a challenge, decrease the number of “bump's" or make the
commands correspond to something different (for example, “you” actually means “right”)
Name Face-Off
After learning everyone’s name, divide into two teams. Have each team secretly choose one
person to “face-off.” That person closes his/her eyes and is guided by his/her team until
back to back with their opponent. At a given command, the two turn around and the first
one to correctly say the other’s name wins.
Variation: Have one team “steal” the other team’s participant if they correctly guess the
name.
Name Tag
One person is chosen as the pursuer and one the pursued. Everyone else pairs up and links
elbows with his/her partner. When the game begins, the pursuer tries to catch the pursued
(like tag). The pursued can only be safe when he/she links elbows with one of the people in
a pair and calls out the other person's name in that pair. The person whose name was called
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then becomes the pursued and the game continues. If the pursuer tags the pursued, he/she
then becomes the pursued and grabs someone's hand.
Variation: Stork & Bear Tag – the pursuer acts like a bear (both motion and sound) and the
pursued like a stork. When the pursued locks elbows with a person, no name is needed, the
other person just breaks off and goes.

Introductory Games
Introductory games are great for stimulating conversation and getting to know the other
members of the group. While generally used immediately after name games, they can
potentially be used later in the trip, depending upon circumstances.
Commonalties
Ask the group to arrange themselves into clusters of 2s, 3s, 6s, or whatever suits the mood.
Give each group a piece of paper and pen. The task is to generate a list of things that are
common to all the people in the cluster but which you could not identify by looking at them.
Examples that you can see, and hence don't count: Wear glasses, have brown hair, have blue
eyes, etc. Ask people to come up with a specific number of commonalties or as many as they
can in a couple of minutes. Some examples:
1.
2.
3.
4.

speak a foreign language
have the same number of brothers and/or sisters
traveled to a certain country
have the same letter starting their last names, etc.

All My Neighbors - This game is a way to get to know little facts about each person. Its
structure is based on that of Musical Chairs: the group sits in a circle with one place fewer
than there are people. The left-over person stands in
the middle and calls out “To all my neighbors who________”, filling in a characteristic (such as
“have blue eyes”, “like lima beans”, “know how to scuba dive”, etc.) which is true for
himself/herself. Everyone for whom the characteristic applies must stand up and run to
another place in the circle. Whoever doesn't get a spot to sit becomes the caller in the
middle.
Introductions
Divide into pairs and allow people to talk to each other for five minutes or so. After that,
reconvene and have the pairs introduce each other to the rest of the group. Have them find
out such information as where the person is from, what he/she likes to do, what kind of ice
cream he/she likes, if he/she has any cool scars or tattoos, etc.
M&M's/Toilet Paper
The leader passes either M&M's or toilet paper around the group and tells everyone to take
as much as they want. Then, going around the circle, each person must tell as many facts
about himself as M&M's or pieces of toilet paper s/he took.
Two Truths and a Lie
Someone tells three stories or facts about himself/herself, two of which are true and one a
lie. The other players must each guess which one is the lie.

Team-Building Games
Good team-building games are ones that focus on communication and cooperation, often by
giving the team a task to perform that requires a creative solution. Generally at this stage
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games require only a very minimal amount of trust. Be aware of participant comfort levels
regarding personal space when selecting these games. Remember that Frosh may have
religious or personal experiences that may make them uncomfortable with some forms of
contact.
Human Knot
Stand the group in a circle. Have everyone put their right hand in the center of the circle
with the thumb up. Then everyone should reach in with their left hand and grab someone
else’s right thumb. Make sure that right hands are attached to left hands and make sure that
two people don’t have both of each other’s hands. Send a pulse around the group to make
sure that everyone is connected (if not, exchange a few hands to connect everyone). Then
try to unscramble the knot back into a circle. This is another great game to do at the very
beginning of a trip to get people to “unwind.” The knot should untangle unless you have an
overhand knot (which cannot be undone, except by creative reconnecting).
Circle Sit
Have the group stand in a circle facing in, and then have everyone turn 90 degrees to the
same side so that they are facing the back of the person in front of them. Tighten up the
circle and have the group all sit at once so that each person sits on the lap of the person
behind.
Variation: Once sitting, try to get the group to move the circle around by having everyone
lift the same foot and shuffle it forward, then move the other foot and “walk.” Then have the
group stand back up simultaneously.
Group Stand Up
Sit the group in a tight circle with their backs to the center and have them link arms and
then try to stand up as a group. You can start with only part of the group then slowly add
more and more people.
Poem/Story
One person starts off by making up the beginning of a poem or a story. Each person in the
group has the option of adding a word or a line or several sentences to the poem or story.
Go around the group several times until you have a literary masterpiece.
Variation: Have each person say a word until you make an entire sentence.
Note: Can be used later in the day as the group gets started as sort of an impromptu roll-call
Circle Stand
Draw a circle 1 foot in diameter on the ground (or make one with rope). The entire group
must stay within the circle for one minute.
Count to 10
The group counts to 10 without talking to each other. If two people say a number at the
same time, the group must begin again. Count to 20 to increase the challenge.
Touch My Can
A small object such as a can or a water bottle is needed for this game. A challenge is
presented to the group: The object must be positioned in such a way that every person is
touching it with some part of the body except one person, who must touch it with her/his
nose. In addition, no person can be touching any other person. Solutions are often creative
and entertaining!
Helium Stick
Take a stick or tent pole and have everyone stand on either side supporting it with their
index fingers as a leader applies downward pressure (without their realizing it). The goal is
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for all group members to maintain contact with the pole after the leader lets go and lower it
close enough to the ground for all pinky fingers to touch. No the stick is not really full of
helium. And yes, gravity does still exist!
Turning Over a New Leaf
Have everyone stand on a ground tarp and turn it over without touching the ground. Keep
folding the tarp and ask the group how many folds they think they can do and still turn it
over. This can be really frustrating and groups often fail. Keep an eye out for frustration
levels.
Variation: as with Touch My Can, have everyone's feet touch the tarp. Fold it and ask the
group how many folds they think they can make. Often the group will surpass its
predictions as people come up with creative solutions.
Trust Walk
Have the group line up holding hands. One person at one end is the leader. The rest of the
group closes their eyes (or is blindfolded) and the leader leads them over, under, around
and through various obstacles. The leader must guide the person directly behind him/her
by vocal and/or tactile directions and that person must do the same to the “blind” person
behind him/her and on down the line. This can also be done in pairs. It is an interesting way
to let people explore an environment (trees, bark, leaves, wet moss etc.) Be careful of people
falling, glass etc.
Tie-em-up!
Tie the group together and have them complete a task such as breaking down camp or
setting up the tarps.

Trail Games
You’ve been on the trail for a while now, and your frosh are starting to get bored. Perhaps
some of them are draggin and need a good pick-me-up. These anytime games are designed
to fill up the time and take your frosh’s minds off their worries, and can be used on, or off,
the trail. Remember to keep in mind your freshmen’s strengths and weaknesses – for
example, an international student who is “out of touch” with American pop-culture might
be frustrated by Botticelli. Also note that games in which people move to the back of the
line such as Big Booty or Concentration are good for subtly randomizing hiking order.
Concentration
The group picks a category (such as fruits, candy bars, board games, movie stars, etc.)and
then starts a rhythm by slapping the knees twice, clapping twice, and then snapping twice.
One person starts by naming an item in that category (e.g. apple) and the turn continues
down the line with each person naming a different fruit, without breaking the rhythm of the
chant. If someone cannot think of a fruit in time she/he has to move to the back of the line.
Botticelli
One person thinks of a well-known character (living or dead, historical or fictional, human
or personified animal, etc.) and tells the group the first letter of the character's last name.
The group then tries to guess the character, but can only ask questions with “yes” or “no” as
an answer. The trick is, however, that they can only ask questions after they've earned
them. In order to stump the original player, someone must give a clue about another
character whose last name starts with the same letter. For example, if the letter is “C” and
the original character “Tom Cruise”, a player could ask “Are you a former U.S. President?” If
the original player can think of someone who fits the description (saying, for example “No,
I'm not Calvin Coolidge,” or “No, I'm not Jimmy Carter), regardless of whether it's the SAME
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person the stumper had in mind, he/she has escaped a question. If he/she is truly stumped,
however, the stumper can then proceed to ask a yes/no question about the original
character until someone in the group guesses who it is. However, someone else in the group
must be able to answer the question that stumped Botticelli in order for the group to earn a
yes or no question.
Big Booty
Each position in the line has a corresponding name. The leader is big booty, then little
booty, then #1, #2, etc. After each person says their name, the game begins with a chorus of
“Ah, Big Booty, Big Booty, Big Booty, Ah Yeah, Big Booty.” Big Booty begins the round and
passes the command to another person by saying his own title and the title of another
person with the beat (e.g. “Big Booty Number One”). The round ends when someone
misspeaks or speaks out of beat. Note that sound does take time to travel.
Variation: People who have the command can call their own names, as long as they pass
eventually and stay on beat (e.g. (Number Three/Number Three) (Number Three/Number
Seven) works, but (Number Three/Number Three) (Number Seven) does not)
GHOST
The person at the front of the line says a letter of the alphabet out loud. One by one, players
add letters until a word has been spelled. The person who said the last letter of any word
loses, and obtains a letter in the word “ghost” (so the first time someone loses, she/he has a
“G”, the second time a “GH”, etc. until the whole word has been spelled, at which point
she/he is out of the game). If someone questions another's letter choice, he/she can
challenge the other player. If the challenged player has a word in mind, the challenger loses
(and takes a letter in the word “ghost”). If no valid word can be given, the challenged loses
(and must take a letter). Words must have more than three letters and cannot be proper
nouns.
UGH!
Hikers look for trash by the side of the trail. If someone spots a piece, s/he says “Ugh” and
the person in front of him/her has to pack out the trash, losing for not having seen it first.
Tune That Name
One team starts with a word, i.e. world or red, then another team comes up with a song lyric
containing that word, (“It's the end of the world as we know it,” or “Lady in Red, is dancing
with me”) then the next team goes by using a word other than the original from the other
team’s song lyric.
Variation: Name a song, movie or book, then have the next person name a song, movie, or
book whose first letter is the previous one’s last letter.

Camp Games
After a hard day of hiking, or for a nice break for lunch, what better than a game to set the
spirit? A number of these games focus on making the group laugh until they forget their
troubles. Others are more competitive, and still others are good games to warm-up for a
long day on the trail. These games can also be used to help keep frosh hydrated. Instead of
being “out” when a person makes a mistake, they drink some of their water.
A What?
Sit in a circle facing the center. One person starts the game by taking an object, turning to
the person on his right and saying “this is a _______.” That person then turns and responds,
“A What?” The first person says, “A _______.” Then the second person says, “Oh, a _______.” The
second person turns to the third person and the entire exchange repeats until it has worked
all the way around the circle. Once people have the hang of it you can confuse everyone by
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calling the object some other name (for example pass a rock and call it a fish) and/or by
starting another object going in the opposite direction from the first object. To make it even
harder, play with an object for each person at the same time.
Variation: “Wanna buy a <noun>?” “A what?” “A <same noun>“ “Does it <related action>?”
then pass it down the line with a separate noun and action pair, passing back up a “yes, it
<action>
Copy Cat
Ask your group to form a circle. During your explanation of the rules, ask each person to
choose someone in the circle to be their leader but not to tell anyone who their leader is.
Explain that once the activity starts, if the person you chose as a leader moves or changes
position in any way, you must do exactly as she does. Whenever she moves, you mirror her.
Ask that people try to watch their leaders without staring directly at them so that leaders
won't know who (if anyone) is following them.
After explaining and asking for questions, check to be certain that everyone has a leader
chosen. Before beginning, have people close their eyes and get in a comfortable pose. As
soon as everyone opens their eyes on your command, they should change their pose to
duplicate that of their leader.
Once people open their eyes, patterns of movement begin to ripple around the circle.
Sometimes this activity will last for several minutes, sometimes it will seem frenzied—at
other times quiet. The end result is usually everyone in the same pose, though sometimes
you get two or three groups of people doing different poses.
Stork & Bear Tag
See Name Tag in Name Games.
Killer (or Assassins)
The Outdoor Action leader should explain the rules of the game and then when everyone’s
eyes are closed they should pick a “Killer” by tapping the person on the head. (If the leaders
want to play, slips of paper can be passed around and the one with the X is the Killer). The
Killer kills by winking at the victim. The victim t must see the wink in order to be killed and
must wait for 5 seconds after the blink before “dying”. (Be melodramatic!) Once killed you
become a spectator. The survivors must try to figure out the identity of the Killer before
they are killed. If someone has a suspicion one can announce, “I have an accusation.” Unless
someone else says, “I second the accusation,” the game continues. If someone does second
the accusation, the two accusers count to three and then each point to the person each one
suspects. (Without conferences, gestures, etc. before pointing.) If they both point to a person
who is innocent or if they both point to different suspects, (even if one of the suspects is the
Killer), they are both dead because of poor detective work. If both point to the Killer, s/he
must confess and the game is over.
Knee Tag
Basically, if someone touches one of your knees, you have to put your hand on it. Once
someone has touched both knees, you can’t move, but can reach out if someone comes
nearby. The object of the game is to tag everyone else’s knees without being tagged
yourself.
Texas Shoot ‘Em/007
Stand in a circle. This game involves a rhythm…it might be helpful to begin by having
people pat their knees twice then clap in unison. To begin the game, replace the clap with
one of three gestures. To “shield” place your hands across your chest. To “load”, keep your
elbows at your sides and point two fingers of each hand in the air. To “shoot”, point two
fingers of each hand at one person. You can only shoot if you have a bullet in your gun
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(which you get by loading). Bullets can be built up. If you shoot someone who is not
shielding (that is, they are either loading or shooting), then they are out of the circle. Play
continues until you have a winner.
Variation: Increase the pace slowly as you play.
Variation: 10 bullets is a “bazooka” which makes a person out even if they shield
Red Handed
The group forms a circle facing in and one person, who is selected to be IT, stands in the
center. The IT person closes his/her eyes while the other players pass some small object
(e.g. a pebble) from person to person in the circle. The sneakiest pass is to hold the pebble
in one fist, palm down, and drop it into the palm-up hand of the next person in the circle.
After the object has begun to make the rounds IT opens his/her eyes, searching for the
object. If IT suspects someone s/he taps that person on one of the person’s hands. If the
suspect is empty-handed, the game continues with IT searching. If the person has the
object, that person becomes the new IT and the old IT joins the circle.
Lightning Tap
Everyone sits or lies on their stomachs facing into the middle of a circle, with hands
interlinked and placed palm-down on the ground (so that a person's right hand is to the
right of her/his neighbor's left hand and left hand to the left of her/his neighbor's right
hand). Somebody starts by slapping one hand onto the ground and the lightning tap travels
around the circle with hands slapping the ground in order one at a time. If somebody slaps
the ground twice, the lightning tap changes directions. If someone puts a fist down instead
of a slap, the lightning tap skips a person. Whenever a hand misses a turn or slaps at the
wrong time, that hand must be removed from the middle of the circle until only two hands
remain.
Yee-Ha!
In a circle, one person begins by swinging his fist across his chest and yelling “Yee-Ha!!!”
Play continues around the circle in the direction his arm swings. To change directions, upon
a player’s turn they may either put their arms above their head so their fingertips touch and
say “Hay Barn” or put their fists to their hips and say “Stern as a Mule.” The word
“pitchfork” during a player’s combined with a motion like pitching hay skips the next player
in line. “Ford Angular Gear Box” during a player’s turn requires that every player say “1-23-4” while pretending to shift gears. After shifting, the current player points to someone
with both hands and says “Get along, little doggie” and play continues with that player,
going in the direction of that player’s choice.
Moose
The group stands in a circle with one person starting as the moose, holding up both hands
above his/her ears in a simulation of antlers. The people on either side of the moose each
hold up the hand nearest to the moose, forming additional antlers. The moose is in control
and can pass the “moose” to another person by either dropping one antler, becoming an
auxiliary 'rack' (since the person to the side on which the old moose's one hand now
remains raised becomes the new moose and must raise both hands), or by pointing at
another person, in which case that person raises his/her hands and the people on either
side of the new moose become the new extra antlers. If someone misses the cue from the
moose and moves too slowly, or messes up in any other way, s/he is out. New motions can
be added (such as an elephant. with the middle person using an arm as a trunk and the side
two making a “c” with their arms for ears, a rabbit with the middle person putting hands
above the head for ears and the side two thumping feet, a cow with the middle person
chewing cud and the side two pretending to milk the udder, a Viking with the middle
person using hands for horns and the side two paddling the boat next to him/her, etc.).
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Conan the Barbarian
Another warm-up: everyone stands in a circle, and one person, the Conan, begins the game.
Everyone pretends to hold a gun. When the Conan points to someone, that person lifts his
gun in the air and yells, “Hieeeee!” while the people on either side point their guns at that
person. If the middle person or either side person forgets to shoot, he is out. The middle
person becomes the next Conan...
Giants, Wizards, Elves
Form two teams. Each team decides whether to be giants, wizards or elves. Then the two
teams face-off and on the count of three, yell what they are. Elves trick wizards. Wizards
enchant giants. Giants crush elves. The 'winning' team then chases the other team back past
an established line. Anyone who is tagged joins the 'winning' team until all participants are
on one team. Great for getting warmed up and increasing energy levels.
“Honey, Do You Love Me?”
In this game, the goal is to make people smile. Everyone sits or stands in a circle with one
person in the middle. The person in the middle approaches different people in the circle
and pleads “Honey, if you love me, won’t you please please smile!”, hamming it up as much
as possible (anything is permitted except actually touching the other person). The other
person must respond “Baby, I love you, but I just can't smile” without laughing.
Variation: etables – Participants sit or stand in a circle and say the name of a vegetable.
Afterwards, participants are instructed to put their lips over their teeth. Play begins with
any one player who states his/her vegetable name and the vegetable of the player he is
passing the turn to, in the form “broccoli to cauliflower.” If players are unable to keep their
lips over their teeth at any point during the game (even when speaking or laughing), they
must sit out for the remainder of the game.
Variation: Snort – Participants pass snorts instead of vegetable names, with the object
being not to laugh.

Thumper
Everyone stands or sits in a circle. Each person picks a motion or noise by which she/he
will be known (such as tugging an ear, patting a head, making a peace sign, etc) and shares
it with the rest of the group. Everyone begins slapping her/his knees and the first person to
start does a call and response with the rest of the group: “What's the name of the game?”,
“Thumper!”, “Why do we play?”, “To get...hydrated!” The first person then does her/his own
sign followed by that of another person, both in rhythm with the knee-slapping. That
person must in turn do her/his own sign and then that of another person (thereby passing
the command on to the next person), etc. If someone makes a mistake, she/he must eat or
drink.
Screaming Toes
Everyone stands in a tight circle, looks up and then looks down at someone else's feet. On
the count of three, look up directly at someone else’s face. If anyone makes eye contact, they
must scream and both are out.
Variation: In larger groups, make two or three small circles. When you make eye contact,
scream and run to the next circle.
“Ha-Ha”
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This game can be played in a circle or in a line. Each person lies on her/his back with
his/her head on someone else's stomach, forming a chain. The person on the bottom (or
anyone, if it's a circle) starts by saying “Ha” once. The person lying on this person's stomach
says “ha ha.” Each person in turn adds one more “ha” to her/his fake laugh, until real
laughter makes it impossible to proceed. At this point, the “ha”-ing starts again with one,
and the group tries to reach a higher number of “ha's.
Mafia
There are many variations, but briefly, the group is a village of people plus a narrator/god.
Roles are typically assigned with playing cards, but you can use slips of paper if you don’t
have cards. The essential characters are 2-3 mafia members and the rest townspeople. The
mafia confer to secretly kill a townsperson each night, and then the whole group openly
confers to choose someone they think is mafia to execute. There can be townspeople with
special powers such as the detective/sheriff (investigates a group member each night) and
nurse/doctor/angel (chooses a group member to save each night). If the mafia murders all
townspeople, the mafia win; if the townspeople execute all mafia, the townspeople win. The
narrator/god should spice up the murders with funny stories. CAUTION: Many groups love
mafia, but it can be dangerous for a group. Group members may feel targeted and
isolated if they are often killed off first or attacked by the group in open court. Also, once a
person is dead, they cannot talk for the rest of the game, which can be lonely and boring.
One way to alleviate this is to have the person who just died come up with the murder story
for the next death.
Celebrity
This game requires paper. Break into two teams. Have each person place 3 names of people
everyone knows into a hat. Going team by team, one representative has a minute to pick a
name out of the hat and try to communicate who it is without saying the name (any other
word is fair game, though). After all names have been done, repeat, but with only three
words allowed per name (no gestures) Repeat a third time with only gestures. It sounds
impossible to gesture “Hillary Clinton” or “Princess Diana,” but your group gets the hang of
it since you have already run through all the names twice, and using only three words
focuses what actions you should use. Count up the points for each team after each round;
the team with the most points wins.
Charades
A classic, but tons of fun and often hilarious. Coming up with different sort of categories
(beyond books, movies, TV shows, etc.) can be very fun: LNT principles, wars, members of
the groups, colleges, etc.
Captain’s Coming
In this game, participants are at the mercy of a caller. When the caller calls a particular
command, the participants form the correct number groups and do the required motion.
Motions are as follows:
CAPTAIN’S COMING: salute with feet together, stay there until AT EASE (no matter what
else is called)
AT EASE: stop saluting, feet spread
MAN OVERBOARD: two people, one crouching one standing, both peering out to sea
CROW’S NEST: three people in a circle with elbows locked facing outward and spinning
around
CAPTAINS TABLE: four people in a square, each face down pretending to spoon food into
their mouths
WALK THE PLANK: five people in a line
If you do something wrong or wind up not in a group, you’re out and have to sit out. For
bigger groups make up bigger commands.
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Odd-Man-Out Games
Odd-Man-Out Games single a person out and allow their creativity to unknowingly fuel a
group’s laughter. While they are not being made fun of, under the wrong circumstances the
odd-man-out may feel as though that is exactly what is happening. Make no mistake, oddman-out games can be fun, but only in the right circumstances. When used incorrectly, they
can very easily be a harmful force on the trip. At the very least, wait until members of the
group are comfortable with each other, and be sure to only single out people who seem
comfortable being put on the spot for fun. One possible alternative is to do these activities
in pairs or small groups so the person doesn’t feel entirely taken advantage of.
The Story Game
The rules of this game are not explained until AFTER a volunteer (or two) has left the
group. When the volunteer(s) returns, they will be asked to guess a story that was created
during their absence by asking questions. Unknown to them, they are in fact creating their
own story. Whenever they ask a question, if the last word of the question ends in a vowel,
the answer is always “yes.” If it ends in a consonant, the answer is “no.” Otherwise (if it ends
in ‘y’), the answer is “maybe.” Make the answers sound realistic and watch them come up
with crazy ideas to try to make the story make sense.
Psychiatrist
The rules of this game are not explained until AFTER a volunteer (or two) has left the
group. Everyone sits in a circle paying subtle attention to the person sitting to his/her right.
When the psychiatrist (the person out) returns, he/she/they are told that the group has a
problem and is seeking help. The psychiatrist is asked to ask questions of individuals in
order to figure out the problem and told that everyone will answer as honestly as he/she
possibly can. When someone is asked a question by the psychiatrist, he/she must answer in
the manner that he/she imagines the person to his/her right would answer. If an answer is
incorrect, the person who is being imitated (and therefore knows the answer to be
incorrect) says psychiatrist and everyone moves to another place in the circle, causing a
shift in whom people are imitating. It is good to point out that, while the game can get
personal at times, if anyone does not wish for something to be known about him/her,
he/she can simply ignore the rules and either say “psychiatrist” or not as he/she chooses.

BRAIN TEASERS
These games can be fun (although frustrating at times!) and involve figuring out what the
pattern is that someone is using. One way to avoid making anyone person feel left out or
stupid is to expose the trick while there are still two or a few people who haven't yet
figured it out.
“Bang, Bang, Bang! Who'd I Shoot?”
Someone says this sentence while pretending to shoot various people in the group. The
other group members are supposed to guess whom he/she shot. The answer is always
whoever is the first person to speak up after the question is asked.
Broom Dance
A stick is used as a broom, and someone dances a little dance with it while chanting “I can
do the broom dance, broom dance, broom dance, I can do the broom dance, can you?”
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Whether or not someone can do the broom dance depends on whether or not he/she
coughs first, says “Ok” before beginning, or whatever the pattern is.
“Sally Green likes apples, but she doesn't like oranges”
The object of this game is for frosh to discover what Sally likes by asking whether or not
she/he likes different things. In this case she/he likes anything that has double letters in it,
though there are other versions.
Variation: “My roommate likes coffee, but she/he doesn't like tea” and the like dislike
hinges around the presence or absence of the letter T.
Variation: TRAIN – the next object begins with the next letter in the word “train” (the
letters wrap, so t follows n)
Snaps
This game requires that at least two people know the trick from the beginning. One person
who knows it spells words to the other in code (using their amazing “ESP” powers!), and
the other figures them out. If the rest of the group does not believe in their integrity, they
can whisper words to one of the coders to pass to the other to prove it wasn't planned
ahead. The message is passed with seemingly nonsensical sentences and snapping. The clue
is spelled out using the first letter of each sentence to indicate consonants, and using I, 2, 3,
4, or 5 snaps (corresponding to a, e, i, o, and u) for the vowels. For example, the name
“Elmo” could be passed as follows: 1) Two snaps. 2) “Look at all the snow in this campsite!”
3) “My sister saw a unicorn yesterday.” 4) Four snaps.
Spoons
Begin by telling your frosh that you are about to introduce them to a new form of written
language. For this exercise, you need all of their spoons (if you’re concerned about
sanitation, feel free to use sticks or some other inanimate object). Take the spoons and
place them on a table in a random configuration and ask what number it represents. The
trick is that the number of fingers you have resting on the table (or on your knees, or
wherever you put your hands) is the correct number.

Minute Mysteries
There is a lot of leeway in Minute Mysteries. Allow a certain number of questions, many
questions, or none; give hints as needed… just get a feel for the group. Below are a number
of mysteries with solutions:

Mysteries
1. A man walks into a bar and asks the bartender for a glass of water. The bartender
pulls out a gun, the customer says “thanks,” and walks out. Why?
2. The gate opened and she fell to her death. What happened?
3. Joan and Barry are dead on the floor, surrounded by glass and water. What
happened?
4. 50 people are dead in a cabin in the woods. How did they die?
5. Two people are found perfectly preserved in ice. The archaeologist who finds them
knows immediately that they are Adam and Eve. How?
6. If you have a 5-gallon jug and a 3-gallon jug, how do you get 4 gallons?
7. There is a truth-telling village and a lying village. A traveler comes to a crossroads
where one road goes to each village. A man standing at the crossroads could be
from either village, and the traveler can only ask him one question. What does he
ask the man, if he wants to get to the truth-telling village?
8. A man is found dead in the woods. An autopsy reveals it was the pack on his back
that killed him. How?
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9. A man wakes up in the night, makes a sandwich, turns off the light, and goes back to
bed. In the morning he wakes up, looks out the window, and decides to commit
suicide. Why?
10. A dark car is driving down a dark street on a dark road without its lights on. A black
cat goes into the road and the car stops for it. How did it know to stop?
11. A locked car with all its windows rolled up has a dead man in it with two bullets in
him. How did he die?
12. A scientist does an experiment and times how long two chemicals take to react. It
takes an hour and 20 minutes. The next day she runs the same experiment, but
wearing a wool sweater, and it takes 80 minutes. Why?
13. Some hikers come to a crossroads and the sign has fallen down. How do they know
where to go?
14. A lady is found dead in a room with one window, a rope around her neck, and a
puddle of water on the floor. What happened?
15. A man who lives on the 50th floor of a building can take the elevator all the way to
his room on rainy days, but on sunny days takes it to the 15th floor and has to walk
the rest of the way up the stairs. Why?
16. A man is found dead in the desert next to a rock. What happened?
17. There's a shipwreck, and the survivors are forced to live on a deserted island for 2
weeks. When they are finally rescued and return home, one of the men orders
albatross at a restaurant, and all save two suddenly commit suicide. Why?
18. What walks on 4 legs in the morning, 2 legs in the afternoon, and 3 legs at night?
19. A man is lying dead in the forest, with a matchstick clutched in his hand. What
happened?
20. A man is driving along a mountain road, listening to the radio. Suddenly, he drives
off the road and over a cliff and dies. Why?
21. There is a table with 53 bicycles on it. A man, sitting at the table, is hunched over,
quite dead. What happened?
22. A man gets on a train in town A and heads to town B. He boards a train back to town
A. Halfway there, he becomes distraught and leaps from the train, killing himself.
23. A man wakes up in the morning and reads the headline of his local paper: “Mrs.
Smith Dies in Ski Accident in Switzerland,” and he announces, “That wasn’t an
accident. That was murder!”
24. There is a man standing next to a box. Seven people walk in, look in the box, nod to
each other and then the man, and walk out.

Solutions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

The customer had the hiccups.
Her carabiner opened.
They're fish and their tank broke.
Plane crash.
They have no belly-buttons.
Fill the 3-gallon, pour into 5-gallon, then fill 3-gallon again, pour into 5gallon until
5-gallon is full; then empty 5-gallon and pour what's in 3-gallon into 5-gallon, fill 3gallon one last time and pour into 5-gallon and you have 4 gallons in the 5-gallon
jug.
Where would the other man say that you live?
It was a pack of wolves.
He's a lighthouse keeper.
It's daytime.
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11. It's a convertible.
12. This is a trick: 1 hour, 20 minutes = 80 minutes.
13. They pick up the sign and point the arrow to where they came from back the way
they came.
14. She used a block of ice to hang herself.
15. He's very short and needs an umbrella to reach the button for the 50th floor.
16. He's Superman and the rock is kryptonite.
17. The man was part of the crew of a freighter that sank in the Pacific. He, and two
other crewmen, his best friends, were adrift in a lifeboat for weeks. They had no
food and all their attempts at catching fish had failed. He became weak and
delirious. One of his friends died and the other cut up the body to keep them alive.
The surviving friend told the man that he was eating an albatross that had been
caught. When the man ate the albatross soup in the restaurant it didn’t taste
anything like what he had eaten on the lifeboat. He realized what had happened and
killed himself.
18. Humans, in life.
19. Three soldiers were flying in a balloon on a reconnaissance mission over enemy
territory. Unfortunately, the balloon started to lose altitude. Realizing that if they
crash they would certainly be caught and killed, they decide to take drastic
measures. Since they had already thrown all their ballast overboard, they decided to
draw matchsticks. The person with the shortest match stick would have to jump,
allowing the others to escape. The person dead in the fall was the unlucky one.
20. The man in the car is a disk jockey at a nearby radio station. He had just committed
a murder for which he knows he will be the prime suspect. In order to set up an
unshakable alibi, he taped his radio show ahead of time and committed the murder
while the tape was being broadcast. On the way back to the station he hears the tape
machine malfunction and stop on the radio. He realizes his alibi is useless and kills
himself.
21. The 53 bicycles are actually a deck of cards. Bicycle is a brand name (like Klenex)
with bicycles on the backs. The dead man was caught cheating (slipping an extra
card in), and was shot by another player.
22. The man who lives town A has been blind all of his life. He has an operation
performed on his eyes in town B in an attempt to restore his sight. The operation
was a success. However, on the way back to town A, the train enters a tunnel and
suddenly there is no light. Thinking he has lost his sight forever, he jumps from the
train.
23. The man is Mr. Smith’s travel agent. Mr. Smith murdered Mrs. Smith while they
were vacationing. The agent knows because Mr. Smith, a real penny-pincher, bought
a two-way ticket for himself to Switzerland and only a one-way ticket for his wife.
24. The seven people and the man were shipwrecked on an island with no food. Finally,
in order to survive, they resorted to drastic measures. They had the man, who was a
surgeon, remove one hand from each person so the group would have food. The
surgeon kept both of his hands so he could perform the operations. Eventually, the
group was rescued. As part of the group’s agreement the surgeon had to have one of
his hands removed when they returned to the mainland. His hand was in the box in
the room. The seven entered, saw that he had fulfilled his part of the agreement, and
left.
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STOP

Before you begin consider…
THE WILDERNESS CONTEXT
In the back country, minimal equipment, no access to advanced medical care, potentially
extreme weather, and the possibility that it may be hours or days until advanced medical care
arrives all create a situation distinct from the front country where there is easy access to 911 and
other emergency services.
There is a significant difference between urban first aid, where advanced medical care is
often only a 911 call away and response time is minutes, and wilderness situations where
the person may be hours or days from definitive medical care. These protocols define a
wilderness context as one that occurs more than one hour from definitive medical care
(typically defined as a hospital emergency room or mobile paramedic emergency unit). The
wilderness context implies extended contact time with the patient, as you may be caring for
this person’s overall needs for hours to days, environmental hazards (keeping the person
warm, dry, etc.), and coping with all of this using limited equipment. Recognizing that
failure to treat certain injuries or illnesses can be life threatening or can lead to significantly
greater injury, certain treatment procedures have been approved for use in the
wilderness context that are not authorized in a typical urban situation, but only by
those who have received instruction from an authorized source. In other words, it is
not within your scope of practice to perform many of the skills described below unless you
are in a wilderness context.
The following treatment protocols are only intended for use in the backcountry. If your
group is in a frontcountry setting, call 911 for assistance and wait for an ambulance to arrive.
However, CPR should be initiated immediately for any patient in cardiac arrest, regardless
of setting.
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SCENE SIZE-UP AND UNIVERSAL PRECAUTIONS
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Remember, all rescuers should observe universal precautions when caring for a patient to
limit the possibility of exposing either patients or rescuers to infectious disease. This
includes wearing nitrile gloves whenever coming into contact with a patient and using a
CPR mask whenever performing positive pressure ventilations.

ABDOMINAL EMERGENCIES
As it is difficult to determine the cause of abdominal pain in the field, evaluation of a patient
suffering from abdominal pain is focused on determining whether evacuation is necessary, not
on diagnosing the specific problem.
Assessment:
Be sure to:




Get a full SAMPLE history.
Palpate the four quadrants of the abdomen.
Evaluate the pain using OPQRST.

Treatment:
1. Have patient rest in position of greatest comfort.
2. Allow sipping of clear fluids. However, given the likelihood that an abdominal
emergency will require surgery, food and medication should NOT be given.
3. Monitor patient for vital trends and changes in condition.
4. Evacuate if patient presents with any “red flags” for abdominal pain (see
“Evacuation Guidelines for Abdominal Pain”, below).
Evacuation Guidelines for Abdominal Pain (Red Flags):
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Pain lasting >12 hours.
Fever.
Signs of shock.
Vomiting.
Diarrhea.
Blood in stool or vomit.
Possible pregnancy.
Pain on palpation or rebound.
Rigid, distended abdomen.
Masses or palpable pulse in the abdomen.
Pain 2˚ to trauma.
Signs of bruising.

Abdominal Injuries
Serious abdominal injuries, due either to blunt force trauma or penetration of the abdominal
cavity, can lead to significant internal bleeding or peritonitis (irritation and infection of the
peritoneal cavity due to leakage of intestinal contents).
Assessment:
 Mechanism of injury to the abdomen
 Any of the above red flags.
 Signs of bruising or abrasions to abdomen or lower chest.
 Abdominal pain or tenderness.
 Protruding bowel or fat.
 External bleeding from an abdominal laceration.
 Object penetrating the abdominal wall.
Treatment:
1. Have victim rest and allow only sips of water by mouth.
2. Monitor patient’s vitals and record any changes in condition.
3. Evacuate if patient presents any red flags listed under “Evacuation Guidelines for
Abdominal Pain.” (see above)
4. If there is an impaled object:
5. DO NOT remove the object unless evacuation is impossible otherwise.
6. Stabilize object with a bulky dressing and bandage in place.
7. Evacuate.
8. If there is protruding bowel:
a. Cover it and keep it moist, preferably with a sterile cloth.
b. DO NOT attempt to return the bowel to the abdominal cavity. Call 911
followed by OA command for an urgent evacuation.

ALLERGIC REACTIONS AND EPINEPHRINE
Assessment
1. A localized reaction is characterized by swelling, redness, itchiness, etc. at the site
of exposure only.
2. A systemic reaction is characterized by swelling, redness, itchiness, hives, etc. at
sites other than the site of exposure.
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3. An anaphylactic reaction is characterized by any of the symptoms described in
(2), in addition to any of the following:
a. Trouble breathing
b. Tightness of the throat
c. Hives, itchiness or inflammation around the throat or chest
d. Swollen lips
e. Signs of shock, including rapid, weak pulse and clamminess
Treatment
When treating any allergic reaction, do your best to identify the allergen and remove it from
contact with the patient when possible. For example, remove bee stingers, and wash points
of poison ivy contact with camp suds and water.
Local Reaction
1. Apply hydrocortisone ointment or Sting-Eze to ease rash symptoms.
2. Continue to monitor the patient as necessary for the next 24 hours.
Systemic Reaction
1. Give one cetirizine 10 mg tablet (brand name Zyrtec) to ease the symptoms of a
histamine reaction.
2. Use the treatments described for local reactions as necessary and continue to
monitor the patient for 24 hours.
Anaphylaxis
1. Epinephrine should be administered at the first sign of an anaphylactic
reaction. (e.g., nonlocal hives with swelling of the lips or any sings or complaints of
difficulty breathing,.). Epinephrine should be administered before respiratory
failure (the inability to respire sufficiently).
2. The rescuer must wear gloves while administering epinephrine.
3. Never hold an EpiPen with a thumb over the end of the EpiPen.
4. The rescuer should inform the patient that epinephrine is going to be administered.
Epinephrine should be administered in the patient’s upper, outter thigh, and the
pen should remain engaged for 10 seconds to allow time for the medication to
disperse.
5. Immediately after administering epinephrine (or as soon as possible), administer a
dose of cetirizine, as a precaution against repeat reactions.
6. Immediately after administering epinephrine, call 911, followed by the OA
Command Center. Prepare the group for a walk out evacuation to the nearest road.
7. In the event of an additional reaction, a second or third EpiPen may be administered
15 minutes after the previous dose. Repeat doses should not be administered in the
same thigh as the previous dose.

EpiPens
1. The group may not hike without two functional EpiPens. If an EpiPen is used during
the trip, the entire group must be evacuated to obtain replacements from support
before returning to the trail.
2. If the group splits up for any reason, the EpiPens must be split up between
subgroups so that no portion of the group is without an EpiPen.
3. As an extra precaution, used EpiPens should be stored in a closed, rigid container
such as an extra clear Nalgene during evacuation, and should be treated as a
biohazard once passed on to support.
4. Anyone who has had an injection of Epinephrine should be monitored constantly
until they receive higher medical care.
5. ANY administration of Epinephrine, intentional or accidental, initiates an
evacuation to higher medical care.
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ASTHMA

Asthma is a medical condition in which a variety of triggers (e.g. cold air, exercise, pollen)
cause the bronchi to constrict, reducing gas exchange in the lungs. Patients will often carry
prescribed preventative medications to reduce the likelihood of an attack as well as an
emergency metered dose inhaler (MDI). An acute asthma attack must be treated with the
emergency inhaler, as the daily preventative inhaler will be ineffective. If a student on your
trip has asthma, be sure to talk to the student before the trip, discuss the use of
inhalers, and know where the student will carry them in case you need to access them
in an emergency
Assessment:
Asthmatic patients may display the following symptoms:








A past medical history of asthma
Shortness of breath while at rest
Audible wheezing.
Use of auxiliary muscles (stomach, back) to aid in breathing.
Dyspnea (i.e. inability to say more than 1-2 words at a time)
Standing with hands braced on knees or refusing to lie down
Changes in mental status (in later stages of a severe attack)

Treatment:
1. If the cause of the asthma attack can be identified, remove or reduce the cause.
2. Panic can exacerbate breathing difficulties during an asthma attack or respiratory
emergency. Treat with PROP (position, reassurance, oxygen and positive pressure
ventilation (PPV)). Encourage the patient to assume the position in which it is
easiest to breathe, reassure the patient and try keep him/her calm. Rescue breaths
may be used to assist a patient experiencing respiratory failure or arrest secondary
to an asthma attack.
3. Assist patient in taking their emergency inhaler as follows:
a. Shake.
b. Hold upright. If available, use a spacer or extension tube.
c. Instruct patient to exhale slowly.
d. Press down once as patient inhales as deeply and evenly as possible.
e. After full inhalation, patient should hold breath for 10 seconds if able.
f. Wait 1 minute before repeating procedure.
4. Give positive pressure ventilations as needed. (PROP)
5. If patient does not respond to repeated MDI administration and is in
sustained respiratory failure:
a. Call Command.
b. Inform patient that you are going to administer epinephrine.
c. Administer EpiPen to outer thigh or upper arm.
6. Call Command Center and evacuate if epinephrine or PPV were used or if this was
the first asthma attack that the person has had.
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BLISTERS

Assessment:
Prevention is best. Do blister checks early and often. The goal is prevention! Leaders should do
blister checks frequently to prevent participants from allowing blisters to progress to open
wounds.
Hot Spots



Hot spots are pre-blisters created by friction between a patient’s skin and
shoes/gear.
Patient complains of rubbing or burning pain. The area may be red, but is not yet
raised or fluid-filled.



Closed Blister
Patient complains of rubbing or burning pain, and the affected area is inflamed,
raised and filled with fluid.




Open Blister
Patient complains of rubbing or burning pain.
The skin in the affected area has torn, allowing fluid to drain from the blister. A
patch of dead skin may be visible at the site of the blister.

Treatment:
Hot Spots
1. Apply body glide to minimize friction between the hot spot and shoes/gear.
OR
2. Apply moleskin over the affected are. Use tincture of benzoin to hold moleskin in
place in areas where moisture and/or motion are likely to cause normal adhesive to
fail.

Closed Blister
1. The goal of treatment is to prevent a closed blister from becoming an open blister.
2. Make a molefoam donut, and position the molefoam so that the blister occupies the
donut hole. For small blisters, consider the use of a gel blister bandage., instead.
3. Use tincture of benzoin to hold mole foam in place in areas where moisture and/or
motion are likely to cause normal adhesive to fail.
4. Repeat care as necessary, and monitor for ruptures.
5. If a closed blister is certain to rupture on its own despite proper treatment,
drainage may be appropriate. (e.g., a very swollen blister on the pad of a patient’s
toe.) The goal of draining a closed blister is to allow the skin to rupture in a
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controlled, comparably sterile environment, rather than allowing the blister to pop
in a highly infectious environment (e.g., the inside of a dirty hiking boot). To drain a
blister, the caregiver must be wearing gloves. Clean the blister and surrounding
area with an antiseptic wipe. Sterilize a sharp object such as a needle. Open a small
hole in the surface of the blister near the edge of the raised area on the side where
gravity will help with drainage. Immediately re-sterilize the blister using an
antiseptic wipe once the surface has been broken. Do not squeeze the blister. Cover
the area with sterile gauze and antibiotic ointment and allow it to drain. Bandage
and treat the area as an open wound.
Open Blister
1. An open blister must be treated as an open wound. Gel blister bandages are
available for use in this situation.

BURNS

Assessment:
Determine the severity of the burn:






Superficial (1˚):
o Only top layers of skin are affected.
o Tissue is red and painful.
Partial Thickness (2˚):
o Deeper layers of skin are damaged.
o Moderate to severe pain.
o Blister formation.
Full Thickness (3˚):
o Damage to all layers of skin, and possibly to underlying muscle and fat.
o Tissue is white, black or leathery.
o Loss of sensation at burn site due to nerve damage. (Keep in mind, however,
that 3rd degree burns will likely be surrounded by extremely painful 2nd
degree burns).

Treatment:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Stop the burning immediately by removing the source and cooling with water.
Irrigate burn with cool, drinking-quality water.
Remove any constricting jewelry or clothing.
For 1st degree burns, apply topical analgesic or aloe cream.
For 2nd or 3rd degree burns, once heat from burn has dissipated, consider applying a
thin layer of antibiotic ointment.
Apply a nonstick dressing (Tefla pad).
Change the dressing frequently and monitor for signs of infection. At minimum,
dressing should be changed once every 24 hours and any time the dressing
becomes soiled (for instance, the patient goes swimming or falls in the mud).
Have patient drink fluids to avoid dehydration, and be aware of impairment of the
thermoregulatory function of the damaged skin.
Evacuate patient for any of the following:
a. Burns covering >10% of body surface.
b. 2nd degree burns to sensitive areas (e.g. the face and neck, hands, feet, or
genitals).
c. Any 3rd degree burns.
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d. Burns encircling a limb (circumferential burns).
e. Possible respiratory burns.

CARDIAC ARREST

Assessment
1. Check for patient responsiveness. Tap and shout.
2. If the patient is unresponsive, immediately direct a group member to call 911 and
then follow up with a call to Command.
3. Check for pulse at the carotid artery.
4. If no pulse is found, immediately initiate CPR starting with chest compressions
according to American Heart Association standards.
5. If a pulse is found, check breathing for no less than 5 and no greater than 10
seconds in an unresponsive patient. Initiate rescue breaths if necessary.
Treatment
1. Initiate CPR immediately. Begin with compressions and follow the 30:2 AHA model
for an adult patient. Use a CPR mask/protective barrier.
2. To open the airway, use a head tilt, chin lift. Tilt the head back and place your
fingers on the patient’s jaw bone to lift the chin.
3. Initiation of CPR is not required for patients who are obviously dead as a result of
clearly lethal injuries.
4. Call 911 if you have not already done so, followed by OA Command Center.
Discontinuation of CPR
American Heart Association CPR Standards allow for a rescuer to discontinue CPR in the
following 4 circumstances:
1. A party with equal or higher medical care arrives and takes control of patient care.
2. The rescuer is too exhausted to continue.
3. The scene becomes unsafe, or it becomes unsafe for the rescuer to continue.
4. The patient is revived (regains a pulse).
Additionally, in the wilderness context, a fifth circumstance for discontinuation is
allowed:
5. After 30 minutes of CPR or if all rescuers are too tired to continue, CPR may be
discontinued.
If possible, consult Command before making the decision to discontinue CPR.
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DIABETIC EMERGENCIES
Hypoglycemia

Hypoglycemia, also called insulin shock, is a medical condition in which the patient’s blood
sugar levels are too low. It can occur as a result of administering too much insulin, exercising
more than normal, or not eating enough. Many diabetics who are able to manage their sugar
in urban setting have difficulties when in the wilderness. Because the body is very sensitive to
lack of blood sugar, a hypoglycemic patient will develop symptoms and deteriorate rapidly.
Assessment:
Signs of hypoglycemia include:
 Sudden onset of symptoms.
 Pale, cold clammy skin.
 Rapid pulse.
 Personality changes, such as anger or bad temper.
 Altered mental status – confusion and disorientation eventually deteriorating to V,
P, or U on AVPU.
 Staggering, poor coordination, trembling.
 Headache, hunger, dizziness, nervousness, or weakness.

Hyperglycemia

Hyperglycemia is a medical condition in which the patient’s blood sugar levels are too high. It
typically occurs when a patient does not receive enough insulin and, although it develops more
slowly, can also lead to unresponsiveness.
Assessment:
Signs of hyperglycemia include:
 Gradual onset – symptoms may develop over hours to days.
 Flushed, dry, warm skin.
 Extreme thirst.
 Rapid pulse and rapid, deep respirations.
 Frequent urination.
 Vomiting.
 Fruity-smelling breath.
 Altered mental status – confusion and disorientation eventually leading to a drop on
AVPU.
Treatment of Diabetic Emergencies:
If your patient is responsive, they will be able to answer important questions regarding their
caloric intake and medications and may be able to tell what the problem is. Treat a responsive
diabetic patient as follows:
1. If patient carries a portable glucometer, have them check their blood sugar.
a. If blood sugar is low, give glucose (in form of a glucose gel or sugary foods).
b. If blood sugar is high, patient may administer his or her own insulin.
However, be aware that the radically different environment and routine
may be affecting the patient’s insulin needs. NEVER administer insulin
yourself. It is outside your scope of practice.
2. Take a thorough SAMPLE history.
3. If mental status is altered (and blood sugar levels are unclear), give sugar
immediately. A small amount of extra sugar can quickly improve a hypoglycemic
patient’s condition and will not make a significant difference in a hyperglycemic
patient. Sugar can be administered by any of the following methods:
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4.
5.
6.
7.

a. Candy.
b. A sugary drink, or several spoonfuls of sugar dissolved in water.
c. If patient is unable to swallow: place glucose gel, honey, or a thick paste
made of sugar and water between patient’s cheek and gum.
If patient recovers after administration of glucose, have them rest and eat a meal
before resuming activity.
If patient’s condition does not improve, evacuate. If ketoacidosis is suspected, give
victim only water and evacuate.
If a patient is vomiting, do not give water.
Call Command Center anytime there is altered mental status.

If patient is unresponsive, treat as follows:
8. Perform an initial assessment. If patient has any second-triangle problems deal with
those before proceeding. Be sure to protect the patient’s airway.
9. Look for a medical identification tag. In the absence of an obvious mechanism of
injury, assume the patient may be hypoglycemic if they are known to be diabetic.
Otherwise, consider STOPEATS (see p. 21 for Loss of Consciousness).
10. Administer sugar by placing glucose gel or honey between the cheek and the gum.
Monitor patient for improvement and any airway compromise.
11. NEVER administer insulin. Even if the patient is, in fact, hyperglycemic, an
incorrect dose of insulin could be fatal.
12. If the patient regains responsiveness, see above.
13. Evacuate.

ENVIRONMENTAL EMERGENCIES
Bites

The best treatment for any bite or dirty wound is copious irrigation.
Snakebites
There are two families of venomous snakes in the United States: pit vipers (e.g.
rattlesnakes, copperheads, and water moccasins) and coral snakes.
Pit vipers have a flat, triangular head wider than the neck and a heat-sensitive pit located
between the eye and the nostril. In the US, the majority of venomous snakebites and nearly
all snakebite fatalities are inflicted by pit vipers.
Assessment (Pit Vipers):
Signs of a pit viper bite include:






Severe burning pain at the bite site.
Two small puncture wounds about 0.25” – 1.5” apart.
Swelling, starting within 5 minutes and progressing up the extremity in the next
hour. Swelling may continue to increase for several hours following the bite.
Discoloration and formation of blood-filled blisters.
In severe cases: nausea, vomiting, sweating, weakness, bleeding, and coma.

Treatment:
1. Get victim away from snake. DO NOT approach the snake and risk being bitten. DO
NOT attempt to capture or kill the snake for identification or touch the head of a
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

seemingly dead snake. Remember that rescuer safety is most important. Do not
approach the patient if the snake is still a threat.
DO NOT attempt to draw the venom out via oral suction or incision of the skin..
Keep victim calm.
Call for help and begin evacuation immediately. Antivenin is most effective if given
within 4 – 6 hours after the bite.
Use a sling or splint to loosely immobilize limb during evacuation. Do not compress
the area as this concentrates the venom and can lead to more serious tissue
damage.
If there is no immediate reaction, start to walk slowly to the trailhead. If no
symptoms develop within 6-8 hours, it is likely that the bite was dry (i.e. nonenvenomated).

Spiders
Although deaths from spider bite are rare in North America, there are several species whose
venom can cause potentially dangerous complications in humans. The main species of concern
are the black widow spider and brown recluse spider.
Assessment:




Black Widow Spider:
o In some patients, a sharp pinprick sensation with no visible mark.
o Faint red bite marks appearing later.
o Muscle stiffness and cramps in the bitten limb and spreading to abdomen
and chest.
o Headache, chills, fever, heavy sweating, dizziness, nausea, vomiting, and
severe abdominal pain occurring later.
Brown Recluse Spider:
o Early on, a “bulls-eye” bite with a central white core surrounded by red,
ringed by a whitish or blue border. Several hours later a blister may appear
at the site along with redness and swelling.
o Mild to severe local pain, which subsides to aching and itchiness.
o Fever, weakness, vomiting, joint pain, and a rash.

Treatment:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Check patient’s breathing.
Clean the bite or sting site with soap and water.
Place an ice pack on the site to relieve pain.
Evacuate patient as soon as possible.

Other Animal Bites

The best immediate treatment for any bite wound is copious irrigation.
Any open wound caused by contact with the teeth and saliva of an animal or another human.
Bites may inflict puncture wounds or lacerations and are considered high-risk wounds
because of the high risk for infection. With some species, rabies may also be a concern.
Assessment:



Any open wound inflicted by contact with teeth of any animal – humans included.
Contact between an existing wound or abrasion and an animal’s (or human’s) saliva
may also be of concern, especially if the animal is potentially rabid.
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Treatment:



Treat all bite wounds according to protocol for high-risk wounds (see Wounds and
Bleeding on p. 9).
If there is a risk of rabies, wash wound with soap and water or benzalkonium
chloride and expedite evacuation.

Hyperthermia

Hyperthermia, or heat illness, can occur when heat gain, usually due to exercise in hot
climates, exceeds heat loss via evaporation of sweat. This can lead to dangerous rises in core
temperature.
Heat Exhaustion
Heat exhaustion is caused by water and electrolyte loss from sweating and may develop over
the course of hours or days.
Assessment:
 Weakness and inability to continue work or exercise.
 Dizziness and possibly fainting.
 Headache.
 Nausea or vomiting.
 Rapid pulse.
 Thirst and profuse sweating.
 Gooseflesh, chills, and pale skin.
Treatment:
1. Have patient rest in the shade and maximize air circulation.
2. Have patient drink plenty of fluids to rehydrate.
3. Give “Sqwincher” to restore electrolytes and blood sugar.
4. Have patient remove excess clothing. Wet the skin and fan the patient to increase
evaporation and help them cool off.
5. Evacuate to higher medical care if body temperature is above 102 ˚F.
Heat Stroke
Heat stroke is a serious, life-threatening medical condition in which body temperatures rise to
dangerous levels. Proper prevention should keep a participant from getting to this point.
Assessment:
 Headache.
 Altered mental status, including drowsiness, irritability, and unsteadiness followed
by sudden confusion or delirium. Patient may suffer convulsions and become
comatose.
 Rapid pulse and low blood pressure.
 Dry or sweat-moistened hot skin.
 Core temperature above 105-106 ˚F.
Treatment:
1. Remove patient from heat if possible.
2. Immediate, aggressive, rapid cooling via:
a. Pouring or spraying water on patient and fanning vigorously.
b. Partial immersion in a stream or cold bath.
c. Placing cold packs on neck, abdomen, armpits and groin,
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3. Stop cooling only when temperature falls below 102 ˚F or when mental status
improves.
4. Monitor patient’s temperature and other vitals frequently, as it may rise again after
cooling.
5. Evacuate as soon as possible.

Hypothermia

Hypothermia occurs when heat loss causes core body temperature to drop. Inadequate
clothing, exhaustion, injury, poor nutrition, drugs, and alcohol consumption all put people at
greater risk for hypothermia. Environmental conditions such as wetness and wind can rapidly
chill a patient and put him or her at risk of hypothermia regardless of the season.
Mild/Moderate Hypothermia
Although the clinical definition of mild hypothermia is a core temperature from 90-95 ˚F, it
can be difficult to accurately assess core temperature in the field. Since it is easier to keep a
patient warm than to warm a patient who is already cold, hypothermia should be identified
and treated aggressively as soon as any symptoms of cold challenge begin to appear,
regardless of whether the patient’s core temperature has actually dropped to 95˚F.
Assessment:
 Core body temperature 90 ˚F – 95 ˚F.
 Shivering, ranging from mild to uncontrollable.
 Mild to moderate alterations in mental status, including slight confusion, lethargy,
and irritable or withdrawn behavior.
 Loss of fine motor skills.
 “Umbles” – grumble, mumble, stumble, fumble.
 Cool, pale, possibly bluish skin due to constriction of blood vessels and reduced
peripheral circulation.
Treatment:
1. Attempt to minimize cause of cold challenge by removing wet clothing and moving
patient to a warmer place or finding shelter from wind or rain.
2. Increase insulation by adding additional layers or placing patient in a sleeping bag.
Be sure to provide additional insulation from the ground by placing a sleeping pad
underneath the patient.
3. Feed patient and give them hot drinks to increase caloric intake and prevent
dehydration.
4. Once the patient has had time to intake food (starting with simple sugars, and
progressing to fats and proteins), have the patient exercise or increase movement
to increase heat production.
5. Treat any other problems that the patient may have.
6. Consider evacuation.
Severe Hypothermia
Proper prevention should prevent a participant from getting to this point
Assessment:




Core body temperature below 90 ˚F.
Severe changes in mental status, leading to decrease in AVPU.
Patient is no longer shivering.
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Pulse is weak, slow, and irregular. Radial pulse is likely undetectable.
Slow, possibly unobservable, breathing.
Skin is cold and pale.

Treatment:
1. Handle patient gently.
2. Move patient and rest of group to a sheltered site. Remove wet layers from patient
and insulate.
3. Place patient in a hypothermia wrap
4. DO NOT attempt aggressive rewarming.
5. Evacuate patient.

Poison Ivy, Oak, Sumac and Stinging Nettles

Poison ivy, oak, and sumac are common plants that can cause mild allergic reactions as a
result of contact with urushiol oil found on all parts of the plants. Because the allergen is the
oil and not the actual plant, it is possible to develop an allergic reaction without ever coming
into contact with the actual plant.
Stinging nettles are also common plants that protrude spiky nettles from their leaves. Contact
with these nettles can cause an allergic reaction similar to poison ivy, oak, and sumac.
Assessment:
 Skin rash
 Itching, swelling, redness at site of exposure
 Hives
 Raised, inflamed bumps
 See Allergic Reactions on page 169 for more information
Treatment:
 Remove allergen by thoroughly washing with water and physically removing spiky
nettle. Be sure to wear gloves.
 Apply hydrocortisone ointment or Sting-Eze to ease rash symptoms
 Continue to monitor as necessary
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Stinging nettles

Ticks & Lyme Disease

While most tick bites are harmless, some ticks may carry and transmit diseases, including
Lyme disease and Rocky Mountain fever. Because their bites are painless, ticks may remain
attached for days without the bitten person becoming aware of it.
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Treatment:
1. Perform thorough tick checks daily. Be sure to check under clothing, including
under waistbands and bra straps. If an embedded tick is found, follow tick removal
protocol.
2. Watch for signs of local infection OR signs and symptoms of Lyme disease, which
include:
a. Erythema migrans (EM): a distinctive red, expanding “bull’s eye” rash.
b. Fatigue or weakness.
c. Fever or chills.
d. Headaches.
e. Stiff neck; muscle or joint pain.
f. In later stages: one-sided paralysis; arthritis; meningitis (swelling of the
linings of the brain and spinal cord); nerve or heart damage.
3. If the above symptoms develop in ANY patient, regardless of whether they are
aware of having been bitten by a tick, evacuate to medical care.
4. Make any participant aware of the symptoms of Lyme disease as they may not
appear until after the trip.

LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS / UNRESPONSIVE PATIENT

Loss of consciousness (LOC) suggests a serious medical or traumatic condition in most
patients and therefore must be taken very seriously. In all circumstances, the victim must be
evacuated promptly
Assessment:
 Determine if there were any witnesses to the LOC. Was the LOC preceded by a
traumatic event, or was the traumatic event caused by a change in mental status?
 Determine if patient has any medical history that may have contributed to the LOC
(e.g. diabetes, cardiac history, seizure disorder, stroke).
 Thorough scene assessment to determine presence of environmental factors (e.g.
Consider STOPEATS, excessive heat or cold) or whether patient’s position raises the
index of suspicion for a traumatic etiology (fall, submersion, etc).
 Take full sets of vital signs every 5 – 10 minutes. Assess pupils and AVPU.
 Rapid trauma exam to determine presence of injuries.
STOPEATS









Sugar
Toxins
Oxygen
Pressure
Electricity
Altitude
Temperature
Salts

Treatment:
1. If evidence of head, neck, or spine injury, or possible MOI for spinal injury is
present, immobilize patient’s head, neck, and spine. If it is possible to rule out head,
neck, or spine injury, maintain patient in the recovery position.
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2. Maintain patient’s airway, breathing, and circulation. Support and treat as
necessary.
3. Monitor and record patient’s vital signs and any changes in patient’s condition.
4. If cause of loss of consciousness is known, treat the cause per established protocols.
Do NOT give any food or liquids to an unresponsive victim.
5. Maintain patient’s body temperature.
6. Call 911 and rapidly EVACUATE patient, maintaining spine stabilization, as
indicated.

MUSCULOSKELETAL INJURIES

Assessment:
1. An unstable injury is diagnosed by the presence of crepitus, deformity, impaired
CSM, protruding bone or the inability to bear weight.
2. A stable injury can bear some weight and maintains normal circulation and
sensation, though range of motion (ROM) may be reduced because of pain.
3. ROM should be assessed in an injured limb by a comparison to the uninjured limb.
Treatment:
Stable Injuries
1. Stable injuries should be treated in the field using rest, ice, compression and
elevation (RICE).
2. Stable injuries may be evacuated, but evacuation is not urgent. When deciding
whether or not to evacuate a patient with a stable injury, leaders should refer to the
evacuation protocols.
Unstable Injuries
1. A splint should be applied to an unstable injury
2. Check for circulation, sensation and motion (CSM).
3. If CSM is impaired, and the injury is to a long bone, traction into position (TIP) the
affected bone, and maintain traction while applying the splint.
4. In the event that CSM cannot be restored, an urgent evacuation is necessary and
Command should be called.
5. All splints should exemplify the four Cs of splinting: Comfortable, Compact,
Complete, CSM.
6. Splints should immobilize the joints above and below a long bone injury, or the
bones above and below a joint injury.
7. Rescuers should check CSM immediately before and immediately after application
of a splint, and every 20 minutes thereafter. If CSM decreases after application of
the splint, the splint must be adjusted.
8. Do not attempt to create a traction splint.
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A simple knee splint

Ankle Wrap

Ankle Taping

Dislocations
A dislocation is a particular kind of unstable musculoskeletal injury in which a joint is forced
out of its normal anatomical position, causing deformity, severe pain, and limited range of
motion. Commonly affected joints include the shoulder, patella, and fingers.
Assessment:
Look for the following in a patient with a suspected dislocation injury:
 Deformity. Compare injured joint to the uninjured one to assess for noticeable
deformity.
 Severe pain.
 Limited range of motion.
 Determine if the mechanism of injury is a direct or indirect force. A direct force is
applied directly to the joint and is likely to cause greater damage to the joint,
whereas an indirect force is a lever force or torque applied at some distance from
the joint.
 In a patella dislocation, identify whether the patella is dislocated to the inside or
outside.
Treatment:
Ability to reduce a dislocation and the technique for doing so depends on the joint injured.
Treat as follows:
Assess CSM distal to the injury.
1. Digits (i.e. fingers)
a. If the MOI was an indirect force and the affected digit is NOT the thumb,
reduction may be attempted. Do not attempt to reduce a thumb
dislocation.
b. To reduce, gently traction, increase the angle of deformity slightly, then
guide the finger back into neutral position.
c. STOP if traction is met with significant resistance.
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d. Splint digit to stabilize, following general splinting principles (see above).
e. Evacuate.
2. Patella
a. If the MOI was an indirect force and the patella is dislocated to the outside of
the knee, reduction may be attempted.
b. Instruct patient to sit on the ground with his or her knee bent.
c. As the patient straightens the knee, apply medial pressure to guide the
patella back into place.
d. STOP if you meet significant resistance, or unsuccessful.
e. Splint or wrap knee to stabilize.
f. Evacuate.
3. If ANY other joint is injured OR attempted reduction is unsuccessful, splint in
position of comfort according to general splinting principles (see above) and
call Command Center to evacuate to higher medical care.

Sling and swath to immobilize a shoulder or, when used in addition to a splint a lower arm fracture.

SPINAL INJURY

Mechanisms of Injury for Spinal Damage (MOI spine):
MOI spine describes any traumatic injury to an individual’s spine caused by a force great
enough to reasonably injure the spinal column. This includes, but is not limited to the
following:
 A fall from a height of 10 feet or greater
 A sudden impact equivalent to a 10 foot fall
 High impact/high velocity injuries, including motor vehicle accidents or
explosions/blasts
 Direct blunt force injuries near the spine
 Penetrating injuries near the spine
 Presence of other severe traumatic injuries such as pelvic or femoral fracture
 Any traumatic brain injury (TBI). A TBI is diagnosed as a blow to the head resulting
in severe, prolonged headache, nausea, ringing in the ears, noticeable personality
changes including grogginess, and in more severe cases, loss of consciousness or
amnesia. See p. 188 for Traumatic Brain Injuries.
 An unconscious patient with unknown MOI.
Treatment:
In a patient with an MOI spine, it is possible that the spinal column is damaged, but the spinal
cord remains unscathed. Your treatment goal is to prevent a potential spinal column injury
from damaging the spinal cord by immobilizing the patient’s spine.
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If a mechanism of injury for spinal damage exists, assume injury to the spinal column and
provide manual c-spine stabilization.
1. Immediately apply spine stabilization (hands-on stable) with the head in a neutral
position, and the body in an in-line position.
2. If and only if the patient is in immediate danger, or if the patient’s position impedes
provision of initial care, move the patient using spine stable techniques (see spine stable
moves below).
3. Do a full patient exam (vitals, head to toe, SAMPLE) to gather information.
 If no injury is found, continue with a Focused Spinal Assessment (see below) to
continue gathering information. Call Command Center who will put you in touch
with OA’s physician advisor or a local emergency room doctor. With the information
you have gathered, these professionals will decide whether you can remove spine
stabilization or whether an assisted, spine-stable evacuation is necessary.
 If injury is found, call Command to begin planning for an evacuation. If there is a
threat to life, call 911 first, and then call command.
Every attempt must be made to maintain spine stabilization if there is an MOI spine.
However, airway, breathing, and circulation concerns, when an immediate threat to life,
should take precedence over spinal stabilization.

Focused Spinal Assessment (FSA)

The FSA should be performed on any patient with an MOI spine after completion of a full
physical exam. The assessment is a diagnostic tool that can help OA’s physician advisor or
another emergency medical professional decide whether an assisted evacuation is necessary.
1. Make sure the test is blind. Do not tell your patient that the outcome of the FSA
might determine whether you receive authorization to remove spine stabilization.
2. Determine whether your patient is reliable. Reliable means A&Ox4, not under the
influence of drugs or alcohol, and without recent administration of pain reducing
medications.
3. Determine whether your patient has distracting injuries. A patient with a
distracting injury is experiencing enough pain or nerve damage that (s)he will have
difficulty reporting the symptoms of spinal damage.
4. Determine whether your patient has full CSM in the distal extremities. In all fingers
and toes check for:
a. Capillary refill less than 2 seconds
b. The ability to identify by touch which digit the rescuer pinches
c. Full range of motion (ROM) in all limbs, including the ability to abduct
(spread) fingers and toes
d. Tingling or numbness in any part of the body
5. Perform a physical assessment of the spinal column. Rescuers should perform this
step only if the patient has no deficiencies in (1-4).
6. Call Command, who will put you in touch with the physician advisor. Only with the
permission of the physician advisor or a local on-call emergency room physician
may you release a patient from spine stabilization.

SPINE STABLE MOVES

Treatment:
 Always follow general principles of spine stabilization when moving a patient with
MOI spine.
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Do not move a patient with MOI spine unless necessary from a safety standpoint.
Move only one body part at a time.
Move the patient’s head in ONLY ONE axis at a time until neutral position is reached
Always control the three major weight centers (head, shoulders and hips).
Always designate a group leader, who is responsible for directing and coordinating
all patient moves. The group leader generally stabilizes the patient’s head.
 If you encounter resistance or increased pain, STOP. Never force the head into neutral
position.
BEAMing a patient (Body Elevation and Movement)






1. BEAMing is the most stable and preferred method of patient movement.
2. BEAMing requires at least 5 rescuers. Each rescuer takes responsibility for one of
the patient’s weight centers. The rescuer holding the head is in charge and gives all
commands to the group.
3. To BEAM effectively, arrange rescuers by equal height. All rescuers must move the
patient in unison so that the spine does not bend in any axis. Only axial movements
should be employed while moving the patient to minimize spinal disturbances. This
requires extremely meticulous communication.
4. When BEAMing, rescuers should begin in a squatting position and lift by
straightening their legs, maintaining straight arms and protecting their back.
5. Move the patient as short a distance as possible to a safe, comfortable location.
6. When planning for an assisted evacuation, prepare to wait for as long as several
hours before help arrives. Consider BEAMing the patient onto a sleeping pad.

Log Roll

BEAMing

Moving a patient when BEAMing is impossible
If BEAMing is not possible and there is an immediate, life threatening reason that the patient
must be moved, the patient can be moved as long as every effort is made to keep the spine inline. If it is not immediately life threatening, maintain manual stabilization and call
Command Center who will be able to activate additional resources to move the patient.
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TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY
The brain fits snugly within the skull. Therefore, any trauma to the head also risks injury to
the brain. A mild traumatic brain injury (TBI) is commonly referred to as a concussion and,
for many people, symptoms will resolve shortly. Severe TBIs, however, can be life threatening
and require immediate action. Whenever a TBI is suspected, it is extremely important that the
victim be thoroughly assessed as soon as possible. In making treatment decisions, the rescuer
should err on the side of caution.
Call command if any head injury (even mild) is suspected.
Assessment:
Mild closed head injury
 Brief change in level of responsiveness (A-  P) but no loss of consciousness.
 Visual disturbances.
 Nausea.
 Dizziness.
 Headache.
Severe closed head injury
 Loss of consciousness following traumatic event.
 Sustained decrease in level of responsiveness.
 Severe headache.
 Vomiting.
 Altered behavior including irritability, confusion, drowsiness, or irrationality.
(DICChead)
 Sustained changes in vital signs (decreasing pulse, fast or irregular breathing, pupils
dilated, unequal, or unresponsive to light)
Open skull fracture
 A depression in or visible cracking of the skull.
 Cerebrospinal fluid or blood leaking from the ears or nose.
 Bruising around the eyes or behind the ears.
Treatment:
Mild closed head injury
1. Monitor the patient for any signs of severe closed head injury or for any changes in
signs or symptoms.
2. Allow patient to rest, though wake them every 2 – 3 hours to assess level of
responsiveness.
3. If symptoms resolve within 24 hours, proceed as normal. If symptoms do not
resolve or signs of impaired balance or senses develop, EVACUATE.
Severe closed head injury
1. Immobilize patient’s head, neck, and spine. Cervical spine precautions should be
maintained.
2. Manage airway, breathing, and circulation. Treat signs of shock and maintain
patient’s body temperature.
3. Monitor patient closely and document any changes in condition.
4. Immediate spine stable EVACUATION.
Open skull fracture
1. Cover any wounds and control bleeding with a sterile dressing and direct pressure
to the edges of the wound.
2. Stabilize fracture with a bulky or doughnut-shaped dressing.
3. Treat as if patient has a severe closed head injury.
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VOMITING AND NAUSEA

Nausea is the feeling that precedes vomiting.
Vomiting is the forceful expulsion of the contents of the stomach through the mouth or nose.
Causes of vomiting can be relatively benign, such as ingesting too much food or
gastroenteritis, or they can be serious, life-threatening conditions like TBIs.
Assessment
Look for any of the following signs accompanying nausea or vomiting:
 Abdominal pain
 Presence of red or brown material in the vomtius (“coffee ground emesis”),
suggesting stomach bleeding.
 Diarrhea
 Chills and fever
 Signs of dehydration
 Recent head injury
 Numerous patients with similar complaints of nausea or vomiting
 Recent ingestion of possible toxins (plants, mushrooms, unpurified water)
 Emotional distress
Treatment
1. Evacuate the patient if the cause of vomiting is not known.
a. If vomiting is accompanied by other signs of traumatic brain injury, if blood
is present in the vomit, or if patient has signs and symptoms of shock,
evacuate rapidly.
b. If multiple patients are presenting with similar symptoms, evacuate the
entire group.
2. During evacuation, give patient small quantities of clear fluids and, if possible,
carbohydrates. Rest frequently and avoid exertion.
3. If patient has a decreased level of consciousness (A- or less on AVPU), protect
patient’s airway to avoid aspiration and asphyxiation. Transport patient in the
recovery position if spine stabilization is not indicated. If necessary, remove
vomitus from patient’s mouth and nose with a gloved hand.
4. If patient is nauseous but has not vomited, consider administering anti-nausea
medications (preferably pink bismuth).

WOUNDS AND BLEEDING

Assessment:
1. A high risk wound is diagnosed by any of the following red flags:
a. A crushing or ragged wound
b. A wound that is very dirty or contaminated
c. Any puncture wound or impaled object
d. A wound caused by an open fracture
e. Any bite wound
f. Any wound that exposes bone or muscle tissue
g. A wound showing signs of systemic infection such as fever and red streaks
migrating from the site of infection towards the heart
2. Severe bleeding is where blood loss is so great that the patient is in immediate, lifethreatening danger. This generally includes severe internal bleeding in the core or
wounds to the neck, core and proximal limbs that are obviously spurting blood.
3. Impaled objects are any foreign body that penetrates the skin and subcutaneous
tissue.
4. All other wounds can be considered normal wounds.
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Treatment:
Normal Wounds
1. Stop the bleeding by applying firm, continuous, direct pressure with a clean
dressing at the site of the injury. Elevate the injured area if possible. If blood soaks
through the first gauze pad, pack fresh gauze on top, so that pressure can be
maintained while still monitoring the rate of bleeding.
2. Once the bleeding has stopped (for deep wounds this may take 10+ minutes), clean
the area around the wound with an antiseptic swab. Do not put antiseptic directly
inside the wound. Irrigate the wound with copious amounts of clean, drinking
quality water (preferably under pressure to help remove debris). Use tweezers to
remove dirt, debris or lose skin if necessary.
3. Cover the wound with a clean dressing and bandage.
4. At least every 24 hours, remove the bandage, re-clean the wound as described in
step 2 and apply a clean dressing. Monitor the wound for signs of infection,
including redness, pus and elevated temperature at the site of infection. A systemic
infection is always cause for immediate evacuation.
5. A small local infection (size of a large pimple or smaller) need not be evacuated
immediately if managed well in the field and checked every 12 hours for signs that
the infection is not progressing.
6. Soak small infections in hot, drinking quality, salty water at least 2x per day.
High Risk Wounds
1. High risk wounds should be treated according to steps 1-3 above. All high-risk
wounds should be evacuated promptly.
Impaled Objects
1. Impaled objects, with the exception of splinters, should never be removed without
the explicit permission of the program director or advising medical authorities
unless one of the following is true:
a. Removal is necessary to perform CPR.
b. Impalement is causing airway obstruction.
2. Attempt to stabilize the object using an improvised splint and begin a hasty
evacuation. Call 911, followed by the OA command center immediately.
Severe Bleeding
1. Attempt to stop the bleeding for 15 minutes using the techniques described above
in step 1 of “normal wounds.”
2. While attempting to stop the bleeding, call 911 and then the program director to
plan a rapid assisted evacuation.
3. If bleeding does not stop or slow significantly within 15 minutes, see tourniquet
protocol below.

Tourniquets
1. If SEVERE bleeding does not cease after 15 minutes of well-aimed direct pressure,
and the injury is to a limb, consider applying a tourniquet. The application of a
tourniquet is likely to cause loss of the patient’s limb below the site of application
and should only be employed as a last-resort, life-saving technique.
2. A tourniquet may NOT be applied before obtaining permission from OA Command
Center.
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3. A tourniquet should be constructed of a non-elastic bandaging material (e.g., a
triangle bandage). The bandaging material should be folded into a strip no less than
one inch in width.
4. If possible, a metal rod, which will not snap, should be used as the turning
mechanism (e.g., a carbineer, spoon, etc.).
5. The tourniquet should be applied proximal to the site of injury, two inches above
the site.
6. Following the application of a tourniquet, write the exact time of application on a
piece of medical tape, and adhere the tape to the patient’s forehead.
7. Never remove a tourniquet in the field.
8. If you have not already done so, call 911 and follow up with the OA Command
Center immediately to plan a hasty, assisted evacuation. Every effort should be
made to deliver the patient to definitive care in less than two hours.

EATING CONCERNS
The below information on eating disorders is not an Outdoor Action medical protocol. It is
included for your reference because you may have participants you may be concerned
about. Please see the resources on Page 10-3 for information about campus resources to
support both you as a concerned peer and the person with a potential eating concern.
Anorexia Nervosa
Anorexia is an eating disorder where the individual becomes preoccupied with an
unhealthy pursuit of weight loss that eventually leads to distortion in body image. No
matter how thin they may become, anorexics continue to believe they need to lose weight.
To accomplish this desire, they starve themselves, maintain rigorous exercise regimes, and
sometimes purge by vomiting, laxatives, or diuretics. Even when weight loss endangers a
sufferer’s health she may not understand she has a problem that must be solved.
Most anorexics desire a sense of control, especially if they experience changes in their lives
over which they have no power. Changes that can trigger anorexia may include divorce of
one’s parents, receiving unexpectedly low grades, rejection in a peer relationship, having a
sports injury, and entering a new school. The causes underlying each case of anorexia can
vary widely, but certain patterns have emerged. It’s probably safe to say there is never one
single cause – anorexia is the result of a combination of many factors including personality
traits, genetic disorders, previous eating disorders, low self esteem/lack of identity, rigid or
overprotective families, media, and involvement in a sport where thinness is seen as an
advantage.











Signs and Symptoms of Anorexia
Behavioral:
Starvation and restriction of food
Obsession with food, calories, recipes (cooking for others, but not eating anything
themselves)
Obsessive exercise
Purging by vomiting, or using diet pills, laxatives, or diuretics
Eating junk food, particularly candy, and drinking a lot of coffee or tea, and/or smoking
Unusual eating habits (e.g. picking at food, spreading it around the plate, cutting food into
tiny pieces)
Excuses to avoid eating (e.g. “I already ate,” “I’m not feeling well”)
Hiding food they claimed to have eaten
Suddenly becoming vegan or vegetarian to avoid certain foods
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Social withdrawal
Wearing baggy clothes to hide weight loss and keep warm

Physical:
 Weight loss
 Fatigue, muscle weakness
 Always being cold
 Irregular menstruation or amenorrhea (loss of period)
 Fainting spells, dizziness
 Headaches
 Pale complexion
Emotional:
 Persistent concern with body image; complaining of being fat, even when thin
 Depression, irritability, mood swings
 Perfectionist attitude
Signs of Anorexia You May See While Camping
 Low body weight
 Constant movement (fidgeting)
 Denial of Hunger
 Avoids high calorie/fat foods such as peanut butter, cheese, GORP, Parkay, desserts
 Constantly talk about weight/body size
 Gets cold easily
 Fine hair growth all over body
Bulimia
Bulimia involves binge eating followed by purging or fasting. Someone who is bulimic eats an
abnormally large amount of food in a short period of time and then fasts or purges using laxatives,
diuretics, or self-induced vomiting because he or she feels overwhelmed with guilt and shame.
Another method bulimics use to cope with such emotion is excessive exercise. Through purging,
fasting, and exercise, bulimics hope to regain a sense of control they lacked while bingeing, but
unfortunately they end up suffering such hunger that their cravings for food will take hold once
again, making binge eating more likely. In contrast to anorexics, bulimics tend to be around average
weight and realize they have a problem. The most dangerous health risk posed by bulimia is cardiac
arrest or heart attack due to an electrolyte imbalance of the mineral potassium. Individuals who
abuse laxatives will find they can no longer have natural bowel movements, resulting in
constipation.
Like other eating disorders, bulimia is a symptom of psychological problems. In order to effectively
treat the disorder, one must address the underlying emotional causes.
Who Is at Risk for Developing Bulimia?
It is impossible to pin down an exact description of an individual likely to develop bulimia, but
certain events and personality traits are common among bulimic patients. Sufferers often have
problems with anxiety, depression, and impulse control. Because bulimics have difficulty trusting
people, they have few or no satisfying relationships, and lacking proper coping mechanisms, they
do not handle stress gracefully.
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Signs and Symptoms of Bulimia
Behavioral:
 Binge eating
 Secretive eating
 Going to the bathroom after meals
 Vomiting
 Laxative, diet pill, or diuretic abuse
 Intense exercise regimen
 Fasting
Physical:
 Red, puffy face and watery eyes (from vomiting)
 Weight fluctuations (usually between 10 and 15 lbs.)
 Swollen glands
 Fatigue, muscle weakness
 Tooth decay
 Irregular heartbeats
 Chronic sore throat
Emotional:
 Mood swings
 Depression
 Low self-esteem
 Persistent concern with body image
 Feelings of guilt and shame
Signs of Bulimia You May See While Camping
Bulimics will normally binge and purge in private, so it is difficult to guess what this person’s
behavior may be on an Outdoor Action trip, but here are some likely possibilities






Eats inconsistent amounts—may eat a lot at one meal and then hardly anything the next
couple meals to compensate
Possible moodiness because of not being able to keep up the usual binge/purge routine
May constantly talk about body size
Unable to recognize hunger
Calluses or scarring on hands (from inducing vomiting)

Medical Complications of Eating Disorders
General:
 Fatigue
 Dizziness
 Headaches
 Dehydration
 Loss of bone mass, osteoporosis
 Insomnia
 Anemia
 Disruption of body’s fluid/mineral balance
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Weakened immune system
Shortness of breath
Irregular heart beat, chest pain
Cold hands and feet
Low blood pressure
Bloating
Constipation and diarrhea
Stomach pain
Chronic sore throat

Appearance:
 Skin problems (dry, blotchy skin with unhealthy gray or yellow cast)
 Hair loss
 Edema (fluid retention)
 Lanugo (fine, downy hair)
Helping a Frosh with an Eating Disorder:
It is very unlikely that a frosh will have such a severe problem that it will put them in physical
danger on the trip. As there is not very much privacy on Outdoor Action trips, it will probably be
easier to confront a frosh you are worried about once back on campus. Confronting someone who
you think may have an eating disorder is never easy and there is no one “right” thing to say, but
here are some things that might be helpful:





Approach the person alone. It may be more comfortable to talk to the person with someone
else, but it will cause him/her to feel teamed up against.
Pick a time when both of you will have enough time to finish the conversation and when
both of you are calm.
The conversation does not have to take place all at one time. If you or the person you are
confronting becomes upset, it’s okay to end the conversation and try again later.
Be honest and direct. Tell the person what you have observed that makes you feel
concerned. Focus on your concerns about the person’s health—not their physical
appearance.

Remember that if your frosh does have an eating disorder, she probably had it for a long time
before you met her and it will probably be a long, slow recovery process. It is very likely that the
person you are confronting will deny having a problem. You can’t force anybody to get better. What
you can do is let the person know that you are concerned and that you are there for them if they
ever do want to talk.
Contact an ECPE or counselor at McCosh for additional advice and support. Everybody gets 10 free
hours of counseling--you can use these hours to discuss how to best help a friend or frosh you are
worried about. Additionally, the counselors can help you determine how serious the situation is.

MEDICATIONS
1. Leaders are not permitted to prescribe or administer medications. Participants are
responsible for their own prescription medications and must self-administer. The
one exception to this is Epinephrine and Cetirizine in the event of anaphylactic shock
(see Protocols).
2. All medications are carried in the first aid kit, which is kept by one of the trip leaders.
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3. In cases where participants are 18 or older, Leaders can let participants know what
medications are available in the first aid kit and can provide information about the purpose
and dosage of medications from the Medications Indications below.
4. Participants can elect to self-administer medications from the first aid kit by making
a request to the leader.
5. Leaders must check with the participant to see if there are any contraindications or
allergies based on the participant’s history and information in the Medications
Profile before allowing the participant access to the medication.
6. All medications that are passed their expiration date must be discarded and should not be
administered.

Medication Refusal Protocol

Each individual maintains the right to refuse medications. No coercion or physical force may be
employed in an attempt to get the individual to take medications. The only medication which OA
Leaders would attempt to give directly would be Epinephrine. Should an individual refuse to take a
prescribed medication as ordered, the established protocol shall be:
1. Document the refusal on an Incident Report Form.
2. Call to notify the OA Director of the refusal.
3. Any adverse reaction must be added to the original Incident Report Form where the
refusal was documented. Also report any adverse reaction to the Director who will notify
the prescribing physician and the parent/guardian.
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Medication Indications
Acetaminophen
Common Name: Cetaphen, Tylenol
Use: Mild pain reliever, reduces fever. Good for headaches, muscle aches, and menstrual cramps. A
good alternative to aspirin if person has an aspirin allergy. Acetaminophen will not upset the
stomach. It does not, reduce inflammation.
Adult Dose: 325 to 500 mg every 3–4 hours, as needed. For short-term use the total daily dose
should not exceed 4,000 mg.
Precautions: Do not drink alcoholic beverages if you are taking more than an occasional 1–2 doses.
Individuals with liver disease should consult their physician before using this drug. Overdose can
cause permanent liver damage and death. Treatment must be initiated within hours after overdose
to be effective.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Benefiber
Use: Benefiber is a dietary fiber supplement that can be added to liquids or soft food to encourage
bowel movements.
Ingredients: Wheat dextrin, Gluten-free (less than 20 ppm gluten)
Directions: Stir one packet of Benefiber into 4-8 oz of beverages or soft food. Stir well until
dissolved.
NutriSource Fiber
Use: NutriSource Fiber is a dietary fiber supplement that can be added to liquids or soft food to
encourage bowel movements.
Ingredients: Wheat dextrin, Gluten-free (less than 20 ppm gluten)
Directions: Stir one packet of into 2-4 oz of of any hot or cold beverage or soft food. Stir well until
dissolved.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Benzoin, Tincture of
Ingredients: Benzoin, alcohol 80%
Use: Use only as a topical solution on skin to provide a sticky surface for tape or moleskin to adhere
to. Benzoin is not effected by wet or sweat. Not for internal use.
Directions for Use: Clean and dry the area. Use applicator to apply a thin coating and let air dry
until tacky, then apply tape or moleskin.
Precautions: Do not apply to open wounds. Do not take internally.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Biscodyl
Use: laxative
Dose: 5 to 15 mg (1 to 3 tablets) orally once a day as needed.
Precautions: Rectal bleeding or failure to have a bowel movement after use of a laxative may
indicate a more serious condition. Stop using bisacodyl and contact your healthcare provider
Contrarindications: Do not use bisacodyl if you have stomach pain, nausea, or vomiting. Do not
use for longer than one week.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Cetirizine
Common Name: Zyrtec
Use: Antihistamine, anti-allergy medication. Inactivates histamine produced by allergic reactions.
Provides temporary relief of sneezing, watery and itchy eyes, and running nose due to allergies and
hay fever. Also helps relieve upper respiratory allergies. Cetirizine should be used in conjunction
with epinephrine for anaphylactic reactions.
Adult Dose: one 10mg tablet every 24 hours.
Precautions: you should know that cetirizine may make you drowsy. Do not drive a car or operate
machinery until you know how this medication affects you. Remember that alcohol can add to the
drowsiness caused by this medication. Avoid drinking alcoholic beverages while taking this
medication.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Epinephrine
Ingredient: Epinephrine 1:1000 solution (a synthetic form of adrenalin)
Use: This drug is used for emergency treatment of severe allergic reactions that cause respiratory
distress. It is a fast-acting bronchodilator that also reduces swelling in the throat to allow breathing.
It also serves to constrict the capillary bed to restore the circulating blood volume. After injection,
bronchodilation may occur within 5-10 minutes, with maximum effects within 20 minutes.
Adult Dose: 0.5 ml. of epinephrine solution from the syringe in the kit, injected into the muscle of
the shoulder (deltoid) or thigh. Dose may be repeated in 10–15 minutes as needed. See the kit itself
for attached administration instructions.
Adverse Effects: Increased heart rate, heart flutters, increased blood pressure, trembling, dizziness,
anxiety, weakness, paleness, nausea, vomiting, and headache. Excessive doses cause very high blood
pressure, and cardiac irregularities.
Precautions: Use according to directions attached to the kit. Epinephrine is light sensitive and
should be stored in the box provided. Store at room temperature. Periodically check contents of the
syringe. The solution should be clear and colorless. If it appears brown or cloudy or contains a
precipitate, do not use. The effects of epinephrine may be potentiated by tricyclic antidepressants
or by some antihistamines.
Contraindications: Must not be given intravenously! It must be given into the muscle only. It
should not be used on individuals in shock from blood loss. Epinephrine is a powerful cardiac
stimulant. Use may be contraindicated in persons with high blood pressure, diabetes, thyroid
disease, or heart disease.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Hydrocortisone Cream
Common Names: Cortaid, Lanacort
Use: Relieve redness, swelling, itching of skin. Use on skin rashes and irritations caused by eczema,
insects, poison ivy/oak/sumac, soaps, detergents, cosmetics, and genital and anal itching.
Dose: Apply cream to affected area not more than 3-4 times daily.
Precautions: External use only. Do not bandage or wrap the skin being treated unless directed to
by a physician. Occlusive dressings increase the amount of medicine absorbed through the skin.
Avoid contact in eyes. Do not use it for skin problems that are not listed on the package label
without checking with a physician. Discontinue use after 7 days if itching is still present, and
contact a physician. Do not use for external feminine itching if there is a vaginal discharge.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Ibuprofen
Common Names: Propinal, Advil
Use: Mild pain reliever, muscle relaxant, anti-inflammatory. Good for menstrual cramps.
Adult Dose: 200 to 400 mg every 4–6 hours, as needed. Total daily non-prescription dose should
not exceed 1,200 mg.
Precautions: Ibuprofen can irritate the stomach; take with food or milk. It should not be taken if
there is a history of ulcers or severe indigestion. Ibuprofen can also produce gastrointestinal
ulceration and bleeding. Ibuprofen also has a tendency to cause fluid retention, so care should be
used in situations where fluid retention is a problem (ex. acute mountain sickness or high altitude
pulmonary edema). Pregnant women should not take Ibuprofen without consultation with a
physician.
Contraindications: Do not take if you are allergic to aspirin or salicylates.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Loperamide
Common Name: Diamode, Imodium
Use: antidiarrheal
Dose: Initially, 4 mg P.O., then 2 mg after each loose stool. Usual maintenance dosage is 4 to 8 mg P.
daily in divided doses, not to exceed 16 mg daily.
Precautions: Be sure to drink plenty of liquids while taking this medication. If dhairrea lasts more
than 24 hours or is particulary frequent, consider calling the Command Center.
Counterindications: Do not take if you have Colitis, Dysentery, or liver disease or if you are allergic
to loperamide, or if you have stools that are bloody, black, or tarry, or if you have diarrhea that is
caused by taking an antibiotic or you are currently taking an antibiotic.

Pink Bismuth
Common Name: Pepto-Bismol
Use: Antacid, for upset stomach, heartburn, indigestion, nausea, and diarrhea. Neutralizes excess
stomach acid and protects stomach lining. If you are having diarrhea, taking a dose before eating
may help.
Dose: 2 tablets chewed or dissolved in mouth every 1/2 to 1 hour, as needed, to a maximum of 8
doses in 24 hours. Best to take an hour after meals, and every 2-3 hours thereafter.
Note: A darkened coating of the tongue or darkening of the stool may occur with use. Both
conditions are harmless and temporary.
Precautions: May prevent the absorption of other drugs, so avoid taking when on other
medications. Do not take more than 16 tablets in 24 hours. Do not use maximum dosage for more
than 2 weeks. Consult physician prior to giving Pepto-Bismol to teenagers during or after recovery
from flu or chickenpox. If diarrhea is accompanied by high fever or continues more than 2 days,
evacuate and contact physician.
Contraindication: Do not use this product if you are allergic to aspirin. Contact a physician prior to
use if you are on anticoagulants (blood thinners), have diabetes, kidney disease, stomach ulcers, or
gout.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Pseudoephedrine
Common Name: Sudotab, Sudafed
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Use: Decongestant, for the common cold. Promotes sinus/nasal drainage. Relieves nasal
congestion due to colds, hay fever, and upper respiratory allergies.
Doses: 60 mg tablets every 4-6 hours. Do not exceed 240 mg in 24 hours.
Adverse Effects: Acts as a mild stimulant and makes some individuals restless or jumpy, inhibiting
restful sleep. Reducing dose of drug usually relieves these side effects. Taking the last dose of the
day several hours before bedtime will help prevent trouble sleeping
Precautions: Do not exceed recommended dosage because at higher doses nervousness, dizziness
or sleeplessness may occur. Do not take this product if you are presently taking a prescription antihypertensive or anti-depressant without consulting a physician first.
Contraindications: If you have high blood pressure, heart disease, diabetes, or thyroid disease
consult your physician before taking this drug.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Sting Relief Swabs
Common Name: Benzociane Sting-Eze
Use: Local immediate sting relief for non-allergic reactions
Directions: Remove swab from packet, squeeze mini-vial between fingers, and apply using sponge
end directly to sting site, spreading with your finger.
Precautions: Do not use in eyes or nose. Not for prolonged use, or use over large areas of the body.
If swelling or pain persists, discontinue use.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Triple Antibiotic Ointment
Common Name: Neosporin, Bacitracin
Active Ingredients: Polymyxin B sulfate, Bacitracin Zinc, Neomycin, in a white petrolatum base
Use: to prevent skin infection in minor cuts, scrapes, and burns.
Dose: apply a small amount (an amount equal to the surface area of a finger tip) on the area 1 to 3
times daily. To clear up the infection completely, use the medication for the full time of treatment
(even if symptoms have disappeared).
Precautions: For external use only. Do not use in the eyes or apply over large areas of the body.
There is a separate product specifically designed for use in the eye. Stop use and consult a physician
if the condition persists or gets worse, or if a rash or other allergic reaction develops. Do not use
this product if you are allergic to any of the active ingredients. Do not use longer than 1 week unless
directed by a physician. In case of ingestion, seek professional medical care on contact the nearest
poison control center.
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